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Abstract

Among our five senses, we rely mostly on audition and vision to perceive an environment.
Our ears are able to detect stimuli from all directions, especially from obstructed and far-
away objects. Even in smoke, harsh weather conditions, or at night — situations where our
eyes struggle to operate — they are an essential source of information. On the other hand,
our eyes add rich and instantaneous information to the auditory signals. These two senses
are thus complementary; taken together, they constitute a powerful system for localization
and navigation.

In this thesis, non-visual (“blind”) modalities are studied to solve spatial perception prob-
lems, particularly those involving localization and mapping in robotics. Although the poten-
tial of blind modalities has long been recognized for niche applications, including sonar for
underwater navigation and radio-frequency signals for indoor localization, less progress has
been made on blind methods than visual methods, and many interesting problems remain
unsolved.

In the application-oriented Part I of the thesis, an indoor localization solution based on
WiFi and Bluetooth measurements is proposed that, unlike competing approaches, does not
require offline calibration. Next, the localization of a moving device is analyzed, based on
single, sequential distance measurements, which constitutes a fundamental but unsolved
variation of trilateration. This problem is solved using a closed-form algorithm that includes
recovery guarantees. Finally, a drone is equipped with microphones and a buzzer, thus
emulating a bat — an expert of blind navigation. Algorithms are presented to detect walls
using echoes as well as external sound sources. Throughout these chapters, the optimal
exploitation of a device’s motion, which is commonly ignored in sensing algorithms, is
studied for improving spatial perception.

Although blind modalities carry less information than images, they can be used to extract
fundamental features, such as distances or angles between objects of interest. In Part II,
we therefore treat the fundamental question of localization from distance and angle mea-
surements. When performing localization from distance measurements, one can resort to
distance geometry, a mature field with well-established results and methods. Many fewer
results exist for angle measurements. Thus, novel localization algorithms are proposed to
bridge this gap, using different angle measurements to supplement or replace distances.
These algorithms are useful beyond localization, as they contribute to the much broader
field of low-dimensional embedding of entities, such as images, words, or abstract concepts.

Overall, novel algorithms, systems, and theories are proposed for spatial perception from a
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variety of non-visual signals. Along the way, a wide range of important problems from local-
ization is approached from a signal-processing perspective. This enables the formulation of
optimal and guaranteed algorithms in some cases, and efficient approximate solutions oth-
erwise. Guaranteeing optimality has recently emerged as a pressing problem for achieving
robust real-world operation in robotics; this thesis contributes to this ambitious goal.

Keywords: spatial perception, localization, mapping, robotics, signal processing, dis-
tance geometry, radio frequency, sound
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Zusammenfassung

Von unseren fünf Sinnen verlassen wir uns hauptsächlich auf das Hören und Sehen, um
eine Umgebung wahrzunehmen. Unsere Ohren sind in der Lage, Reize aus allen Richtun-
gen wahrzunehmen, insbesondere von verdeckten und weit entfernten Objekten. Selbst
bei Rauch, rauen Wetterbedingungen oder nachts – Situationen, in denen unsere Augen
Schwierigkeiten haben zu funktionieren – sind sie eine wesentliche Informationsquelle. Auf
der anderen Seite fügen unsere Augen den Hörsignalen reichhaltige und sofortige Infor-
mationen über unsere Umgebung hinzu. Die beiden Sinne ergänzen sich also und bilden
zusammen ein leistungsfähiges System zur Lokalisierung und Navigation.

Wir untersuchen nicht-visuelle (“blinde”) Modalitäten zur Lösung von Kernproblemen der
räumlichen Wahrnehmung, insbesondere Lokalisierung und Kartierung für die Robotik.
Obwohl das Potenzial von blinden Modalitäten seit langem für Nischenanwendungen
anerkannt ist, darunter Sonar für die Unterwassernavigation und Hochfrequenzsignale für
die Indoor-Lokalisierung, wurden für diese Modalitäten, verglichen mit visuellen Methoden,
in den letzten Jahren deutlich weniger Fortschritte gemacht, und viele interessante Probleme
bleiben ungelöst.

Im ersten, anwendungsorientierten Teil der Arbeit schlagen wir zunächst eine Indoor-
Lokalisierungslösung basierend auf WiFi- und Bluetooth-Messungen vor, die im Gegensatz
zu konkurrierenden Ansätzen keine Offline-Kalibrierung erfordert. Als nächstes unter-
suchen wir die Lokalisierung eines sich bewegenden Geräts basierend auf jeweils einer
Entfernungsmessung, die eine grundlegende, aber ungelöste Variation der Trilateration
darstellt. Wir lösen das Problem mit einem optimalen Algorithmus inklusive Wiederherstel-
lungsgarantien. Schließlich statten wir eine Drohne mit Mikrofonen und einem Summer
aus und emulieren damit eine Fledermaus — die Expertin für blinde Navigation. Wir präsen-
tieren Algorithmen zur Erkennung von Wänden mithilfe von Echos sowie zur Lokalisierung
externer Schallquellen. Der rote Faden dieses ersten Teils der Arbeit ist die optimale Nutzung
der Bewegung eines Geräts für die räumliche Wahrnehmung.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit behandelt die Lokalisierung aufgrund von Entfernungs- und
Winkelmessungen auf einer abstrakteren Ebene. Obwohl blinde Modalitäten weniger Infor-
mationen als Bilder enthalten, können sie verwendet werden, um grundlegende Merkmale
wie Abstände oder Winkel zwischen interessierenden Objekten zu extrahieren. Tatsächlich
verwenden alle im ersten Teil der Arbeit diskutierten Algorithmen Distanzen oder Winkel,
oder liefern Schätzungen derselben. Bei der Lokalisierung mit Distanzen kann man auf
die Distanzgeometrie zurückgreifen, ein ausgereiftes Gebiet mit etablierten Ergebnissen
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und Methoden. Für Winkelmessungen liegen wesentlich weniger Ergebnisse vor. Um diese
Lücke zu schließen, stellen wir neuartige Algorithmen zur Lokalisierung mit verschiede-
nen Arten von Winkelmessungen bereit, welche Entfernungsmessungen ergänzen oder
ersetzen. Diese Algorithmen sind über die Lokalisierung hinaus nützlich: Sie tragen zum
breiteren Feld der niederdimensionalen Einbettung von Entitäten wie Bildern, Wörtern
oder abstrakten Konzepten bei.

Zusammenfassend präsentieren wir neuartige Algorithmen, Systeme und Theorien zur
räumlichen Wahrnehmung durch eine Vielzahl nicht-visueller Signale. Dabei behandeln
wir ein breites Spektrum wichtiger Problemstellungen aus der Lokalisierung, die wir aus
der Perspektive der Signalverarbeitung angehen. Dies ermöglicht es uns, in einigen Fällen
optimale und garantierte Algorithmen, und andernfalls effiziente Näherungslösungen zu
formulieren. Optimalität und Garantien in die Robotik zu bringen, wurde kürzlich als eines
der drängenden Probleme für dessen robusten Betrieb in der realen Welt beschrieben, und
mit dieser Arbeit tragen wir dazu bei, diesem ehrgeizigen Ziel näher zu kommen.

Stichwörter: räumliche Wahrnehmung, Lokalisierung, Kartierung, Robotik, Signalver-
arbeitung, Distanzgeometrie, Radiofrequenzen, Ton
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1 | Overview of this thesis

Part is realized as software, part is peopleware, part is hardware.
— Margaret Hamilton

In the current era of artificial intelligence, we are facing many difficult problems: how can
an agent make morally sound decisions, how can it understand other intelligent agents
(e.g. humans) and interpret their orders and intentions, or how can it choose from an infinity
of possible actions at this very moment, in a way that it will achieve a certain goal in the far
future. These questions and many others need to be answered for making a truly intelligent
agent.

Although these are undoubtedly core components, there is more to an intelligent agent than
such decision-making capabilities. In fact, many decision-making techniques rely on the
assumption that the intelligent agent, e.g. the robot, can perceive the environment suffi-
ciently well. This concept has been given the name “spatial perception”, and is omnipresent
in robotics. It includes, for instance, creating three-dimensional representations of a scene,
detecting objects of interest, and pose estimation for robotic manipulation. In this thesis,
we focus on a core component of spatial perception: localization. Localization is crucial for
successful operation of an intelligent agent, as the following examples highlight.
Many algorithms have been designed to calculate the sequence of commands to get a walk-
ing robot from point A to point B. Considering the complex dynamics of a walking robot,
this is an extremely challenging task. However, above all, successful navigation requires the
agent to localize itself as well as the end point, otherwise it does not know which direction
to take or whether the goal is reached.
Other algorithms tell us how robots within a swarm can move to reach a common target.
This requires potentially three types of localization: first, each swarm member needs to
locate its neighboring members to avoid collision, the outer members need to detect and
avoid obstacles, and finally, some members need a sense of the common target.
Finally, spatial perception is also important in applications that do not necessarily exhibit
any movement. In the famous cocktail-party problem, an agent has to correctly decipher
what another agent is saying, successfully cancelling out interfering noise sources. The
agent can focus its attention in the direction of the sound source and attenuate all other
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1. Overview of this thesis

Table 1.1.: Overview of the structure of the thesis.

Chapter/Section Anchors Measurements Platform
Pa

rt
I

Chapter 3 known uncalibrated multi-modal mobile phone

Chapter 4 known calibrated distances lawnmower

Chapter 5 walls
distance and

angle
drone

Chapter 6 sound source angle drone (simulation)

Pa
rt

II

Section 7.1 none distances –

Section 7.3 none
distances and
inner angles

–

Chapter 8 none
distances and

absolute angles
–

Chapter 9 none inner angles –

sounds; but in order to do this, it needs to know where the desired sound is coming from —
another example of spatial perception.

Humans and animals are astonishingly good at all three example problems, in particular
thanks to their incredible sensing capabilities: complex processes are constantly running in
our brains, combining information from all available senses, thus creating a coherent model
of the world. When one modality fails, either temporarily or permanently, we are quick at
adapting, trying to replace this modality with other sources of information, or filling the
blanks through priors and beliefs.

Despite great progress in sensor technologies and algorithms, robots are far from being as
good at spatial perception as animals or humans are. This is due to hardware limitations,
but also due to a lack of algorithms and theory that are adapted to real-world settings.

In this thesis, we provide both theory and algorithms that aim to equip robots with tools
to perform robust spatial perception when no or little visual information is available. We
provide algorithms that, amongst other use cases, help in all aforementioned applications,
and we provide missing theoretical results to understand such problems better from a
mathematical perspective.

In the first part of the thesis, we perform spatial perception on a moving device, using mostly
“blind” measurements. We study this problem in four different settings in terms of available
sensing modalities, knowledge of the environment, and available computational resources.
In the overview in Table 1.1, we give a summary of these aspects. For the environment, we
focus on so-called “anchors”, static points or planes in the environment from which we get
measurements. We work with WiFi, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wideband (UWB), auditive and — very
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1.1. Blind spatial perception for moving devices

rarely — visual signals, from which we can infer mostly distances and/or angles. The first
part of the thesis is close to actual applications, as each developed algorithm was evaluated
on a real platform (see last column of Table 1.1): on smartphones, a lawnmower robot, and
a micro-drone, respectively.

In the second part of the thesis, we move away from applications and treat the general
theory of point embedding from distance and angle measurements. This theory could be
directly applied to anchor-free localization, using different combinations of distance and
angle measurements, as visualized in the last four rows of Table 1.1. The utility of this part
however reaches beyond localization. Recovering point coordinates in any dimension, given
similarity measurements such as angle and distance measurements, is a fundamental task
with many applications; for instance it plays an important role in many data analysis and
machine learning applications.

1.1. Blind spatial perception for moving devices

In a nutshell, the first part of this thesis is about spatial perception using “blind” modalities.
It is easy to get a sense of the difficulty of the task by closing your eyes. While just before
closing them, you had a very detailed idea of your environment, you suddenly lose almost
all information. The wealth of visual information is mostly replaced by some auditory stim-
ulations and tactile sensations, as well as proprioception: a feeling of where your different
body parts are and how they move. However, as nature impressively demonstrates; not all
is lost. A familiar specialist of blind navigation is the bat, which uses ultrasound to detect
obstacles and prey. Quite impressively, some visually impaired people also learn how to
navigate using clicking sounds only; more about this in Chapter 5. Even without these
skills, everybody can move around for a certain amount of time, deprived of any sensory
information, using proprioception only. This is achieved through a technique called “dead
reckoning”: integrating your relative movement estimates in order to track your path. As we
know from the popular kids experiment of turning on the spot with your eyes closed, after
some time you lose the sense of orientation as the relative movement errors accumulate.
We usually compensate for the drift inherent to dead reckoning by using visual information.
In blind methods, we can compensate for it using other modalities; in this thesis, we use in
particular sound, Bluetooth, WiFi, and ultra-wideband signals.

Why blind? It might seem like “switching off” visual information is making the spatial
perception problem unnecessarily hard. However, having visual information is not always
possible, necessary, or optimal. In fact, an optimal map contains the right granularity of
detail for the task. Having too much detail can lead to slow decision making and increased
energy consumption, while having too little detail can lead to inefficient navigation, to
getting lost, and in the worse case to damage and malfunctioning. Below are some examples
of applications where blind navigation might be preferred over visual navigation.

Indoor localization: localizing moving people indoors, using e.g. their Smartphone data,
should be performed “passively”, i.e. the target should not be required to constantly scan
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1. Overview of this thesis

their environment. Ideally, the phone can be kept in the pocket and still be localized.

Microrobotics: When dealing with ever-smaller drones or other microrobots, weight and
size are crucial factors for successful deployment of sensors. Although cameras are becom-
ing smaller and smaller, they are still bigger than some of the “blind sensors” available such
as microphones, ultra-wideband antennas, etc. In particular, when the goal is omnidirec-
tional sensing, multiple or more complex cameras need to be employed. Furthermore, it is
not always realistic to equip a robot with the necessary processing power and bandwidth
required to make use of visual information.

Hostile conditions: When people or robots are employed for search and rescue in ex-
treme situations, such as fires, in caves with bad visibility or in strong storms, visibility
conditions can be prohibitively bad for visual localization solutions. Even some com-
mon environments exhibit too little features for reliable operation of visual feature-based
methods: wide grass fields, empty rooms, or high altitudes are environments character-
ized by a lack of visual features. Laser-based solutions such as lidar could be used as a
replacement but they are computationally heavier and more costly, and may fail when
exposed to e.g.sunlight and transparent or reflective surfaces. Blind signals such as audio
or radio-frequency signals are not affected by bad visibility or by an environment lacking
unique visual features, and can be a great complement in these cases.

This list is of course not comprehensive and other use cases might call for blind solutions,
for instance applications with privacy concerns.

The solutions proposed in this part of the thesis cover all three application areas. In Chapter 3
we propose an indoor localization solution using mostly blind signals and very scarce visual
information. The solution proposed in Chapter 4 is appropriate for lawnmowers, as shown
in its successful application for the latter. Finally, the solutions proposed in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6 are tailored to (but not limited to) micro-drones which would struggle with
handling rich visual information, both in terms of the physical weight imposed by the sensor
and the heavy computational payload of visual information.

Why moving? Finally, let us highlight why we are particularly interested in moving devices.
The obvious reason is that many key problems in robotics involve movement, be it to map
out or inspect an unknown environment or to perform a higher-level task such as collecting
or delivering goods. A more subtle reason is that movement can help the localization per-
formance. In classical localization algorithms, we use motion in the so-called “prediction”
step: Given our current position estimate and a movement measurement, we predict the
next position. This prediction is refined once we get new measurements (more on this
in Section 2.3). We successfully integrate motion estimates in a similar way in Chapter 3. In
the subsequent parts of the thesis, we explore more novel ways of integrating motion, in
particular for solving problems that are not solvable in a static setting:

Chapter 4: We exploit motion and recover a trajectory estimate rather than position
estimates, thus solving a problem that is otherwise not analytically tractable.
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1.1. Blind spatial perception for moving devices

Chapter 3 Chapter 4

Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Figure 1.1.: Overview of the first part of this thesis. We consider a moving device which performs spatial
perception using mostly blind modalities. We mark in green the measurements, in orange
what is assumed to be (approximately) known, and in blue what is estimated. In the first
two chapters, Chapter 3 and 4, we localize the device from multimodal measurements
and range-only measurements, respectively. We use a discretized state representation in
Chapter 3, and a continuous representation in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a bat-like drone
estimates the location of the closest wall from audio measurements. Finally, in Chapter 6,
a moving device estimates the direction of a static sound source.

Chapter 5: We use the motion of the drone to measure echo interference patterns spatially,
allowing us to detect and localize walls.

Chapter 6: We use the motion of the drone to virtually multiplex the microphone array,
thus achieving more effective beamforming and higher accuracy in source localization.

1.1.1. Overview of the first part of the thesis

Figure 1.1 visualizes the different settings studied in the first part of the thesis. In the follow-
ing, we explain their connections and background. A brief overview of the contributions of
the thesis is given in Section 1.1.3.
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1. Overview of this thesis

We start the thesis by treating an important application of “blind” localization: indoor
localization. Using modalities that are available on a smartphone, in particular Bluetooth,
WiFi and the inertial measurement unit (IMU), we design a localization algorithm which
combines all measurements. The algorithm was successfully tested in a university hall
and deployed in our industrial partner’s software. This chapter inspired the two following
research questions, which we address in the remainder of the first part of the thesis:

1. We get IMU measurements at a very high rate compared to the more sparse dis-
tance measurements from WiFi and Bluetooth. Furthermore, the quality of distance
measurements decays a lot over distance, in particular in non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
conditions. As a consequence, we often only have few reliable distance measurements
at a time, and we need to bridge this idle time by integrating IMU measurements in
the meantime. This setup inspires an interesting inverse problem, which although
quite elementary, is not exactly solved to date: Given a moving device which can only
measure one distance at a time, can we uniquely recover its trajectory?

2. The modalities used are very noisy: Bluetooth measurements only give reliable es-
timates of distance when the anchor is within a few meters proximity; and both
Bluetooth and WiFi measurements are sensitive to NLOS conditions. Sound, on the
other hand, can also be measured on every smartphone (that’s what phones were
designed for in the first place) and has both a wide range and great NLOS behavior.
Could sound thus be used as a complementary modality for localization?

In Chapter 4, we investigate the first question, proposing a range-only localization algorithm
which is guaranteed to find a unique solution under conditions that we characterize exactly.
This is visualized in the top-right of Figure 1.1. Chapters 5 and 6, shown in the bottom row,
investigate the sound modality for spatial perception. First, we investigate how to localize
walls by sampling the interference pattern created by the echos from walls in Chapter 5.
Then, we investigate how to localize a static sound source from a moving device in Chapter 6.
In both chapters, our emphasis is on creating solutions that are adapted for deployment on
a micro-drone — a platform characterized by low computational power and strict weight
requirements. Together, these two methods help build foundations for using sound in
localization of moving devices.

We can also view the four chapters as treating localization with different kinds of “anchors”,
which we define as fixed landmarks of which we can get measurements. In the first two
chapters, we treat measurements from anchors emitting radio waves (Bluetooth, WiFi and
UWB), where we have different levels of information about the anchors. In Chapter 3, the
anchors have known positions but are not calibrated — we use sparse visual information
to calibrate them online. In the future work section we pinpoint ways to relax the required
prior knowledge about anchor positions through learning-based solutions. In Chapter 4,
the anchors are known and calibrated, and we can directly retrieve distance measurements.
In Chapter 5 we replace point anchors by walls, to which we can measure the distance
and angles using sound. Finally, in Chapter 6, the role of the anchor is taken by a sound
source. We do not know its absolute position, but the drone can estimate its angle in local
coordinates.
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1.1. Blind spatial perception for moving devices

Table 1.2.: Overview of research areas related to spatial perception, using either visual or auditory
information

Problem Visual Audio

Imaging RGB / multi-spectral cameras Acoustic cameras [192]

Full representation Plenoptic function [148] Plenacoustic function [2]

Event-based sensing Event-based vision [72] Event-based audio [41, 223]

Sparse imaging
Locating stars

(radiowaves) [158]
Locating speakers [157]

Remote sensing
Seeing through haze [57] and

around a corner [62, 217]
trivial*

Sensor-based motion Visual servo [76, 134, 222] Aural servo [132]

SLAM Visual SLAM [35] EchoSLAM [109, 110]

Interference sensing Lippmann imaging [10] Chapter 5

Motion-aided sensing Burst processing [216] Chapters 6 and 5

* Haze and other particles are obviously no problem for sound. “Listening around a corner” is trivial,
creating an accurate spatial acoustic image from behind a corner is significantly harder.

1.1.2. Audio, the undervalued modality for spatial perception

We finish this introduction by taking a small detour to further motivate our interest in
the audio modality. Despite audio being clearly a useful tool for spatial perception, as
demonstrated by many examples from the animal kingdom, the available algorithms for
audio signals are limited compared to those for visual signals. We provide an overview of
problems and their respective solutions using visual or blind modalities in Table 1.2. The
work in this thesis aims to fill certain gaps in audio-based algorithms compared to their
visual-based counterparts. Before explaining the contributions in more detail (mostly the
last two lines of Table 1.2), we briefly discuss some of the other areas and prevalent solution
approaches. We also use this opportunity to highlight some of the work done by the author
that are not included in the thesis for the sake of a consistent story.

The most common application of visual signals is imaging: capturing the appearance of a
scene with a pixel array (usually RGB, but multispectral versions exist), similar to the way we
see the world. The equivalent for audio signals is implemented in acoustic cameras. Here,
microphone arrays are used to decompose incident sound into its different directions and
spectral components, creating multi-spectral polar images of the sound intensity.

These images capture the auditory or visual scene from exactly one given viewpoint. Ex-
tensions of this method to capture a more complete representation of a scene have been
studied for both modalities. The plenoptic function, for instance, characterizes light rays in
space, and devices such as the Lytro lightfield camera were built to measure this information.
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1. Overview of this thesis

One interpretation of lightfield images is that they capture the same scene from a variety of
closely spaced view points; like from a tiny camera array.1 To the best of our knowledge, the
plenoptic function in sound, the “plenacoustic function”, has been mostly studied from a
theoretical perspective to this date [2], and has not yet found commercial applications.

In certain settings, these frame-based imaging methods are suboptimal; for instance, when
we are interested in recording the dynamic components of a scene at very high rate and
resolution. In this case, the memory and processing overhead from dense camera frames,
consisting of a mostly static background, is a nuisance. Here, event-based cameras offer a
much more targeted solution, providing the coordinates of changed pixels over time rather
than the full frames [72]. This is now a mature technology with first successful commercial
applications. Event-based audio has only recently started to be studied [223]: rather than
sampling microphones continuously, we trigger an event as soon as the sound level exceeds
a certain threshold. With more progress on optimally leveraging this kind of information,
for instance the development of appropriate neural networks [41], we could for instance
lower energy consumption during idle times of smart speakers.

Because of its high wavelengths, sound is not susceptible to scattering from small particles
in the air, and it can bend around obstacles, making it robust to NLOS conditions. Vision has
much smaller wavelengths and is thus more susceptible to scattering. Therefore, methods
exploiting near-infrared information, which has slightly higher wavelengths and can also
be captured by conventional cameras, can sharpen images in hazy conditions, as shown in
our work [57]. Quite impressively, advances have been made recently in visual NLOS sens-
ing: single-photon-sensitive cameras have been employed to “see around corners” in [62,
217] but such approaches remain experimental, for the time being requiring sophisticated
hardware. Sound, on the other hand, can naturally “see around corners”.

To map an environment, visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is most
commonly implemented, using either cameras or laser sensors [35]. Its counterpart for
audio signals has also been studied in recent works [109, 110]. These proposed methods
promise reliable online mapping of room geometry, but rely on sophisticated sensors and
actuators. Other works even “guess” geometrical appearance and geometrical details from
sound [44], using learning-based solutions. As we will see in this thesis, interference sensing
is a great alternative when high-end hardware, or sufficient training data, are not avail-
able. Furthermore, the results from our audio-based sensing algorithms could be readily
integrated in the above SLAM frameworks.

The main target of this thesis are the two last application domains.

Interference sensing Exploiting interference has a long history in the visual world. Classical
tools such as the Michelson interferometer have driven important discoveries in science
since its invention in the late 19th century — most recently a version of it enabled the
first-ever detection of gravitational waves [1]. Interference is also the enabling factor of

1Our work on view synthesis [59] performed at Disney Research, uses for instance a one-dimensional 16-
camera array and deep learning to synthesize the lightfield along a line, thus emulating a camera sweep.
Similar methods are being employed in the three-dimensional replay of highlights of sports events.
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holography, which can be used to generate 3D images, and it is exploited in the recently
developed ptychographic x-ray tomography [94]. Finally, interference can also be used to
create hyper-spectral cameras; a famous early example of this is Lippmann photography [10].
In acoustics, sound waves also interfere with each other, a phenomenon widely used in
noise-cancelling headphones, for example. Interference also happens when we record a
sound source next to a wall, between the direct path and the reflect path. Because of the
higher wavelength of auditive compared to visual signals, the interference pattern is in the
range of centimeters rather than the micrometers. As a consequence, a robot can measure
this interference not only along frequency, but also along the spatial dimension, which we
exploit in Chapter 5 to localize a wall.

Motion-aided sensing Most applications considered in Table 1.2 involve static cameras or
microphones. In our treatments, we study moving microphones instead. Movement is of
course tightly coupled to localization in SLAM, but there, it is typically used in the back-end,
i.e. for higher-level localization algorithms, and not in the front-end, i.e. to extract meaning
from raw measurements. However, most microphones and cameras used nowadays — for
example the ones in smartphones — are mobile during each capture. The fact that the phone
moves during each hand-held image capture is used in modern computational photography
algorithms to perform denoising, super-resolution, and high-dynamic-range imaging [144,
216].2 In audio-based sensing, to the best of our knowledge, no such algorithms exist. This
is the topic of Chapter 6. We investigate how the movement of a microphone array can be
used to emulate a virtual microphone array with many more microphones, increasing the
performance in determining the direction of sound sources.

1.1.3. List of contributions of the first part of the thesis

In this section, we give a brief summary of the contributions of the first part of the thesis.

Chapter 3: Multi-modal indoor localization In this chapter, we propose a flexible frame-
work incorporating different types of measurement modalities in a discrete-space proba-
bilistic localization framework suitable for indoor localization.

Summary of contributions in Chapter 3

Extension of conditional random fields to integrate model-based measurements.

Method for optional online calibration using sparse visual measurements.

Demonstration on real datasets of indoor localization.

Preliminary results of learning-based solutions relaxing the knowledge about anchors.

2In our patent [142], we also explore how to use such micro-movements to recover a depth image.
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Chapter 4: Dynamical range-based localization In this chapter, we study trajectory re-
covery using one distance measurement at a time.

Summary of contributions in Chapter 4

Linear algorithm for global trajectory recovery.

Sufficient conditions for a unique solution.

Demonstration on real dataset of lawnmower.

Outline of spline-based algorithm for piecewise recovery.

Chapter 5: Dynamical sound-based wall localization Inspired by bats, we create a drone
that can localize walls using sound. We develop algorithms adapted to this setup based on
interference sensing.

Summary of contributions in Chapter 5

Reproducible audio deck for Crazyflie drone.

ROS framework to collect and process audio measurements.

Wall distance and angle localization algorithm.

Recovery guarantees based on sampling theory.

Performance evaluation in simulation and on real drone.

Chapter 6: Dynamical sound source localization In this work-in-progress chapter, we
are interested in the recovery of the direction of sound sources on a moving device.

Summary of contributions in Chapter 6

Study of fundamental resolution limits in classical beamforming.

Formulation of sound source localization algorithm exploiting motion.

Performance results in simulation and comparison with static and filtering methods.
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1.2. Embedding based on angle and distance measurements

Up to this point, we know that this thesis will cover a myriad of applications where a moving
device performs spatial perception from different “blind” measurement types. In this second
part of the thesis, we take a step up in abstraction and ask questions of the following form:

(general embedding problem) Given similarity measurements between a number of entities,
recover a low-dimensional embedding of the entities such that similar ones are close and
dissimilar ones are far.

Before dissecting this general problem statement, we explain it with an intuitive example.
Assume that you are at a birthday party of a distant friend. While waiting for your turn at
the dessert buffet, you look around the room and try to figure out who is who. There must
be some family, mostly friends, and maybe some uninvited strangers who came for the
magnificent chocolate muffins? There is a girl who has the same accent as your friend and is
roughly the same age — maybe she is a school friend from a similar area? There is a man
who seems to be from the older generation and who has brought an amazing cake — maybe
it’s the dad? And then there is this guy who looks a little nervous and has chocolate on his
fingers — maybe a chocolate predator? What you performed in your head is exactly an
instance of this general embedding problem. You observe similarity features and you try to
put people into clusters based on these features.

Let us now discuss the problem in more technical terms. By similarity measurements, we
mean a measure of “closeness” of a given set of entities. The kind of measure can depend on
the nature of the entities. In the field of medical imaging for instance, the entities can be im-
ages of a retina, of which we seek an embedding such that the images of the healthy patients
are clustered [85, 202]. Here, similarity could be a perceptual metric between two images
such as the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [212]. In text-based information
retrieval, entities could be words, whose embedding should be close when words are seman-
tically related (e.g. the words “tiger” would be closer to “lion” than for instance “chair”) [206].
In this case, the similarity could be measured as the number of word co-occurrences in
training documents. Compared to these two examples, localization is more trivial: in this
case, entities are points that we seek to localize, and the embedding is simply an estimate of
the point location itself.
The measure can involve different numbers of entities: for instance, distance measure-
ments typically involve two entities and angle measurements involve three entities. We
can also compute the correlation between two pairs of entities, in which case 4 entities are
involved.
Measurements can be labeled or unlabeled, meaning that we may or may not know which
points are involved for each measurement. If they are unlabeled, we first need to perform
what is known as the labelling problem in signal processing, or as data association in
robotics: determining which measurement corresponds to which entities.
The number of points to embed can also vary a lot depending on the application: the appli-
cations seen in the first part of this thesis, for instance, all involve less than 10-15 points, but
applications in information retrieval from large text bases can involve thousands of points.
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1. Overview of this thesis

Note that we are localizing all points jointly, so we relax the idea of anchors used in the
previous part. As we will see later, anchors can be easily incorporated through Procrustes
analysis [186].
Finally, finding the embedding seems like a fancy wording for “localizing” points, i.e. find-
ing their coordinates in Euclidean space. The terminology “low-dimensional embedding” is
however more general than that, as it also encompasses manifolds or other non-Euclidean
spaces. We cover some alternatives in Section 7.4. The emphasis on lower dimensions is
obvious for the application in localization, which happens in two or three dimensions. In
general, low-dimensional embeddings are desired because they allow for straight-forward
visualizations and discovering important structure of the data.

Posing the problem in this form rather than the more specific forms encountered in the first
part of the thesis creates a number of interesting opportunities:

Relaxing the anchors requirement allows the presented theory to be applied for a larger
set of problems in robotics where no such infrastructure or information is available.
Such applications include robotic swarms, but also SLAM with unknown landmarks
or ad-hoc sensor networks employed for instance for environmental monitoring.

Even when anchor information is available, it can be beneficial to treat each anchor
as just another unknown point. In particular, this is useful when the anchors have
unreliable calibration, leading for instance to bias on measurements, or when their
position is only roughly known. Treating anchors as points with unknown location
increases tolerance for such errors.

As we will see later, many interesting theoretical results exist for problems of this form.
Furthermore, efficient algorithms have been developed for such problems, some of
which have closed-form solutions and recovery guarantees. These results are very
useful for robotics or localization problems.

As mentioned above, using this more general problem statement opens up a whole
area of applications outside of robotics. Finding lower-dimensional embeddings from
similarity measurements is interesting for data analysis in general, with applications
ranging from biology, over psychometrics, and to text-based information retrieval.

In this thesis, we focus on specific instances of the general embedding problem. In partic-
ular, for our similarity measurements, we consider distances, inner angles, and absolute
angles. Although these measurements are arguably the most common ones for localization,
more unconventional measurements, in particular non-metric measurements, can be an
interesting alternative. Some alternatives are briefly discussed in Section 7.4.
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1.2. Embedding based on angle and distance measurements

  

 distances

inner angles
absolute angles  

and distances

Chapter 8 Section 7.1 Section 7.3 Chapter 9

Figure 1.2.: Overview of the second part of the thesis. There is a set of entities with an unknown low-
dimensional embedding (top row). We seek to recover this embedding, but we are given only
certain similarity measurements. Using these measurements, we can recover an estimate
of the low-dimensional embedding (last row). We order the studied cases by decreasing
information from left to right. In the last row, we show different embeddings which yield
the same measurements. Note that in all cases, we lose the absolute translation of the
original embedding (not shown). With distance and inner-angle measurements, we also
lose the orientation, and for only angle measurements, we lose orientation and scale.

1.2.1. Overview of the second part of the thesis

Figure 1.2 shows an overview of the problems discussed in the second part of the thesis.
We start by discussing distance-based embedding, which has by far obtained the most
attention in the literature, in the introductory Chapter 7. We summarize the results from
distance-based embedding in Section 7.1, formalize the different angle measurements in
this thesis, and present a method to include inner-angle measurements in Section 7.3. After
these introductory topics, we move over to our main contributions.

First, in Chapter 8, we combine distances with absolute angles. Intuitively, this problem is
simpler than distance-only or angle-only localization: angles and distances can be com-
bined to vector measurements, and point recovery is less ambiguous than for the other
cases. Mathematically, the problem is however more interesting than it seems at first sight.
Concretely, we can split the problem into one-dimensional ones, where we can draw an
interesting parallel to distance-only localization. Furthermore, the solution can be gener-
alized to any problem where we measure projections to arbitrary directions, examples of
which are geometrical microphone array calibration and structure from motion.
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1. Overview of this thesis

Finally, we consider localization from inner-angle measurements only. Using again parallels
with distance geometry, we first establish realizability conditions on angles. These conditions
can be exploited for various tasks; we showcase their utility by creating a constrained
optimization problem for denoising measurements. Using the denoised angles, we can
recover a unique point set, using a simple build-up algorithm. Finally, we compare, in
simulation, the angle-only embedding method with a classical distance-only embedding,
highlighting in which noise regimes one should be preferred over the other.

1.2.2. List of contributions of the second part of the thesis

Chapter 7: Background of the second part This is an introductory chapter, but it does
cover one algorithmic contribution, the “constrained edge-kernel method”. This method
improves over the original one [131] by ensuring realizability of the recovered edge vectors,
thus increasing localization accuracy.

Chapter 8: Embedding based on coordinate differences In this chapter, we treat localiza-
tion from distance and absolute angle measurements. Phrasing the problem as recovery
from coordinate differences, we make the following contributions:

Summary of contributions in Chapter 8

Presentation and study of coordinate difference matrices, including their exact char-
acterization and recovery algorithm in one dimension.

Generalization to multiple dimensions and conditions for equivalence between global
solution and more efficient frame-wise (“splitting”) solution.

Demonstration of performance on sensor network localization and geometric micro-
phone calibration.

Chapter 9: Embedding based on inner angles In the final chapter, we study localization
from inner-angle measurements only. Inspired by distance geometry, we split the problem
in two parts: first, we find the set of realizable angles closest to given, noisy angles. Then, we
recover the points based on the realizable angles.

Summary of contributions in Chapter 9

Necessary conditions in the form of linear and non-linear constraints for realizable
angles, including method to automatically construct the linear constraints.

Conjecture on sufficient conditions, verified in simulation, and sketch of proof.

Localization results in simulation and comparison with distance-only method.
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Part I.

Blind spatial perception for moving
devices
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2 | Background of the first part

In this introductory chapter, we lay out the foundations for spatial perception, in particular
localization and mapping, treated in this first part of the thesis.

2.1. Localization: notation and definitions

Out of the many facets of spatial perception, we are mostly interested in localization in
this thesis. We study the localization of a moving device in the first two chapters, and the
localization of external objects (also called mapping) in the last two chapters.

Basics Localization describes the estimation of the pose of a robot, given certain measure-
ments. The pose of a device, consisting of its position and orientation, is described by a
function of time t: (r(t),α(t)) ∈

(
RD × SO(D)

)
, with SO(D) the special orthogonal group,

consisting of rotations in D dimensions. When convenient, we represent angles by the
corresponding rotation matrixR(t) ∈ SO(D), which is a D by D matrix. Extensive literature
exists on correctly handling rotations in state estimation and in particular localization [14,
25]. In the applications considered in this thesis, the rotational part of the pose can be
restricted to the plane, so we only consider rotations in D = 2, where they are described
by one angle only, which we denote by α(t). Furthermore, we introduce rn := r(tn), the
position sampled at time tn, as well as r1:n := {r1, , . . . , rn} to denote a series of positions.
We use the same indexing convention for all variables.

Measurements We distinguish between two types of measurements. Map-based, or ex-
teroceptive, measurements, denoted by z(t), include measurements taken with respect to
external and fixed points, such as access points or walls (see next paragraph). On the other
hand, we have “internal”, or proprioceptive, measurements u(t): they describe the robot’s
movement using some sensors such as step counters or IMUs. From these measurements,
we can derive the travelled distance l(t) ∈ R and rotation β(t) ∈ SO(D), with respect to
some reference point. In this thesis, we consider mostly distance and angle measurements
to map elements, and we measure relative movement using IMU. When convenient, we
include the internal measurements in the map-based measurements, in which case z(t)

includes all available measurements.
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2. Background of the first part

Notation for this part
D ∈ {2, 3} dimension of space
r(t) ∈ RD device trajectory

α(t) ∈ SO(D) device orientation

x(t) a continuous function. . .
xn := x(tn) . . . its sample at time tn . . .

x1:n := {x1, . . .xn} . . . and a set of samples

z(t) ∈ RN map-based measurements
u(t) ∈ RD × SO(D) movement measurements

M map
am ∈ RD m-th anchor position

Z, Y random variables for measurements and state
z, y realizations of Z and Y

Table 2.1.: Different “map” representations used throughout this thesis, defined as collections of map
elements and their respective parameters.

Map elements Parameters

Chapter 3
Bluetooth beacons, WiFi access points, visual
anchors / floor plan

coordinates, gain, bias /
state connectivity

Chapter 4 UWB access points coordinates

Chapter 5 wall(s)
wall normal(s), reflection
factor(s)

Chapter 6 sound source(s) coordinate(s), signal(s)

Map representations In general, we can describe the map of an environment as a collection
M of M objects. In feature-based maps, each element of the map contains some properties
and coordinates. This kind of representation, consisting of only as many map elements as
interesting features in the environment, is also called a landmark-based representation of
space. In location-based maps, on the other hand, we typically discretize the space and
assign properties to each location, such as occupancy or traversability. This is also called
a dense representation of space. We use mostly landmark-based representations in this
thesis: in particular, the map consists of the locations of anchor points (WiFi, Bluetooth,
UWB, visual markers), the angles of sound sources, or the location and reflection factors of
walls, as summarized in Table 2.1. In Chapter 3, we also consider a dense representation,
namely floor plans, in indoor localization settings.

For the probabilistic treatments, we introduce the random variable Y to describe the full
state that we wish to infer. The state, one realization of Y , is denoted by y. Note that this
state can include, depending on the application, either only the location, the pose, the
map, or any combination of these quantities. Similarly, the random variable describing
extrinsic measurements is given by Z, and intrinsic measurements by U . When appropriate,
we combine all measurement types in the variable Z. For ease of notation, we write the
probability of Y taking value y as p(y) := p(Y = y), and ensure that it is clear from the
context which random variable is involved.
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2.2. Landscape of solutions

2.2. Landscape of solutions

Different applications impose different constraints on available measurements, allowed
computational load and required accuracy/latency. Therefore, solutions to the localization
and mapping problems come in many different flavors. For example, when it comes to
recovering a trajectory r(t), one can choose among the following approaches.

discrete vs. continuous recovery We can either try to recover a description of the contin-
uous trajectory, r(t), or a list of trajectory points rn, n = 1 . . . N . The more natural approach
is discrete recovery, since we get measurements at discrete times. Originally, trajectories
are however continuous, and since they describe the movement of an object with an in-
herent inertia, they exhibit some degree of smoothness. As we show in Chapter 4, we can
exploit smoothness and recover a continuous trajectory, in particular when recovering single
positions is an underdetermined problem.

probabilistic vs. deterministic recovery In the real world, measurements are noisy and
systems are often underdetermined. For robust solutions, it is therefore more sensible to
recover a probabilistic form, p(r(t)), p(rn) rather than r(t), rn. This is the predominant
approach in the first part of this part of the thesis. Even for our deterministic recovery
algorithm in Chapter 4, we provide the (a-posteriori) probabilistic description.

filtering vs. batch estimation As the device moves and more measurements come in, we
can either choose to only consider the most recent measurements for localization, or we
can try to find the optimal solution given all measurements. In what the authors of [35] call
the age of “classical localization”, the former approach, which is also called filtering, was
more common: finding for example the most likely pose given the previous pose and most
recent measurement. As robots have increasingly more computational power, and thanks
to great algorithmic improvements, batch-based estimation has received more attention
recently [102, 103], which takes into account all measurements and optimizes over all poses
jointly. Both filtering and batch-based approaches are covered in more detail in the next
section. In Chapters 3 and 4, we consider batch-based solutions, while the estimates from
Chapters 5 and 6 could be integrated into either framework. When applied to SLAM, the
solutions considered in the second part of this thesis could also be considered as batch
methods, as they seek solutions consistent with all distance or angle measurements seen so
far.

generative vs. discriminative models This distinction is rather technical and will be cov-
ered in more detail in Section 2.3. Put briefly, generative models use forward models to
predict measurements from the current state, which are then compared to the actual mea-
surements to infer the likelihood of the states. Discriminative models do not require a
forward model since they exploit more general cost functions between the measurements
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and the states. Discriminative models are used more commonly in natural language pro-
cessing and computer vision than in robotics; we investigate their potential for localization
in Chapter 3. In general, in this thesis, we assume measurement models to be known (or we
seek to approximate them) and we are thus more inclined towards the generative perspec-
tive.

In the following, we describe generative and discriminative models in more detail, since
they are important building blocks of the material covered in this thesis.

2.3. Probabilistic robotics in a nutshell

2.3.1. Generative perspective

The goal in Bayesian localization is to find the probability over the poses y over time, given
measurements z and u; in other words, we are looking for p(y1:n|z1:n, u1:n, y0), also called the
posterior over the state space. Under certain assumptions such as the Markov property and
conditional independence (see [201] for an in-depth treatment), this probability distribution
can be factored as:

p (y1:n|y0, z1:n, u1:n) = ηp(y0)
∏

n

p (yn|yn−1, un) p (zn|yn) , (2.1)

where η is a normalization factor to satisfy the axiom of total probability. Inspecting (2.1),
we can identify the three main ingredients of typical Bayesian algorithms. The prior, p(y0),
is the initial estimate of the state distribution. The movement model p(yn|yn−1, un) tells us
how to predict the next state given the current state and a measurement of the movement
un.1 Finally p(zn|yn) is the measurement model, it tells us how to correct our estimate, given
the latest measurements. Combined, (2.1) tells us how to calculate the posterior.

Evaluating (2.1) is also known as the full SLAM solution and it leads to batch-based methods
using all available measurements. Unless probabilities are assumed Gaussian and mea-
surements are assumed linear [102, 103], it can quickly become prohibitively expensive
to perform in real time. A popular simplified version is online SLAM, or Bayesian filtering,
where we only update the most recent state estimate, given the latest measurements [201,
p.310]. A great overview of the connections between full and online SLAM is given in [14].
In this case, we use the recursive update rule:

p (yn|y0, z1:n, u1:n) = ηp (zn|yn)

∫
p (yn−1|y0, z1:n−1, u1:n−1) p (yn|un, yn−1) dyn−1. (2.2)

Equation (2.2) tells us how to compute the posterior p (yn|y0, z1:n, u1:n), given the previous
posterior p (yn−1|y0, z1:n−1, u1:n−1), the map-based measurements zn and motion estimates
un. The measurements are incorporated through the forward model p (zn|yn) and the mo-

1This measurement un can either take the form of movement estimates, e.g. from odometry or IMU readings;
or it can be induced from movement commands.
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tion rule p (yn|un, yn−1). In practice, (2.2) is often solved in two steps: first, we calculate the
integral (prediction), and then we update the distribution corresponding to the measure-
ments (update). Both cases typically require the forward and motion models, which we
formalize as

zn = g(yn) + εg, yn = h(yn−1, un) + εh, (2.3)

where g(·) is the measurement forward model and h(·) is the motion model, and εg, εh are
additive noise. Since these models allow to generate measurements given the current state,
the reviewed algorithms are also called “generative” models.
Different representations of p(yn) yield different well-known filtering schemes. With the
help of the toy example depicted in Figure 2.1 a), where the state consists only of the device
position, we describe the possible approaches. First, assuming Gaussian distributions and
linear measurement and movement models g and h, we obtain the famous Kalman filter for
the online SLAM approach, shown in Figure 2.1 b). If the models are non-linear, the same
method can be applied after linearization through Taylor expansion, yielding the extended
Kalman filter (EKF). For the full SLAM approach, efficient methods relying on the Gaussian
assumption and linearization have been proposed as well [102, 103].

The Gaussian and linear assumptions are somewhat restrictive (more about this in 2.3.3).
Therefore, a whole family of methods exist which approximate the distribution in a non-
parametric way; using either histograms or a finite set of samples. In the latter, a finite set of
particles are drawn from the prior distribution and evolved according to the prediction and
update rules. This approach is shown in Figure 2.1 c). Histogram filters typically discretize
the state space on a grid and assign to each grid region a single probability, Figure 2.1 d).
This yields a piecewise constant approximation of the original distribution. The commonly
used Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be used on this category of methods, although
in its first-order form it assumes constant transition probability. To account for different
transition probabilities, the model can be extended to a second-order HMM, where each
state consists of two poses.

Considerably less explored are methods which — rather than finding “snapshots” of the
probability distributions at given times — try to infer a parametric description of the con-
tinuous trajectory r(t), as depicted in Figure 2.1 e). Initially, solutions based on spline
parametrizations were explored [69] but Gaussian processes have recently gained more
popularity thanks to their flexibility and inherent estimation of uncertainty [203].

Finally, the field has recently seen learning-based methods obtain very interesting results.
Conceptually speaking, we can, for instance, train a neural network to output a state esti-
mate given the previous estimate and new measurements, as shown in Figure 2.1 f). The
type of representation of r(t) can vary depending on the chosen architecture type: in the
simplest case, one can infer deterministic estimates rn from measurements, as we discuss
in Section 3.6.1. This is only one approach of a fast-growing field of learning-based solutions,
which tackle different aspects of localization and navigation.
A comprehensive treatment of this research is out of the scope of this thesis, instead we give
a brief overview. For this, it is useful to split the spatial perception problem into a front end
— converting sensory information into usable forms — and a back end — solving for the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.1.: Overview of different representations of the trajectory distribution. a) shows the example
posterior state distributions at two subsequent times. They can be approximated using b)
Gaussians in a Kalman-filter approach, c) finite points in a particle-filter approach, and
d) a finite grid. Finally, e) depicts a parametric approach and f) shows an example of a
learning-based approach

state given these measurements [35]. For the front end, notable methods include feature
learning from lidar [226] or radar [34] measurements, extraction of gate poses for drone
racing [104], or compact scene representations from vision [24]. Also worth mentioning
are semantic methods, assigning labels to objects in the environment [181]. For methods
including the back end, end-to-end navigation solutions have been proposed, going directly
from sensory data to motion commands. Such solutions have recently enabled autonomous
drone acrobatics [105] and vision-based flight [185].

2.3.2. Discriminative perspective

In Section 2.3.1 we discussed methods to find the posterior distribution p(y|z) by expressing
it as a combination of the joint distribution p(y, z), and the generative model p(z|y) (note
that for convenience we now include proprioceptive and exteroceptive measurements in z).

In some cases, we do not know the generative models for p(z|y) or we do not want to estimate
it. In fact, if we are only interested in finding the most likely state, it might seem like a detour
to find the generative model for each candidate state, and then comparing the output with
the given measurements. Instead, we could simply learn the decision boundaries between
measurements — allowing us to relate measurements to the most likely states — rather than
being able to generate these measurements ourselves.

Discriminative models have been designed with exactly this purpose in mind. Rather than
modelling p(y|z) through the joint distribution, we try to estimate it directly, given some
training data. It is common to do this through the Maximum Entropy principle [98]; which
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tells us that the best distribution estimate is the one which, while satisfying some constraints
learned from training data, has the highest possible entropy. This leads to Maximum Entropy
Markov Models (MEMMs) [138]. We can formulate the constraints in terms of feature
functions; where each feature function captures some characteristic of the training data.
Calling the feature function fa(y, z), the desired maximum entropy distribution is given
by [138]:

p(y|z) = η exp

(∑

a

λafa(y, z)

)
. (2.4)

One might argue that the generative models are of greater importance in robotics than dis-
criminative models, because it is not always trivial to collect training data2, but it is possible
to model the measurements. The extension of MEMMs however, called conditional random
fields (CRFs) [114], have some interesting properties that standard Bayesian approaches do
not have. CRFs are a generalization of MEMMs which, rather than considering one state
transition and one measurement at a time, consider all measurements, and compute the
joint probability over all labels. Mathematically,

p(y1:n|z1:n) = η exp


∑

e,k

λkfk(e, y|e, z1:n) +
∑

v,k

µkgk(v, y|v, z1:n)


, (2.5)

where v and e are vertices and edges of the underlying graph, with nodes indexed by the
possible states, and edges between states that have non-zero transition probabilities. Each
feature function thus operates on all measurements and can incorporate more complex
dependencies than the generative functions in Bayesian models, which only operate on one
state, or the feature functions in MEMMs.

2.3.3. Measurement modalities

In generative models, a crucial component is the forward model for both the measurements
and the movement updates, formalized in (2.3). In conditional models, such forward models
are not required, but they can be helpful in creating meaningful feature functions fk and gk
in (2.4), as shown in Chapter 3.

In this section, we want to give some intuition on the consequences of linear, underde-
termined and non-linear models. We focus on the measurement model g(y), fixing the
state to contain a one-dimensional position only: y = r, but the considerations also apply
for the movement model and more complex states. We use the visualization in Figure 2.2,
whose style we borrowed from [201]. Each sketch shows the transition from a prior state
distribution p(r) (x-axis, on the bottom) through a given function g(r), to the measurement
distribution p(z|r) (y-axis, on the left). Vice-versa, we can map the measurement distribution
through the inverse measurement function to yield back the posterior state distribution

2For instance, researchers might not have access to the robotic vehicles. Even if they do, if a robot is supposed
to operate in extreme search and rescue missions, it could be very expensive or dangerous to collect realistic
data.
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Figure 2.2.: Overview of different measurement modalities: in practice, linear models are often as-
sumed, obtained through linearization around the operating point (left). In this thesis, we
do not use this linearization in the study of underdetermined models (middle) and other
non-linear functions (right).

p(r|z). The plots have been generated by hand and certain features are exaggerated to
highlight important points.

linear models: Linear measurement models maintain Gaussianity. This characteristic is
used in the well-known Kalman filter, which simply evolves the mean and covariance of
the state by incorporating linear measurement and movement models as measurements
come in. The same principle can be used for nonlinear models, in which case we simply
linearize around the current operating position using Taylor expansion. As the example
in the left-most plot of Figure 2.2 shows, this can yield a very rough approximation of the
actual measurement distribution.

underdetermined models: Two of the most common measurement modalities are angles
and distances. Taken individually, they are both non-linear, and in particular, they can be
underdetermined3. As an example, the second plot of Figure 2.2 shows a distance mea-
surement in one dimension; the absolute value. Mapping back measurements of this form
to the state probability distribution results in ambiguities, symmetric around the anchor
position a. This result is intuitive: given a distance measurement, we only know that we are
somewhere on a sphere, circle or given offset around an anchor, depending on if we look at
the problem in three, two or one dimensions.

non-linear models: The previously treated underdetermined models are part of a larger
class of models that do not maintain Gaussianity. In fact, all non-linear models do not main-
tain Gaussianity. As an example, we plot the exponential model in Figure 2.2. Exponential
models are relevant when we measure the received signal strength of a signal. Assuming
there is Gaussian noise on the received signal strength, the measured distances are log-
normally distributed. One important characteristic of the log-normal distribution is that its
mode does not coincide with its maximum. Therefore, if we choose the maximum probabil-
ity distance given the measurement distribution and apply the inverse transform, we do not

3Distances are always underdetermined, as shown in the example here. Angles are only underdetermined if we
assume that the directionality is lost; which is the case for instance for the front-back ambiguity in audio (or
in general for any microphone array with two microphones only). Otherwise, angle measurements fall in the
category of non-linear but determined models.
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end up with the maximum probability received signal strength.

Given that even common measurement models are non-linear, and sometimes even under-
determined, emphasizes the need for algorithms circumventing linearization, which are the
topic of this thesis.

2.4. Outlook

We conclude this section by looking at the bigger picture of the work in this thesis with re-
spect to the field of localization. One common thread throughout this thesis is that we do not
impose Gaussian assumptions on the state distribution. Looking at the used measurements
— predominantly distances and angles — we now understand why: such measurements
are underdetermined and nonlinear (see Section 2.3.3), and do thus do not maintain Gaus-
sianity. Therefore, we use a grid-based state distribution in Chapter 3 and a parametric
description in Chapter 4. The same holds for the measurement distributions derived in
Chapters 5 and 6: due to the underlying physics, these distributions are highly non-Gaussian,
and treating them differently would be a harsh simplification. Instead we obtain discrete ver-
sions of the probability distributions (histograms) through Bayesian inference (Chapter 5)
and beamforming (Chapter 6), respectively.

A second overarching idea of this thesis is not to use classical linearization and iterative
solutions. Instead, we use the Viterbi algorithm in Chapter 3 for discrete localization, and
we augment the problem dimension to yield a linear system that can be solved optimally
in Chapter 4. Similarly, in the second part of the thesis, we seek global solutions to the
localization problem that are inspired by distance geometry, which offers optimal and
closed-form solutions. As this chapter demonstrates, there is no one-size-fit-all solution for
the localization problem, but with the theory and methods presented in this thesis we hope
to contribute novel insights to a wide range of applications.
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3 | Multi-modal indoor localization

Es git nichts Gutes, ausser man tut es.
There’s nothing good unless you do it.

— German saying, by Erich Kästner

Almost everyone carries a smartphone on them nowadays1; so being able to localize it at
any time and in any environment has important societal and economical consequences.
However, despite more than a decade of progress on this front, no technology has achieved
widespread use for indoor localization to this day. This can be largely attributed to the fact
that existing systems suffer from one or more of the following drawbacks: they

– require additional expensive dedicated infrastructure;

– require significant training/calibration;

– are not robust to changes of the environment;

– require the user to actively scan the environment; or

– are not smartphone-compatible.

1According to a report published in August 2021, more than 6 billion people use smartphones worldwide, for a
total number of 7.9 billion people [150].

This chapter is based on the publication:

F. Dümbgen, C. Oeschger, M. Kolundzija, A. Scholefield, E. Girardin, J. Leuenberger, and S. Ayer. “Multi-
Modal Probabilistic Indoor Localization on a Smartphone”. In: International Conference on Indoor
Positioning and Indoor Navigation. 2019, pp. 1–8

Detailed contributions: AS, MK and FD designed research, FD designed and implemented algorithm in python,
designed and evaluated experiments. AS, MK and FD wrote the paper, CO and EG implemented data acquisition
algorithms on smartphones and collected preliminary datasets, converted algorithm to C. SA and JL provided
the usecase, Augmented Reality software and advice.

The dataset used in this chapter is available at
https://github.com/duembgen/indoor-localization-dataset.
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For example, ultra-wideband (UWB) signals, such as the commercially available Pozyx, can
provide accurate localization over a wide range of distances with a quick and stable system
setup. This modality has been widely applied in robotics [116, 167, 168] but in general, such
solutions require dedicated infrastructure and are not smartphone-compatible.2

Other solutions require only a smartphone and no infrastructure. For instance, cameras
combined with IMU can be used to scan the environment and, using methods from SLAM,
infer an accurate 3D map and the user’s location with centimeter-level precision [214].
However, it is not always convenient for the user to actively scan the surroundings; an
ideal indoor localization system would be passive — meaning that it requires no active
participation of the user. Most visual systems also require the environment to possess
uniquely identifiable visual features, which is not always the case, in particular in exhibition
rooms, lecture halls, and sterile environments such as hospitals. Finally, visual systems tend
to break down when the environment is changed, causing the recorded maps to not match
the reality anymore.

In order to create a passive localization system, a third category of approaches use
smartphone-compatible measurements, for example radio-frequency (RF) signals such
as Bluetooth low energy (BLE) and WiFi. Since WiFi base stations are already prevalent and
BLE beacons are inexpensive, these approaches can be deployed with reasonable infrastruc-
ture costs. In indoor environments, RF signals are heavily affected by multi-path, shadowing
and fading [101]. Furthermore, synchronization issues, unknown latency times and un-
known variations in antenna characteristics induce important measurement errors [174].
Therefore, the best-performing algorithms leveraging such signals use a “fingerprinting”
phase, in which the signal’s characteristics are extracted at a finite set of positions in the
region of interest. These fingerprints are able to capture stationary non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
and multipath effects. In the online localization phase, the recorded signal is matched
with the fingerprint database, and—after possible combination with IMU data and map
constraints—a position estimate is inferred [84, 191, 218].

In this chapter, we present an indoor localization system that is smartphone compatible,
easy to install and robust to environmental changes. The proposed system combines BLE
beacons, WiFi hotspots, the smartphone’s IMU data, and visual fingerprints recorded by
its camera. The visual information is sparse in both time and space. In particular, we as-
sume that certain visual landmarks—such as artworks in a museum, emergency exit signs,
navigation maps, etc.—do not change over a foreseeable time and these landmarks can be
“scanned” by the user at a handful of time points. At these moments, we obtain centimeter-
level localization, which allows us to calibrate offsets in the other measurements.
For the localization algorithm, we use a conditional random field (CRF) to efficiently com-
bine the different measurement modalities. This allows us to account for the expected
relative accuracy of the different systems, and to obtain a distribution rather than a single
estimate of the user’s position.

2Note that since we have conducted this research, some high-end smartphones of Apple and Samsung have
been equipped with UWB capabilities, to be used for key chain finding, for instance. Such phones might
become candidates for UWB-based indoor localization, provided that compatible UWB-based anchors will
become available.
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Notation for this chapter
MB/MW number of available Bluetooth / WiFi anchors
IB/IW active Bluetooth / WiFi anchor indices

dm,m ∈ IW WiFi distance measurement
Pm,m ∈ IB Bluetooth path loss measurement
rv ∈ RD position estimate from visual scanning

β ∈ [0, 2π), l ∈ R+ latest path direction and length, from IMU
measurements

fk(·) k-th feature function
K number of feature functions

r[i] ∈ RD position of i-th grid point
Ng number of grid points

In sum, the proposed framework provides robust localization that does not break down when
measurements or entire modalities are missing or unreliable. Furthermore, the localization
is passive for the vast majority of the time. In terms of accuracy, we achieve mean localization
errors of around two meters in a challenging indoor environment, without the need for any
fingerprinting or prior calibration.

3.1. Problem setup

Our goal is to find the location of a moving device in a given indoor environment. We assume
that there are MW WiFi access points and MB Bluetooth beacons of known positions, from
which we get distance and path loss measurements, respectively. We index the anchors with
m = 1 . . .MB +MW and introduce the index sets IB and IW to denote the active anchors,
meaning anchors from which a measurement is obtained. From a WiFi anchor m ∈ IW we
measure distance dm, and from Bluetooth beacon m ∈ IB we measure path loss Pm. We
combine these measurements in vectors dIW ∈ R|IW | and P IB ∈ R|IW |. We use the IMU to
obtain an estimate of the device’s travelled path since the last processing time, described by
β ∈ [0, 2π) for the direction and l ∈ R+ for the path length, respectively. Note that we are only
interested in the device’s orientation in the x-y plane (its rotation around the z-axis), as we
are treating objects moving mostly in a horizontal plane, in particular walking pedestrians.
Finally, we sometimes obtain a position estimate rv ∈ RD from visual scanning of sparsely
distributed landmarks.

Above measurements, collected at a given discrete time instant tn, are combined into a
vector-valued observation variable zn.3 To summarize, each measurement vector is thus
composed of a subset of:

zn =
[
d>IW ,P

>
IB , r

>
v , βn, ln

]>
. (3.1)

3Since zn can change in size from one time to another, sometimes a set notation is preferred. For the method
described here, the vector notation is more compact, and the fact that zn changes in size, although problem-
atic from a purely mathematical point of view, does not pose problems in implementation where we can
introduce a special symbol for missing measurements.
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3. Multi-modal indoor localization

Figure 3.1.: Examples of measurement types that can be considered in the proposed framework. Anchor
1 provides point-wise measurements ( e.g. from visual scanning of paintings, as consid-
ered in this chapter), anchor 2 provides an angular measurement ( e.g. from sound, see
Chapters 5 or 6), anchors 3 and 5 provide time-difference-of-arrival, which yields a hy-
perbolic measurement, anchor 3 provides a distance measurement ( e.g. through WiFi
round-trip-time, as considered in this chapter) and anchor 4 provides received signal
strength ( e.g. through Bluetooth, as considered in this chapter).

Finally, we want to incorporate some knowledge about the map: in particular, we want to
be able to specify the regions that are actually accessible, and regions that are separated by
walls. We provide this information through a selection of locations to be considered in the
inference process as well as their connections, described as binary edges, as explained in
Section Section 3.3.

Based on above considerations, we can formulate the problem solved in this chapter as
follows:

Problem 1. Given partial and multi-modal measurements zn at times tn, n = 1 . . . N , deter-
mine the sequence of positions r1:N , subject to map constraints, that most likely generated
the measurements.

Before proceeding to discuss this problem, we emphasize that the proposed solution is
not limited to the measurements types considered in this chapter. In Figure 3.1, anchor a2

provides an angular measurement, and the time-difference-of-arrival from anchor a3 and
a5 provide a hyperbolic measurement. As we discuss in 3.6.1, even measurements without
known forward model could be integrated into the proposed framework.

3.2. Related work

Measurement modalities While an abundance of measurement modalities have been
proposed for indoor localization [152], we focus on modalities that are smartphone compat-
ible. Among these systems, WiFi, Bluetooth, IMU and images are most commonly available
and used. We will investigate sound as an alternative in the last two chapters of Part I of this
thesis.

For the RF signals, the coarsely quantized and often unreliable Received Signal Strength
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Indicator (RSSI) is most commonly used. With the WiFi Round Trip Time (RTT) feature,
known as IEEE 802.11mc FTM, more accurate distance measurements are now available [97].
With the publication of the new Bluetooth 5.1 standard, it is also expected that angular
information will soon become more widespread [198]. Compared to WiFi, Bluetooth uses
less power and is cheaper to deploy. However, it has a shorter range of operation (1-5 meters
compared to 50-100 meters for WiFi[152]) and is typically only used for proximity detection.

It is widely known that the quality of RF signals degrades in challenging indoor environments.
While it is difficult to reduce this effect, estimating the accuracy of each measurement and
processing this appropriately can significantly improve performance. By identifying them,
we can for instance remove the usually very unreliable NLOS signals. In this regard, Xaio
et al. [220] extract different RSSI-based features to identify NLOS conditions in Wifi-based
localization and Li et al. [119] leverage the observation that NLOS signals have a higher
variability than line-of-sight (LOS) signals. Bahillo et al. [11] use distances inferred from
RTT measurements as constraints to improve RSSI-based distance estimates. Li et al. [118]
propose new features extracted from the channel state information (CSI) which can be used
to differentiate LOS from NLOS measurements. While CSI can greatly improve performance,
it should be noted that, currently, it is not readily available on smartphones. In addition,
most methods distinguishing LOS from NLOS rely on a training phase and are thus not
suitable if the aim is to have little setup and calibration time.

Almost all smartphone-based systems leverage IMU data to improve performance. Since
IMUs provide an estimate of the device’s relative movement, both in terms of travelled
distance and movement direction, integration can be applied to obtain position estimates;
however, double integration of accelerometer data is notoriously inaccurate and step de-
tection combined with estimated step length and direction is more commonly used [84,
135, 224]. We use a simple step counter in combination with a step length for inference,
which is a rough approximation of travelled distance, but, as we show in our evaluation, it is
sufficient when complemented with absolute measurements from other modalities.

On the vision side, object recognition and localization from visual features are well-studied
topics and a review of these is beyond the scope of this chapter. Therefore, we refer the
interested reader to standard textbooks on multi-view geometry and computer vision [89,
130, 170].

Localization algorithms Indoor localization algorithms can be very broadly split into two
categories: those that predominantly use geometric information—such as lateration—and
those that learn how signals behave in the environment, also called fingerprinting. Since we
discuss geometric methods in many parts of this thesis, we focus on fingerprinting in this
section.

The concept of fingerprinting has seen widespread use in indoor localization. For example,
Guimarães et al. [84] use WiFi fingerprint maps for coarse location estimation, and refine
the estimate using magnetic fingerprints and IMU measurements. Shu et al. [191] use the
same measurement modalities, but combine them in a particle filter. Since their system
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3. Multi-modal indoor localization

Figure 3.2.: Pictorial example of the discretization of the state space. The measurements from anchors
(in red), in this case a range and a power measurement, can be translated to a posterior state
distribution that is highly non-Gaussian (in green). The trajectory (in blue) is estimated
on the same grid.

uses a bidirectional dynamic time warping method, it operates with a delay. Xiao et al. [218],
on the other hand, propose a real-time localization system using similar modalities. Their
probabilistic framework introduces features for WiFi fingerprints and IMU measurements
to yield a probability distribution for the device’s position. The listed approaches require
fingerprint databases, which have to be collected and updated regularly in time-consuming
offline calibration phases. Since the creation of these databases is the major bottleneck in
terms of setup efforts, there have been multiple lines of research proposing to speed up
this process, or to crowd-source the fingerprint creation and maintenance over time [171,
172, 219, 224]. Other methods automatically create fingerprint maps using robots [38].
The sensitivity of fingerprint maps to short-time variations in the environment however
stays an unavoidable shortcoming of these methods. For instance, it was reported that a
moving elevator was the main cause of fingerprint disturbances in the 2017 Microsoft Indoor
Localization Competition [129].

The method proposed in this chapter does not rely on fingerprint maps and therefore avoids
the lengthy setup time. The mathematical framework is based on the conditional random
field formulation used by Xiao et al. [218], but we replace the fingerprint measurements by
RSSI-based and RTT-based distance measurements. In [218], global orientation offsets are
calibrated by inferring the position over multiple time steps, which can introduce unwanted
latency in the system. In contrast, we achieve calibration by using sparse visual features and
therefore do not introduce delays.

3.3. Conditional random fields

We choose to solve Problem 1 with a conditional random field, which is a discriminative
model by design, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. The state over which we perform inference
contains the position only: at time tn, the random variable Y takes as value the current
position yn = rn. We uniformly discretize the state space, and denote the position of grid
point i = 1 . . . Ng by r[i] ∈ RD. In theory, the points can be in three dimensions, but since we
restrict ourselves to one floor, we will use a fixed height. The advantage of such a discretiza-
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3.3. Conditional random fields

Figure 3.3.: Visualization of the proposed CRF algorithm. At each time index n, the probability of each
point (proportional to its size) is computed by considering the connected grid points and
the transition probabilities (proportional to the line thickness). After each step, we pick the
point with highest probability as our position estimate (circled in black).
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3. Multi-modal indoor localization

tion is that it can approximate non-Gaussian state distributions, as visualized in Figure 3.2.
The localization accuracy we lose due to this position quantization is an acceptable price to
pay since the accuracy we can hope to achieve, given the noisy measurement modalities, is
typically up to one to two meters. Between each pair (i, j) of points, we introduce binary-
valued edges denoted by eij ∈ {0, 1}, which incorporate map information: the points i and j
are only connected if point i is accessible from point j and vice versa.

The goal is to find the sequence of states that maximizes the conditional probability
p(r1:N |z1:N ). To improve readability, we omit the conditioning on map constraints such as
anchor locations or edges since we do not treat the mapping problem in this chapter.

Because of the sequential nature of the problem, the random field is a chain (called a linear-
chain CRF) where each state is connected to its predecessor and successor state in time. In
this model, the conditional probability function of states can be represented by a product of
potential functions [218]:

p(r1:N |z1:N ) ∝
N∏

n=2

Ψ(rn, rn−1, z1:N ). (3.2)

The potential functions Ψ(rn−1, rn, z1:N ) are, in turn, composed of K > 0 feature functions
fk:

Ψ(rn, rn−1, z1:N ) = exp

(
K∑

k=1

λkfk(rn, rn−1, z1:N )

)
. (3.3)

Here, each feature function characterizes the likelihood of transition from state rn−1 to state
rn given the observations z1:N . The parametersλk are used to tune the relative importance of
feature functions and could be learned from data, as described in [218]. Since we incorporate
the weight of the different features in the design of their functions through the expected
measurement quality, we assign the same λk = 1 to all features. We also use this parameter
to inform the algorithm of the absence of certain measurement types by setting it to zero
when appropriate.

The location of the device is found sequentially, one step at a time, using the Viterbi al-
gorithm. At any time step n, the algorithm computes, for all possible grid points r[i], the

probability pn
(
r

(i)
1:n|z1:n

)
of the most likely sequence of states with rn = r[i], written as r(i)

1:n.

The main step of the Viterbi algorithm can be written as

pn

(
r

(i)
1:n|z1:n

)
= max

l
pn−1

(
r

(i)
1:n−1|z1:n−1

)
Ψ (r[i], r[l], z1:n) . (3.4)

The algorithm is visualized in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4.: Probability maps inferred at one time instance for the different systems. The standard
deviations are 1 dBm for Beacon RSSI, 2 m for IMU distance and 0.1 radians for IMU angle
(the sum is shown), and 1 m for RTT distance measurements. The bottom row shows the
1D-cut of the distribution along the red dotted line. Probabilities are normalized for better
readability.

3.3.1. Modeling feature functions

The main challenge of the proposed framework is the design of transition probabilities
Ψ(rn, rn−1, z1:N ). In the following, we introduce features based on generative models for
WiFi RTT, Bluetooth RSSI and IMU data, as well as visual measurements.

Note that all features are normalized such that their sum on the considered grid equals one
before feeding them into (3.3).

RTT feature function

For the RTT feature function, we assume that distance measurements to anchors follow
a Gaussian distribution. Namely, the measured distance dm to anchor m follows the dis-
tributionN (d∗m(rn), σ2

m), where d∗m(rn) = ‖am − rn‖ is the true distance (conditioned on
the device being at rn) and σ2

m is the measurement variance. We also assume that the
measurements to different anchors are independent. This leads to the probabilities

p(dIW |rn) ∝
∏

m∈IW

1

σm
√

2π
exp

(
−(dm − d∗m(rn))2

2σ2
m

)
, (3.5)
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from which we deduce the feature function

f1(rn, zn) =
∑

m∈IW
ln

(
1

σm
√

2π

)
− (dm − d∗m(rn))2

2σ2
m

. (3.6)

RSSI feature function

With measures of received signal strength, such as RSSI, the corresponding posterior distri-
bution is not the same as for RTT. Let Pm be the power of the signal received from anchor
m. We assume that, due to noise and interference, Pm follows a Gaussian distribution
N (P ∗m, σ

2
m), where P ∗m is the expected (or ground truth) power and σ2

m is the power variance,
both expressed in dBm.

The expected received signal power, P ∗m, is related to the true distance from the anchor
d∗m(rn) via the log-distance path loss model expressed by

P ∗m = Tm − 10n log10 d
∗
m(rn), (3.7)

where Tm is a constant and n is the path loss exponent. Using the same argument as above,
we introduce the feature function

f2(rn, zn) =
∑

m∈IB
ln

(
1

σm
√

2π

)
− (Pm − P ∗m (rn))2

2σ2
m

. (3.8)

IMU feature functions

We calculate a travelled distance l and direction β from IMU measurements at time n as
follows. First, we assume that from variations in the vertical acceleration we can identify step
counts. We then calculate a step vector, obtained by averaging the product of an estimated
step length with the direction for each step. To simplify, we fix the average step length
throughout the experiments. Finally, we calculate the distance and orientation estimate as
the norm and the angle of the averaged step vector.

Under a Gaussian noise assumption, the IMU features can be written as

f3(rn, rn−1, zn) =





ln
(

1
σl
√

2π

)
− (l−‖rn−rn−1‖)2

2σ2
l

if en,n−1 > 0

0 else
, and (3.9)

f4(rn, rn−1, zn) =





ln
(

1
σβ
√

2π

)
− ∆(θ,∠(rn,rn−1))2

2σ2
θ

if en,n−1 > 0

0 else
, (3.10)

where ∠(·) returns the angle between two states, and σβ , σl are the standard deviation
of angle and distance measurements, respectively. The operator ∆ returns the angular
difference in the interval [−π, π].
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Experimental distributions for the four proposed feature functions, f1 to f4, are shown in
Figure 3.4. To ensure a good balance, it is crucial to choose appropriate standard deviations
for each of them. The choice of the standard deviations, shown in the Figure, is motivated in
Section 3.4.3.

Visual measurements

Our visual system, called Pixlive, uses AGAST, BRIEF and ORB [37, 133, 177, 178] to detect
and create descriptors of feature points, which are compared to a database of known images.
The system selects the best match and finally computes the homography and pose using
multi-view geometry techniques [89]. We emphasize that these techniques are standard
and not the focus of this chapter.

Since the visual system provides centimeter-level accuracy, we treat measurements from
it as “ground truth”. Denoting the position estimate obtained through visual landmark
scanning at time n by rv, we reset our probability map to a Gaussian distribution around
this estimate, using a fixed low variance σv,

p(rn|zn) =
1

σv
√

2π
exp

(
−‖rn − rv‖

2

2σ2
v

)
. (3.11)

The variance should be chosen sufficiently small such that only few states around the
visual estimate have a non-zero probability. For a 0.5 m-spaced grid we found that σv=0.05 m

yielded this desired behavior.

3.3.2. Location inference

By applying (3.4) at time n, we obtain a probability map that contains the probability of the
device being at each grid point. To obtain a single position estimate at each time, we pick
the point of maximum probability, given by

r̂n = arg max
r[i],i=1...Ng

pn (r[i] | z1:n) . (3.12)

In the pictorial example, shown in Figure 3.3, the obtained position estimates are circled in
black.

We reduce the search space of the Viterbi algorithm (3.4) to grid points l for which the
probability at the previous time step pn−1 (r[l]|z1:n−1) was significant. With a threshold
chosen low enough (in our case, 1e-10), this does not affect the result because these states
are not realistic candidates, however it does speed up the position inference significantly.

Finally, we can recursively backtrack the best position estimates as follows. By keeping
track of the most likely predecessor state in (3.4), we reconstruct the sequence of states that
lead to the current estimate. Experiments show that this approach can help to smooth the
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Figure 3.5.: Accuracy of Bluetooth (left) and WiFi (right) anchors for zig zag dataset. Plotted is the
absolute error between real and measured distance on y, vs. the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) on x.

trajectory if one allows a small delay; see the CRF-recursive solution in Section 3.5. This
method can be viewed as the equivalent of performing smoothing rather than filtering in
Bayesian localization, yielding the best position estimate considering all measurements
obtained so far. In practice, to balance between the higher performance of the smoothing
approach and the online capabilities of filtering, one can perform the recursive backtracking
over a fixed time window.

3.4. Processing and calibration

3.4.1. Outlier rejection

As outlined in the previous section, we assume distance measurements from RTT anchors
to be zero-mean Gaussian and Beacons to be log-normally distributed. In order to get closer
to this assumption, we filter the raw measurement before feeding them into our algorithm.

The accuracy of raw BLE Beacon and WiFi RTT measurements are shown in Figure 3.5. The
measurements are taken in a challenging environment with multi-path and shadowing
effects. By plotting distance error vs. RSSI, we see that low RSSI measurements are correlated
with high distance errors. For WiFi signals, which are generally stronger than BLE signals,
the threshold at which the signal deteriorates is at around−65 dBm. For the lower-energy
Bluetooth signals, it is at−90 dBm, which is close to the receiver sensitivity of standard BLE
beacons. We found that rejecting measurements below this threshold was beneficial to the
overall localization accuracy.
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Beacon 0 Beacon 1 Beacon 2 Combination

Figure 3.6.: State distribution after incorporating Bluetooth RSSI measurements, on simulated data.
Shown in white and red are anchors and the real device positions, respectively. Note that
the distribution flattens out for high distances (for instance for Beacon 1).

3.4.2. Online calibration

The visual system is not only used to reset the probability map from time to time, it is also
exploited for online calibration of the unknown parameters of the different systems: the
offset of RTT distance measurements (introduced primarily by multipath and unknown
latency issues [174]), the transmit power of the Beacons, and the absolute orientation of the
phone (IMU magnetometer tends to be very noisy and gyroscope measurements tend to
drift). When a visual measurement is recorded, we record measurements for the following
second, assuming the user is standing still during this time, and use the median of the
recorded measurements to calibrate each modality. We use the thereby obtained offsets
for each WiFi access point, and transmit powers for each Bluetooth beacon, to correct the
obtained distance estimates in real-time.

3.4.3. Feature weights

The weights of the different features need to be chosen so that the features complement
each other appropriately, and none of them dominate the final probability map. Inspecting
Equations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.10), the main parameters to tune are the standard deviations
of each modality. One can obtain estimates of standard deviations from each device ex-
perimentally. However, we found that fixing one system-dependent standard deviation for
each modality yielded sufficiently good results. The chosen standard deviations are shown
along with the resulting probability maps for a sample data point in Figure 3.4. Note that
the Beacon features get absorbed by the other two features, which is desired since we expect
much lower accuracy from Beacons than from RTT or IMU.

As previously mentioned, when it comes to RSSI features, we assume that the received
signal strength, expressed in dBm, follows a normal distribution. This noise model choice
has the convenient effect that distance measurements from close beacons are considered
more accurate than measurements from far beacons. Intuitively speaking, constant variance
across different signal strengths will not have the same effect on ranging quality. To give
an example, if a 6 dB change amounts to doubling of the distance, the variation in received
signal strength that amounts to 6 dB is not the same thing if the true distance is 1 m or 10 m.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7.: (a) Picture of the BC atrium at EPFL, the location of the experiments. (b-c) Two example
images used as visual features for calibration.

The simulated probability distributions plotted in Figure 3.6 obviate this intuition. This is a
desired effect since Bluetooth RSSI signals are known to degrade strongly with distance. A
high variance at high nominal distances means that distant Bluetooth anchors are effectively
ignored in the location inference process.

3.5. Results

We show the effectiveness of the proposed method in two real-world experiments in a
university building.

3.5.1. Environment of experiments

The area for experiments is a large, furnished hall containing glass-windowed lecture rooms,
depicted in Figure 3.7 (a). Five visual anchors are mounted on walls and glass windows as
shown in Figure 3.7 (b) and (c). The different RTT and Bluetooth anchors are distributed
over the area as shown in Figure 3.8 (a). We also show the sparse visual anchors (Pixlive) and
the UWB anchors, used for benchmarking only. We walk two different trajectories, shown in
Figure 3.8 (b), named double loop and zig zag, respectively, because of their characteristic
shapes. The pose estimates obtained occasionally from scanning of the visual anchors(at 5
and 6 different points, respectively) are also depicted. During the experiment, there is light
traffic of students coming in and out of lecture rooms.
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Figure 3.8.: (a) Anchor layout used for experiments. The height of each anchor in meters is included
in parentheses. (b) The two studied datasets with ground truth obtained from Tango. The
color maps from dark (early) to light (late) positions. Sparse visual position estimates from
Pixlive are also shown.

For ground-truth data, we use the Tango visual system. However, the sparsity of robust
visual features induced by uniform and repetitive structures and the large glass walls posed
problems for this system. Therefore, we added multiple feature-rich posters on the floor to
ensure robust localization. We emphasize that these added features are only used to obtain
ground-truth data and are not part of our proposed system.

While the phones acquiring Bluetooth, RTT, IMU and visual features for indoor localization
are carried by the test subject, they are followed by a second subject carrying a laptop that
is used only for the UWB processing. Both the subject and the laptop carrier thus create
challenging non-line-of-sight conditions for certain anchors.

3.5.2. Overview of used technologies

The ground truth Tango data is obtained with the augmented reality platform from Google.
It is acquired from an indoor localization application running on a Lenovo Phab 2 Pro mobile
device with a motion tracking camera and RGB-IR camera [214].

WiFi measurements are gathered from RTT-enabled Fitlet2 access points by Compulab
using the WiFi Indoor Positioning application [45] from a Google Pixel smartphone running
Android 9 Pie. The measurements from the other systems are acquired with an LG Nexus 5X
mobile phone. The beacons from Kontact.io are low-cost Bluetooth Low Energy emitting
devices for proximity detection. IMU data is obtained from the smartphone’s gyroscope and
accelerometer. The sensor data is gathered and transmitted by a custom Android application.
The visual position estimates are acquired from PixLive and obtained with a custom Android
application that uses Vidinoti’s SDK [209]. All the systems send their output to a python
server which stores the acquired data.
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Figure 3.9.: Cumulative distribution functions of absolute distance measurement errors with and
without online/offline calibration. On average, online and offline calibration improve the
distance accuracy of RTT distance measurements significantly, however online calibration
can induce high errors for certain Bluetooth beacons.

The UWB system, used for comparison, is called Pozyx [166] and requires four fixed anchors
and one tag mounted on an Arduino UNO, which is connected with a USB cable to a laptop
running the acquisition server.

We fix the two phones and the UWB tag on a custom portable wooden mount, which makes
sure their relative positions stay the same throughout the experiment. The Tango device
is carried in the other hand so that it can be moved freely to scan the environment. The
devices are thus not exactly co-located, from which we expect a small additional positioning
error in the range of 5-10 cm.

3.5.3. Data accuracy and calibration

We first evaluate the accuracy of the obtained distance measurements, with and without
online calibration. Figure 3.9 shows the obtained distance accuracy for the two studied
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Figure 3.10.: Calibration parameters for WiFi RTT anchors (top) and Bluetooth beacons (bottom).
Each colored dot corresponds to one online calibration value, split by dataset, and the
gray lines correspond to the values obtained by the offline scheme. Online calibration
parameters are recalculated whenever a visual measurement is present. The high variance
in calibrated parameters motivates the use of online calibration over offline calibration.

datasets. For comparison, we also plot the result from offline calibration, obtained using
measurements at 5 static positions (ca. 60 seconds each) before the experiments started.
For each dataset, we show two example Beacon and RTT anchors, respectively, and the
cumulative error for all anchors. While calibration is always beneficial for RTT anchors, it
can lead to faulty results for the Bluetooth beacons, for instance for Beacon 0 in the double
loop dataset. We have found that this is due to the high variance of Bluetooth RSSI, which
means that using a small window for calibration can lead to high bias. Figure 3.10 shows that
there is indeed a high variance of the calibrated parameters for the two different datasets.
However, the localization results show that faulty distances are successfully compensated
for by other more accurate modalities. Both offline and online calibration are therefore valid
choices, however online calibration has the advantage of not needing any additional setup
time and is the preferred solution.

3.5.4. Evaluation of available modalities

For localization, we initialize a grid including connectivity information given the map of
the building. A grid size of 0.5 m is found to yield fast enough inference and satisfactory
resolution. Since we are limited to one floor, we only use one layer in the z-direction at the
approximate height of the devices during experiments (1.2 m).

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed system for different combinations of
measurement modalities and calibration schemes. Table 3.1 shows a summary of the ob-
tained localization accuracy, in terms of median and mean localization errors over the
whole dataset. We denote by localization error the Euclidean distance between the position
estimate and the ground truth obtained from Tango.
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Table 3.1.: Comparison of proposed method with different calibration schemes and modalities used.
The best scores per row and column are highlighted in bold and color, respectively.

mean error[m] median error[m]
calibration none offline online none offline online

d
ou

bl
e

lo
op

IMU 4.55 4.55 4.55 3.94 3.94 3.94
RTT 5.85 4.06 3.34 4.99 3.11 2.48
BLE 7.08 6.65 6.18 5.85 5.68 4.64
RTT+IMU 4.07 3.21 2.87 3.99 3.03 2.78
BLE+IMU 4.36 4.21 3.78 3.56 3.85 3.35
RTT+BLE 5.77 4.06 3.18 4.83 3.20 2.48
RTT+BLE+IMU 4.28 3.27 2.60 4.09 2.90 2.29

zi
g

za
g

IMU 5.32 5.32 5.32 4.99 4.99 4.99
RTT 5.06 3.36 3.05 5.02 3.07 2.76
BLE 6.05 5.71 7.93 5.51 5.39 6.40
RTT+IMU 3.70 2.99 2.62 3.78 3.06 2.49
BLE+IMU 5.08 5.04 4.46 3.70 4.41 3.26
RTT+BLE 4.90 3.24 2.93 4.76 2.97 2.68
RTT+BLE+IMU 3.60 2.93 2.44 3.50 2.98 2.33

It is immediately apparent that adding IMU features increases the accuracy of localization
significantly, even though the IMU measurements on their own would yield poor localization
results. Adding Beacon measurements on average only slightly improves accuracy. This is
expected since Beacon measurements are the least reliable ones. Furthermore, the Beacon
feature function is relatively flat compared to the other features by design, so they only have
little impact on the global probability distribution.

In terms of calibration schemes, online calibration yields the best results for almost all
combinations of systems. Calibration is particularly powerful for RTT measurements, which
otherwise can exhibit a high offset: it almost halves the median and mean error for both
datasets.

Finally, we emphasize that it is best to combine the three available modalities, leading to the
lowest median and mean errors. Considering the significant differences in measurement
quality (note the difference in localization performance when using each system individu-
ally), our system thus weighs all modalities correctly when combining them. Indeed, the
2D localization plots in Figure 3.11 show that Bluetooth and Wifi RTT measurements alone
lead to jumpy estimates, while using IMU only induces high drift. The proposed method
favorably combines the used modalities.

3.5.5. Comparison with other methods

In this final section, we provide a quantitative analysis of localization performance. We
study our algorithm, which we call CRF, to purely distance-based algorithms. We choose
the best-performing combination from Table 3.1 in terms of mean localization error (RTT,
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Figure 3.11.: Comparison of localization results depending on the measurement types used, for the first
60 seconds of measurements of the double loop (left) and zig zag (middle) datasets. The
total cumulative distribution function of the localization errors is shown on the right.

Beacon and IMU measurements and online calibration). We add the recursive solution
discussed in 3.3.2, where we backtrack the trajectory from the final position estimate
(called CRF recursive). We compare to the grid-search implementation of range-based
least squares RLS, denoted by grid-L2, and the optimal squared-range-based least squares
SRLS solution. Both solutions were proposed by [18] and are discussed in more detail
in Section 4.2. We also introduce a variation of RLS using the median rather than mean
distance error (denoted by grid-L1) and a simple weighted centroid algorithm similar to [5].
In our centroid algorithm, we linearly interpolate the three closest anchor coordinates,
using the inverse of the distance measurements as weights.

Figure 3.12 shows 2D plots of the obtained localization for a selection of methods. Thanks
to the time consistency imposed by the IMU features in our implementation, the position
estimate is smooth and its shape is close to the actual trajectory of the target. For the
distance-only methods, the estimate is very volatile and the shape of the trajectory is hard
to discern.

Combining all position estimates, we obtain the cumulative distribution function of the
position error, shown in Figure 3.13. Compared to the UWB-based solution Pozyx, which
requires designated hardware, our method yields higher localization errors. However, the
position accuracy of the proposed method is the best amongst the shown smartphone-
compatible solutions. In particular, high error estimates are significantly reduced in the
proposed framework. The difference in performance between the four benchmark methods
is quite small: for the grid-based methods and SRLS, this is explained by the relatively high
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Figure 3.12.: Visualization in 2D of the proposed localization method compared to standard and
state-of-the-art methods, on the two studied datasets. Our method (CRF) yields smooth
and accurate position estimates, comparable with the UWB-based system Pozyx. The
recursive location inference (CRF recursive) smooths the results a posteriori and corrects
for the slight drift in the zig zag dataset.

distance accuracy (after calibration), meaning that the median and mean are similar, and
also that RLS and SRLS are expected to behave similarly; the only difference being the
squaring of distances for SRLS [18]. The reasonable performance of the centroid algorithm
is explained by a relatively dense deployment of anchors.

3.6. Conclusion and ongoing work

We have proposed a smartphone-compatible multi-modal indoor localization system that
integrates various measurement types using a probabilistic framework. Experimental results
show that the system yields localization accuracy of around two meters. The setup can be
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Figure 3.13.: Cumulative distribution function of localization error. We compare the proposed local-
ization methods with other distance-based methods on two different datasets. Overall,
our methods (CRF and CRF recursive) are the best-performing method among the shown
algorithms, and beaten only by the UWB-based Pozyx system, which is not smartphone
compatible. The recursive application of our algorithm improves the accuracy for the zig
zag dataset significantly.

quickly installed with no training phase required. It is passive for the vast majority of the
time with the user only actively scanning the environment from time to time.

The system has been successfully implemented on a smartphone and was integrated in
the industry partner’s software. Since the method is flexible in terms of measurement
modalities used, it can be easily adapted to the available equipment. The inference is
performed forward only, but the recursive solution could be implemented, using a fixed
inference window, if higher accuracy is required.

There are two main points that could be improved in the proposed method. First, the
localization accuracy in more adverse environments than the two studied datasets should
be investigated. In particular, NLOS effects, e.g. anchors whose signals are blocked by walls,
are omnipresent in most real-world conditions and might require extra precautions. We
expect that the online calibration and outlier rejection schemes can help identify unreliable
anchors to some extent, but further studies are required to provide evidence. Along the
same lines, different anchor layouts and room geometries could be tested and ablation
studies on certain parameters such as the step size used for IMU inference, the grid size
of the state space discretization and the buffer size would provide interesting insights on
generalizability. Finally, a comparison with batch-based methods or filtering methods, using
the same grid-based state space discretization, would be a fairer comparison than the
considered baseline methods which do not integrate movement estimates.

Second, a limitation of the proposed method is that the constructed features make use of
generative models for all measurements, relying on parameters that, for different applica-
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Figure 3.14.: Visualization of auto-encoder-based approach. Rather than using forward models, we
input the M-dimensional measurement vectors at N positions into an auto-encoder
framework. By restricting the information bottleneck to D dimensions, we incentivise the
network to learn the position of the device (top schematic). The bottom left plots show the
positioning results for two example trajectories without regularization. To improve the
consistency, we penalize the difference between two subsequent positions during training,
which yields significantly smoother estimates (bottom right plot).

tions, might be hard or impossible to measure. The use cases of our research were mostly
museums and retail, where image locations are anyways required for successful operation of
the AR software, therefore online calibration comes at no additional cost. For a more gener-
alizable solution, it would be desirable to drop such assumptions. In the following sections,
three possible extensions of this work, which relax these assumptions, are discussed.

3.6.1. Auto-encoder solution

This solution was explored in a semester project4. The idea is to learn the forward models,
including their parameters such as the anchor locations, in an auto-encoder framework,
as follows. We train a network end-to-end, where the input vector contains M = 15 WiFi
and Bluetooth features, consisting of RTT, RSSI and the standard deviation of RSSI mea-
surements for each anchor. By reducing the information bottleneck to dimension D = 2,
we show that even a simple network (one hidden layer of size 12 with ReLU activations)
learns a reasonable mapping from features to position, without explicitly imposing it. In
Figure 3.14, bottom left, we show simulation results using this simple architecture, where
we see that the estimated (orange) trajectory is indeed close to the real (blue) one.
However, the estimate lacks smoothness, which is due to the fact that each inference de-
pends on one measurement vector only. We thus include an additional convolutional layer,
which combines multiple features over time with N1 = 12 squared filter of size k = 11. An
equivalent transpose convolution is added in the decoder stage. Since the network considers

4The project was conducted by Pedro Torres Da Cunha and co-supervised by Frederike Dümbgen and Sepand
Kashani.
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multiple features over time, we can add a regularization term at the bottleneck during the
training phase, penalizing deviations of first-order path differences from relative movement
estimates provided by IMU. To anchor the trajectory, we also assume, during training phase
that the initial position is known. This network, depicted on top of Figure 3.14, is retrained
end-to-end, and the positioning results are both smooth and accurate, as shown in the
bottom-right plots of Figure 3.14.
More work is required to turn this prototype into a functional system, such as incorporating
missing measurements and extending results to real data, but these first results suggest that
this is a promising avenue.

With conditional random fields, we have explored a discriminative model for localization.
Since measurements in indoor environments such as WiFi and Bluetooth exhibit high levels
of noise, we can hope for at most meter-level precision, which means grid-based represen-
tations can be limited to this resolution and are thus cheap to implement. Since we rely on
fixed anchor positions and since localization happens in a confined space, a fixed map is
appropriate, and information such as wall and door locations can be easily incorporated.
Rather than learning features from data, we show how to construct features from generative
measurement models, thus somewhat blurring the lines between generative and conditional
models. Still, the work visualizes how a discriminative model can do everything a generative
model can do. In addition to that, our method could be easily extended with features that
incorporate more than the one measurement, or features that do not explicitly rely on the
forward measurement model.

We have presented preliminary results of an auto-encoder-based solution, which overcomes
the need for prior knowledge of anchor locations and online calibration. Compared to
the model-based approach, this approach however suffers from similar shortcomings as
the fingerprinting methods: when the environment changes significantly, retraining is
required. Furthermore, it is not clear how the method can cope with missing or additional
measurements. Below, we present a different method, called “non-visual teach and repeat”,
which is more robust to missing or additional features.

3.6.2. Non-visual teach and repeat

The above approach aims at learning a mapping from features to a global position. In a vast
body of work [67, 161, 213], it was shown that for navigation in predefined environments,
robust and efficient solutions can be obtained by constructing local maps and localizing
the robot against these local maps. These methods use visual or lidar features, and go
under the umbrella term “Visual teach and repeat”, alluding to the fact that the robot is first
driven manually on safe target paths (the “teaching phase”) and then drives the same paths
autonomously (“repeat”). Applied to the indoor localization problem, the advantage of such
methods as opposed to fingerprinting methods is that they do not require any ground truth
positioning. Furthermore, a lot of work has gone into making features robust to changing
environments and missing measurements, of which the indoor localization solution would
benefit as well. Concretely, WiFi and Bluetooth measurements could be integrated into local
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feature maps, during various walks of the user through the desired environment. Just like the
auto-encoder solution, this method does not require prior knowledge of anchor parameters.

3.6.3. Conditional neural fields

Conditional random fields are discriminative models that do not require generative mea-
surement models by design. Instead of creating feature functions related to the underlying
physical processes, the feature functions can be learned. A solution conceptually closer to
CRFs than the proposed auto-encoder solution, is the so-called Conditional Neural Field
(CNF) [163], where forward models are modelled by neural networks, but the inference
process otherwise stays the same as for CRFs. Such methods have been used for monocular
depth image prediction, for instance, where unary and pairwise features are learned, model-
ing depth from superpixels and consistency across superpixels, respectively [122]. In [12],
a CNF is proposed to learn structured regression, i.e. regression with consistency across
outputs over time or space. To the best of our knowledge, such methods have not yet been
successfully applied to state estimation for robotics or non-visual measurement functions.
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4 | Dynamical range-based
localization

If your are not curious about the answer to a question,
the question is not worth your effort.

— Prof. May-Britt Moser, at a presentation at EPFL.

Given sparse range measurements from multiple anchors, a robot can calculate its position
through multilateration. While position recovery guarantees exist for traditional lateration
in static setups, the problem is less understood when the robot is moving. Using tradi-
tional lateration, a static device needs at least D + 1 distance measurements to localize
itself. In many applications, it is unrealistic to impose these requirements; for example
when a device is moving and can only measure one distance at a time. To date, practical
systems thus predominately recover trajectories by coupling partial lateration with filtering
techniques [201]. While these approaches lead to good performance, they offer little hope
of providing fundamental guarantees for the recovery of the robot’s continuous trajectory.
When is it possible to uniquely recover the trajectory, even though the device can not localize
itself at any individual position?

We answer this question in the setting where a moving robot obtains range measurements
from static and known anchors. We do not require the measurements to be perfectly syn-
chronized, nor to be uniformly distributed in time. We make the realistic assumption that
the robot can only measure one range at a time and limit ourselves to smooth trajectories—
in particular, we focus on bandlimited and polynomial trajectories. Figure 4.1 visualizes the

This chapter is based on the publication:

M. Pacholska, F. Dümbgen, and A. Scholefield. “Relax and Recover : Guaranteed Range-Only Continuous
Localization”. In: IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 5.2 (2020), pp. 2248–2255

Detailed contributions: AS designed research; MP, FD and AS designed the algorithm; FD and MP wrote the code
base; FD performed literature review and worked on real data; MP proved algorithm properties, and analyzed
simulations; FD performed extension to splines and probabilistic treatment; FD, MP and AS wrote the paper.

The code to reproduce the results of this chapter is available at github.com/lcav/continuous-localization.
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Notation for this chapter
K trajectory complexity

ck ∈ RD k-th trajectory coefficients
C ∈ RK×D trajectory coefficient matrix
L ∈ RK×K quadratic form ofC:L = C>C

f(t) ∈ RK trajectory basis vector (polynomial or
bandlimited)

A ∈ RN×(KD+K2) measurement matrixA = [TA|T F ]

UΣV SVD of T F
b ∈ RN measurement vector

limits of traditional lateration, and shows where our contribution comes in. It is straight-
forward to see that traditional lateration cannot provide us with recovery algorithms for
the moving device, and surely not with uniqueness guarantees. Trajectory estimation algo-
rithms treating such cases provide either a probabilistic or deterministic description of the
continuous trajectory, but no guarantees for perfect recovery.

In this chapter, we first obtain a closed-form solution to the trajectory estimation problem,
by relaxing the quadratic constraints. Then, by studying the obtained linear system, we
deduce necessary and sufficient conditions for trajectory recovery of the relaxed problem.
This also provides a sufficient condition for trajectory recovery of the original (non-relaxed)
problem.

4.1. Problem setup

We are seeking to recover the continuous trajectory r(t) of a moving device (e.g a robot), for
t in some given interval, t ∈ I ⊂ R. We assume that the trajectory coordinates belong to
some K-dimensional linear space of functions F :

r(t) =

K−1∑

k=0

ckfk(t), (4.1)

where {fk : k = 0, . . . ,K − 1} is a basis for F , and the vectors ck ∈ RD are the multidimen-
sional basis coefficients.

At a set of time instances {tn : n = 0, . . . , N − 1}, tn ∈ I, we measure the distance from the
robot’s (unknown) position rn := r(tn) to one of M fixed anchors. We denote the anchor
positions by am ∈ RD, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and assume that they are known. The distances
are thus dn = ‖rn − amn‖, where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and mn is the index of the
anchor used at time n. In practice, we assume that we can measure distances d̃n corrupted
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Conventional lateration Proposed method

Figure 4.1.: Two different approaches for recovering a trajectory r(t) (blue) from distance measure-
ments (green) to anchors am (orange). In conventional lateration, we recover single points
at which we have at leastD+ 1 distance measurements. The proposed method recovers the
continuous representation of the trajectory r(t) from non-synchronized measurements.

by additive zero-mean Gaussian noise: d̃n = dn + εn, where εn ∼ N (0, σ2).1

For ease of analysis, we assume that each tn is different; in fact, this is a strength of our
formulation as it means measurements from different anchors are not assumed to be
synchronized. However, since the tn are real numbers, two consecutive tn can be arbitrarily
close.

In this work, we focus on bandlimited functions and polynomials. Both these models can
approximate naturally occurring trajectories well. For example, bandlimited trajectories
describe the oscillatory motion of a body around a stationary point. Polynomials cover
constant-speed motion (K = 1), constant acceleration (e.g free fall, K = 2) and linearly
changing acceleration (K = 3). For more complex trajectories, polynomials can be used as
the building block for splines, as discussed in Section 4.5.1. The core problem of continuous
trajectory recovery from distance measurements is formalized below.

Problem 2. Given a set of distance measurements dn, for n = 0 . . . N − 1 and corresponding
times tn, find the device’s parametric trajectory r(t).

4.2. Related work

Basic concepts for range-only localization A core concept of many range-based local-
ization algorithms is lateration, or how to estimate an object’s location from distances to
anchor points of known position. This problem can be tackled from two perspectives: First,
the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the device’s position at time instant tn, given

1Note that, it is easy to extend the noise model to differing variances for each distance. However, we chose to
present the simplest case of additive i.i.d. noise as the alternative results in additional notational overhead
for concepts that are well known. In the case of correlated measurements, one can write an analogue of
Theorem 1; however, the equations become more complex and Algorithm 1 needs to be changed.
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normally-distributed noisy distance measurements, is given by the solution to the following
optimization problem:

arg min
r̂n∈RD

N−1∑

n=0

(
d̃n − ‖r̂n − amn‖

)2
. (4.2)

This problem is called the range-based least squares (RLS) [18] problem. It is common to
square the two terms inside the brackets, leading to the SRLS problem:

arg min
r̂n∈RD

N−1∑

n=0

(
d̃n

2 − ‖amn‖2 + 2a>mn r̂n − ‖r̂n‖
2
)2
. (4.3)

While both RLS and SRLS problems are non-convex, they are not equally difficult to solve. In
particular, no known algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal solution of (4.2) but (4.3)
can be solved optimally [18]. However, the SRLS solution is not the MLE. To get closer to
the MLE, it is common to use a standard non-linear least-squares solver such as Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) [145], which can recover a local minimum of (4.2) [175].

Non-parametric trajectory recovery Using the above methods, a moving object can only
be localized at discrete time instances. This imposes a strong requirement on the number
of measurements available at each such time instant, and does not ensure consistency
between subsequent position estimates.

Numerous algorithms solve these two issues by combining range measurements with move-
ment estimates from IMUs in range-only adaptations of the filtering methods described
in Section 2.3 [23, 139, 193, 201, 204]. Note that the obtained accuracy depends strongly on
the sampling rate at which position updates can be computed, and problems can arise when
IMU measurements are delivered at a much higher frequency than other modalities [68].

Sampling rate issues can be solved by continuous-time non-parametric models. A widely
used approach [15, 55, 203] is to impose time consistency using Gaussian processes. Numer-
ous research efforts have been invested to make these computationally expensive methods
more efficient, using for example Bayes trees for incremental reordering and just-in-time
linearization [102].

Parametric trajectory recovery As opposed to the previously discussed methods, in this
chapter, we aim to recover a parametric model of the robot’s position. A number of other
works have been proposed to this end, predominantly using splines. A comprehensive
review of this field is given in [68]. Li et al. [117] solve the classical SLAM problem, replac-
ing the position update of the usual state-space equations with a continuous, parametric
trajectory. The authors consider polynomial basis functions identical to ours, and update
the coefficients over sliding time windows. They use a standard iterative solver which in
general converges to a local minimum. Other methods [56, 68, 146] solve the same trajectory
estimation problem, parametrizing the trajectory with B-spline basis functions. As B-splines
have local support, they automatically offer more flexibility in fitting complex trajectories
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without recursively updating the coefficients. However, these papers lack in optimality
guarantees since Gauss-Newton solvers are used. As opposed to methods solving the more
general SLAM framework with arbitrary measurement modalities, we show that, by focusing
on range measurements, a closed-form solution and recovery guarantees can be deduced.

Recently, trajectory estimation has been integrated in the traditional EDM framework with
so-called Kinetic EDMs [200], where all points are considered to move on trajectories. In a
similar spirit, this chapter extends the traditional lateration framework to a single device
moving on a trajectory and measuring ranges from fixed anchors.

4.3. Relax and Recover

4.3.1. Relaxation

In this section, we give an outline of our recovery algorithm. We first reformulate (4.3) to
include the trajectory model (4.9). Then, we relax the problem by reformulating it into a
linear system of equations that can be solved with any linear solver. Finally, we provide
intuition of why O(K) measurements are enough to recoverC.

For the space of bandlimited functions, we define the basis functions for odd K as

fk(t) =





2 cos(2πkt/τ) for k odd,

2 sin(2πkt/τ) for k even, k > 0,

1 for k = 0,

where τ is the fixed period of the trajectory. For the space of polynomials we simply use the
monomial basis fk(t) = tk.

We can now reformulate (4.3) in terms of the coefficients ck. By setting fn :=

[f0(tn) . . . fK−1(tn)]> andC = [c0 . . . cK−1] ∈ RD×K , we can express the sampled positions
in matrix form: rn = Cfn. The distances thus become dn = ‖Cfn − amn‖ and we can
reformulate (4.3) as

arg min
Ĉ∈RD×K

N−1∑

n=0

(
d̃n

2−‖amn‖2+2a>mnĈfn−f>n L̂fn
)2
,

s.t. L̂ = Ĉ
>
Ĉ.

(4.4)

Here, L is introduced to separate terms linear in C from those quadratic in C. We will
refer to (4.4) as the SRLS trajectory recovery problem. It is common to use semidefinite
relaxations to make problems like (4.4) convex [128]. We take a simpler approach and
discard the constraint entirely, producing what we refer to as the relaxed SRLS trajectory
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4. Dynamical range-based localization

recovery problem.2

Solving this relaxed problem is actually equivalent to solving a system of linear equations.
To see this, let us introduce the vectorized forms vec (C) and vec (L). Since a>mnCfn is a
scalar, it is equal to its trace and thus

a>mn(Cfn) = tr(amnf
>
nC
>) = vec

(
amnf

>
n

)>
vec (C) ,

where the first equality comes from the commutativity of the trace, tr(A>B) = tr(AB>),
and the second from the fact that tr(A>B) = vec (A)> vec (B). Similarly,

f>nLfn = vec
(
fnf

>
n

)>
vec (L) .

Using this notation, the cost in (4.4) is minimized by theC andL satisfying the following
system of equations:

b̃n =
[
vec
(
amnf

>
n

)>
vec
(
fnf

>
n

)>]
[

vec (C)
1
2 vec (L)

]
,

where b̃n := 1
2

(
‖amn‖2 − d̃n

2
)

. By concatenating the above equations, we obtain

b̃ =
[
TA T F

] [ vec (C)
1
2 vec (L)

] }
DK+K2, (4.5)

where the rows of TA ∈ RN×DK are vec
(
amnf

>
n

)>
and the rows of T F ∈ RN×K2

are

vec
(
fnf

>
n

)>
.

At first sight, it appears that, by additionally solving for L, the relaxation has introduced
K2 new variables (or K(K + 1)/2 if we enforceL’s symmetry). However, as we will formally
prove in Section 4.3.2, the required effective increase is only of order K.

To see this, consider applying a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to T F : T F = UΣV .
Here, Σ is an r × r diagonal matrix, with r the rank of T F . Then, (4.5) becomes

b =
[
TA UΣ

] [ vec (C)
1
2V
> vec (L)

] }
DK+r. (4.6)

Therefore, if we have at least DK + r measurements such that
[
TA UΣ

]
is full-rank, we

can recoverC with any linear solver. This gives rise to a simple recovery algorithm, which is
summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that, before solving the linear system, we check invertibility

2The same relaxation is also discussed in [18] for the point-wise SRLS solution, under the name of “uncon-
strained squared-range-based least squares”. However, the results from their algorithm are inaccurate. It
seems that combining measurements from a series of positions, as done in this thesis, is crucial for a good
functioning of the method.
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Algorithm 1: Trajectory Reconstruction

Data: Anchor coordinates am, distance measurements d̃n, times and anchor indices
tn, mn

Result: Trajectory coefficients Ĉ, empty if not unique
fn ←

[
f0(tn) . . . fK−1(tn)

]
;

set up TA,TF , b̃ as in (4.5);
Ĉ ← [ ];
if conditions (4.7) and (4.8) are satisfied then

U ,Σ,V ← SV D (T F );
A← concatenate (TA,UΣ);
x̂← linsolve (A, b);
Ĉ ← reshape (x̂[1 :DK], (D,K));

end

N = 9 7 N = 11 3 N = 11 3
M−1∑

m=0

min (km,K) = 9 3

M−1∑

m=0

min (km,K) = 8 7

M−1∑

m=0

min (km,K) = 9 3

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2.: Examples of sufficient and insufficient measurements, with model degree K = 3 and
embedding dimensionD = 2; i.e.,K(D+2)−1 = 11 andK(D+1) = 9. (a) Condition (4.8)
is satisfied, but Condition (4.7) is not. (b) Condition (4.7) is satisfied, but Condition (4.8)
is not because too many measurements involve the same anchor. (c) Both conditions are
satisfied and recovery is guaranteed.

using the conditions derived in the next section.

In the polynomial case, it is easy to see that r < 2K. In particular, in this case, each row
of T F contains the vectorized version of samples of the outer product of a polynomial of
degree K − 1 with itself. The columns of T F are thus samples of polynomials of degrees
up to 2K − 2, and so they span (at most) a 2K − 1 dimensional space. Similar reasoning
can be applied for bandlimited functions by treating them as elements of a polynomial
ring, see Observation 1 from [155]. Therefore, the rank of the whole matrix is O(K) and the
computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N2K +K4).

4.3.2. Recovery

In this section, we prove conditions for when the linear system corresponding to the relaxed
SRLS trajectory recovery problem can be solved for a unique C. In the noiseless case,
these conditions are sufficient for perfect trajectory recovery. To see this, note that, in the
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noiseless case, any minimizer of (4.4) is also a minimizer of (4.6); therefore, if the recovered
Ĉ from (4.6) is unique, it is also the unique minimizer of (4.4) (assuming (4.4) is solvable). In
addition, in the noiseless case, the unique solution of the SRLS problem is also the unique
solution of the RLS problem.

When there is noise on the distances, we do not obtain perfect reconstruction but the
conditions for the invertibility of the linear system are still valid. This is because the matrix
that is inverted does not depend on measured distances.

The main theoretical contribution of this chapter is the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Ĉ satisfy the relaxed SRLS trajectory recovery problem. Given N measure-
ments from non-degenerate anchors at random times t0, . . . , tN−1 sampled from a continuous
distribution on IN , Ĉ is unique and can be recovered with Algorithm 1 if

N ≥ K(D + 2)− 1, (4.7)

and
M−1∑

m=0

min(km,K) ≥ K(D + 1), (4.8)

where km is the number of measurements in which the m-th anchor is used. Furthermore, in
the noiseless case, Ĉ = C and perfect trajectory recovery is achieved. Finally, if (4.8) is not
satisfied, then Ĉ is not unique.

Here, we call a set of anchors non-degenerate if no D + 1 anchors lie on the same affine
subspace. This assumption is only slightly stronger than the common requirement that
not all anchors lie on the same affine subspace. Randomly placed anchors will satisfy this
condition almost surely.

The assumption that times follow a continuous distribution is in place to ensure that the
times are not adversarial, in particular that the functions fk are unlikely to be zero. Note
that the times tn do not have to be independent.

The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in our paper [155]. Here, we try to gain some more
intuition of the theorem’s meaning. Condition (4.7) formalizes that O(KD) measurements
are sufficient to localize. Even without the relaxation, one would expect to need K(D +

1) measurements for recovery. Indeed, to recover a trajectory of complexity K, one can
independently localize K points along it, and to localize a single point, we need D + 1

distance measurements.

Condition (4.8) describes how measurements cannot be arbitrarily distributed between
anchors. In particular, if an anchor provides more than K measurements, only the first K
have an effect on uniqueness, see the examples in Figure 4.2. Moreover, unique recovery is
not possible with measurements from less than D + 1 anchors..

A natural question to ask is, how likely it is to obtain a measurement set sufficient to recover
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Figure 4.3.: Probability of recoveringC, with dimension D = 2. Upper plot: the trajectory degree is set
to K = 5 and the number of anchors vary. We observe that the probability of recoveringC
grows with the number of anchors. This is because, the more anchors we use the higher
the chance that the measurements spread uniformly and satisfy (4.8). Lower plot: the
number of anchors is set to M = 4 and the trajectory degree varies. For Algorithm 1, (4.7)
states that the minimum number of required measurements is 11, 19 and 27 for trajectory
complexities of 3, 5 and 7, respectively.

C. Unfortunately, the probability of the set of measurements satisfying Theorem 1 does not
seem to have a closed form formula. Fortunately, it depends only on the partition of mea-
surements between the M anchors, so it can be easily calculated numerically by counting
partitions that satisfy (4.8), see Figure 4.3. Clearly, the probability of recovering C is non

decreasing, because adding a new measurement can only increase the rank of
[
TA T F

]
.

In practice, we observe that the probability is already large for K(D + 2)− 1 measurements,
and grows with the number of measurements to 1.

Note that, in practice, the matrix might be ill-conditioned when the anchors are almost
co-linear, or many measurements to the same anchor are taken at almost the same time.

4.3.3. Statistical analysis

We study the reconstruction error and covariance for the proposed method. This allows
us not only to understand the behavior of the proposed algorithm, but the covariance can
come in handy when the algorithm is integrated in a probabilistic filtering scheme (see
Section 2.3).

We denote by en := rn − r̂n the reconstruction error. For convenience, we use the following,
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4. Dynamical range-based localization

form for the trajectory parametrization:

rn = I ⊗ f>n︸ ︷︷ ︸
F n∈RD×DK

vec (C)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c∈RDK

= F nc, (4.9)

with⊗ the Kronecker product. Similarly, we can write r̂n = F nĉ for the estimated position.
Note that we assume that the trajectory model is correct for this analysis. Finally, we intro-
duce the matrixB := N [TA|UΣ]† ∈ RDK×N , withN = [IDK |0DK×r] such that ĉ = Bb̃ and
c = Bb, with b the noiseless version of b̃.

With this, we are equipped to calculate the mean and covariance of the reconstruction error
en. First, we rewrite en:

en = F nB
(
b̃− b

)
= −1

2
F nB

(
d2 − d̃2

)
= −1

2
F nB

(
2d ◦ ε+ ε2

)
, (4.10)

where all square operations are element-wise, and ◦ is the element-wise product. Reall that
ε is the vector of i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise of variance σ. The mean of en is then
given by:

µ = E{en} = −1

2
F nBE{2d ◦ ε+ ε2} = −1

2
F nBσ

2, (4.11)

where σ is the vector of all σ. Therefore, the covariance matrix is given by

Σ = E{(en − µ) (en − µ)>}

=
1

4
F nBE{(2ε ◦ d+ ε2 − σ2)(2ε ◦ d+ ε2 − σ2)

>}B>F n
>

(a)
= F nB diag

(
d2 ◦ σ2 + σ4/2

)
B>F n

>,

(4.12)

where for clarity, we move the steps omitted in (a) to Appendix 4.A.

A few remarks are due regarding the error statistics. First, we see that our estimator is biased.
This is a consequence of squaring the distances, and is the price to pay in exchange for a
more efficient recovery algorithm. Since the error is proportional toσ2, this effect is expected
to be detrimental for higher errors.

Secondly, we note that the estimator variance grows with the distance. This is in accordance
with our intuition that, everything else fixed, estimation is more difficult as distances to
anchors grow. A more in-depth study of the shape of the covariance depending on the
anchor locations and chosen basis functions is an interesting question for future research.

4.4. Results

In this section, we compare the performance of our method with different localization
algorithms on simulated and real data. As mentioned before, we assume additive Gaussian
noise on distance measurements d̃n = dn + εn, where εn are i.i.d. random variables, εn ∼
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Figure 4.4.: Visualisation of the distance between trajectories. Original bandlimited trajectory of order
K = 7 (dashed blue) and a randomly perturbed trajectory (solid orange). The Frobenius
distance between the trajectory coefficients is displayed above each subplot.

N (0, σ). We approach the limit of necessary measurements, dictated by Theorem 1, both in
simulation and on real data, investigating how the ideal performance degrades as we add
noise.

In the noisy case, an immediate problem comes from the fact that we use squared distance
measurements for trajectory recovery and the distribution of squared distances is both
additive and multiplicative:

d̃n
2

= d2
n + 2dnεn + ε2n,

while our recovery method implicitly assumes only centered additive noise. Indeed, in
Algorithm 1 we solve a linear system of equations, and we obtain a solution that would be a
MLE if the Gaussian noise was added to the squared distances. To alleviate this problem, we
propose a Weighted Least Squares (WLS) approach described below.

If the noise is small, the ε2n term is negligible. The remaining noise has distribution 2dnεn ∼
N (0, 2dnσ). If we knew dn, we could use WLS, with weights 1/dn, to bring the system back to
an i.i.d. noise model. Since we do not know the distances, we use the measured distances d̃n,
and obtain a noisy version of the n-th row of (4.5):

dn

d̃n
εn +

1

d̃n

[
TA T F

] [ vec (C)
1
2 vec (L)

]
=
b̃n

d̃n
.

Again, assuming that noise is small, dn/d̃n is close to 1, and the noise is approximately
i.i.d. In practice, to avoid dividing by extremely small numbers, we can add some small
regularisation γ to the distance and divide by d̃n + γ.

4.4.1. Noise study in simulation

In this section, we report the root squared error E of reconstructingC:

E(C,Ĉ) = ‖C − Ĉ‖F , (4.13)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. For the chosen basis of bandlimited functions, this norm
is equivalent to the power of the signal: using power as opposed to energy makes errors
comparable between trajectories with different periods. For more intuition, see Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5.: Reconstruction from noisy measurements using the weighted system of equations. For
clarity, slopes (dark lines) were fitted to the averages over 1000 simulations (light lines).
The simulated distances were between 0.1 m and 10 m. Upper plot: the trajectory degree
was set to K = 5 and M = 4 anchors were used; the magnitude of the noise is changing.
In this setup, the minimum number of measurements required is 19. We can see that
the algorithm is robust to noise starting from about 3× oversampling. Lower plot: the
trajectory degree was set to K = 3 and noise magnitude was set to σ = 1 m; the number of
anchors is changing. The reconstruction error does not depend heavily on the number of
anchors, but it has much higher variance for D + 1 = 3 anchors.

In the simulations, we take samples tn uniformly in the interval [0, τ ], and at each time we
choose anchors uniformly at random. Technically speaking, this violates the assumption
of the random measurement times in Theorem 1. However, the assumption mostly serves
for mathematical rigour and all typical sampling schemes (random, uniform, etc.) work in
practice.

When simulating different values for N , we discard some measurements uniformly at ran-
dom. We fix τ = 2. Figure 4.5 shows the coefficients reconstruction error obtained using the
weighted reconstruction. We can see that the error decreases with oversampling, and the
fitted slope is roughly−0.6. This means that for 10× oversampling we get more than a 5×
reconstruction improvement. The regular (non-weighted) solver performed similarly, with
a smaller improvement from oversampling.

4.4.2. Results on lawn-mower dataset

We test our trajectory estimation algorithm on a real-world dataset provided by Djugash et
al. [52]. The dataset consists of an autonomous lawnmower moving on a grass field, using
ultra-wideband (UWB) signals to 4 stationary anchors for range measurements, and densely
sampled kinematic GPS for ground truth. The distance measurements have an average
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K = 3
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N = 200
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N = 60 N = 30 N = 19

Figure 4.6.: Reconstruction accuracy of lawnmower trajectory using period τ = 54 s. In dotted black
is the ground truth trajectory (from GPS), in solid lines are our reconstructions, and the
orange dots show the RLS estimates. The top row shows different complexities K using all
available distance measurements. In the bottom row, we fixK to 5 and drop measurements
uniformly at random. The different colors correspond to different sets of measurements.

standard deviation of ca. 0.5 m, with a tendency to overestimate [52].

We first evaluate the Plaza2 dataset. The trajectory completed by the robot does not perfectly
fit our models, but we will see that it can be approximated by the bandlimited model. We
can estimate its period τ by visual inspection. Using all 499 range measurements, we use
Algorithm 1 to estimate the coefficients for different complexitiesK, and report the obtained
trajectories in the first row of Figure 4.6. We see that the trajectory is well approximated with
degrees of K = 5 or higher.

Next, we fix K to the smallest sensible value for the given trajectory (K = 5) and test the
performance of our algorithm when dropping measurements uniformly at random, down to
the minimum number required (19 measurements). The second row in Figure 4.6 shows that
the obtained reconstruction quality remains satisfactory down to 30 measurements only,
and is not too sensitive to the specific distance measurements selected. As seen already in
simulation, the variance of the reconstructions is higher for fewer measurements.

For comparison, we also plot localization results with the point-wise RLS method [18], using
the latest distance measurements from D + 1 anchors. The method uses brute force on a
uniform grid initialized in the bounding box of the anchors with a grid size of 0.5 m. The
trajectory only starts to be recognizable from N = 200 measurements upwards, and the
individual estimates are more noisy than ours.

Finally, we compare the provided algorithms quantitatively with standard lateration meth-
ods and solvers. Table 4.1 shows the trajectory recovery accuracy for the two UWB-based
datasets from [52]. As we have seen before, the trajectory in Plaza2 is approximately ban-
dlimited. The trajectory in Plaza1, on the other hand, covers the lawn in a zig-zag manner. In
practice, for such a trajectory, an iterative application of our algorithm would be appropriate.
For the purpose of this chapter, we simply report the average reconstruction accuracy over
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Table 4.1.: MSE of recovered trajectories for two real-world UWB-based localization datasets [52].

dataset
# measurements N

model complexity K

model mismatch

SRLS
SRLS fitted
RLS
RLS fitted
LM ellipse/line
LM ours weighted
ours
ours weighted

bandlimited trajectory (Plaza2)
100 300 499

5 11 19 5 11 19 5 11 19

3.7 1.8 1.5 3.8 2.0 1.7 3.8 2.1 1.8

137.5 141.0 114.5 22.2 22.2 21.8 13.2 13.2 13.2
77.9 100.5 4378.0 18.1 17.6 17.8 15.6 14.1 13.9

113.6 134.3 106.1 16.5 17.2 16.2 9.7 9.7 9.7
62.1 91.5 5971.6 13.2 12.8 12.9 10.5 9.2 9.4
12.7 147.6 339.8 11.3 25.9 13.2 11.4 11.5 12.0
12.7 13.0 20.5 11.3 11.9 12.2 11.4 11.5 12.0
13.9 14.1 69.5 13.2 11.5 11.6 13.2 11.4 11.3
10.3 10.6 68.2 8.8 7.3 7.3 8.7 7.2 6.9

dataset
# measurements N

model complexity K

model mismatch

SRLS
SRLS fitted
RLS
RLS fitted
LM ellipse/line
LM ours weighted
ours
ours weighted

polynomial trajectory (Plaza1)
10 20 30 50
2 2 2 2

0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7

33.8 15.1 14.2 7.8
50.4 119.0 15.6 8.7
32.5 14.1 12.7 6.3
48.5 198.8 12.9 6.7

253.4 24.6 16.3 6.6
18.7 7.2 7.5 6.6
51.7 4.9 4.8 4.1

5639.1 4.9 4.8 4.3

20 different linear parts of the trajectory. We compute the error by sampling the paramet-
ric model at the times at which we have ground truth measurements, compute the mean
squared error (MSE) between the predicted and ground truth points, and average over 20
different realizations.

We evaluate the proposed solution with and without the weighting introduced at the be-
ginning of this Section. For the RLS and SRLS methods, we compare both the raw laterated
points and a parametric trajectory fitted to these points (RLS/SRLS fitted). The LM method
reported for comparison solves (4.2) using the scipy.optimize [210] implementation of
Levenberg-Marquardt [145] optimization. We compare two different initializations: a sim-
ple ellipse / line in the correct order of magnitude (LM ellipse/line) and the result of our
weighted algorithm as initialization (LM ours weighted). The row model mismatch shows
the error of the model fitted directly to the ground truth position measurements, and gives
an upper bound on how well we can hope to do.

We can draw a number of interesting conclusions from the quantitative evaluation. First of
all, we note that weighting distance measurements for real data improves the reconstruction
accuracy significantly, especially for the bandlimited trajectory (left side of Table 4.1). We
believe that this is due to a positive bias in the distance measurements; indeed, if the
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bias is removed by an oracle, the weighted and non-weighted algorithms perform almost
identically.

We further observe that the reconstruction behaves poorly when the number of measure-
ments is close to the limit given in Theorem 1. For the bandlimited trajectory of degree
K = 19 this limit is 75 measurements, and N = 100 noisy measurements are too few to
accurately estimate the trajectory. For the polynomial trajectories, we observe the same
behavior for N = 10 and K = 2, where N = 10 is close to the minimum 7.

Finally, we note that the accuracy of the LM methods depends highly on the initialization,
which is a well-known limitation [175]. This shows in a big difference between the results
for LM ellipse/line and LM ours weighted, which is particularly pronounced for high model
orders and few measurements. Quite surprisingly, even though LM optimizes the RLS cost
function and thus aims to recover the MLE estimate for zero-mean Gaussian noise on
measurements, it does not compare favorably with our proposed algorithm. We believe that
both the fact that the solution is only suboptimal and the bias in the distance measurements
play against this method. However, we suggest that if LM is the preferred solution in a
complete system for different reasons, our proposed method is an attractive candidate for
an accurate initialization.

4.5. Conclusion and ongoing work

We have presented an analytical solution for trajectory recovery. Using a smooth
parametrization, we can relax the problem into a linear form and solve it optimally, under
certain conditions which we characterize exactly. The method performs well in simulation
and on a real dataset of UWB measurements collected on a lawnmower.

In order to make the developed theory applicable to a wide range of applications, we can, on
one hand, study different continuous trajectory formulations. Splines, for instance, are a nat-
ural extension of the proposed theory since the building blocks are polynomials, as discussed
in the section. The fact that splines arise naturally as a solution to certain regularizations is
another observation which could be explored in the context of localization Section 4.5.2.
Finally, outline different trajectory and measurement models in Section 4.5.3

4.5.1. Extension to splines

One obvious limitation of the proposed solution is the necessity to choose a single para-
metric form for the device’s movement. In the real world, movements can be complex, and
vary for instance with the vehicle of choice: highly agile vehicles like drones might need
higher trajectory orders than for instance cars or lawnmowers. Even for a given vehicle, the
appropriate parametrization can vary over time and depend on the environment and task
at hand. One important extension of the proposed solution, making the parametric form
more flexible, thus consists of piecewise recovery. A natural choice for piecewise trajecto-
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ries are splines, which are also explored in some of the pioneering works for batch-based
solutions [68]. This extension is discussed in what follows.

Trajectory formulation using splines We denote the spline order by P , and the number
of knots by H . We also introduce the (temporal) spline knots, sk, k = 0, . . . ,H − 1, which we
assume to be fixed a priori, but not necessarily uniform. For a trajectory in D dimensions,
we create D splines over the same knot sequence, one for each dimension. Denoting the
vector of coefficients at each knot by ck ∈ RD, we stack the coefficients as columns of the
matrix of unknowns C∈ RD×H . Using the matrix notation as elaborated in [169], we can
then express the trajectory as

r(t) = Cf(t), (4.14)

where f(t) ∈ RH is the vector of spline basis functions evaluated at time t. As opposed to
the previous formulation in (4.9), the vector of basis functions is sparse. In particular, the
basis functions of causal splines of order P have a support of P knot intervals. This means
that, for all measurements from Tk, only the entries fk−P+1(t) to fk(t) may be non-zero. To
make this clearer, we stack all N measurement locations in a matrix as follows:



r(t1)>

...
r(tN )>


 =



f(t1)>

...
f(tN )>


C := FC (4.15)

where we have introduced F∈ RN×H , the matrix of basis function evaluations.
The matrix F has a block-sparse structure, as visualized in Figure 4.7. To understand this
structure, it is useful to introduce two different sets; also depicted in the figure. We denote
the set of measurements which are recorded between the two spline knots k and k + 1 are
denoted by Tk:

Tk = {tn|tn ∈ [sk, sk+1], n = 0 . . . N − 1}, |Tk| = Tk. (4.16)

Similarly we define the set of measurements relevant for knot sk by

Sk = {tn|tn ∈ [sk, sk+P−1), n = 0 . . . N − 1}, |Sk| = Sk. (4.17)

Observations Because the splines-based parametrization yields the same form as (4.9),
we can use the same sequence of operations to reduce the trajectory recovery problem to a
linear system of equations. However, because of the different form of the basis function, in
particular due to their sparseness, the rank of the resulting matrix behaves differently. We
have made the following observations through extensive simulations:

The maximum rank of the matrix Tb is exactly 2P −1 + (n−1)P where n is the number
of intervals in which we have measurements.

The above rank is achieved for example when we have at least P measurements in
each interval, and at least 2P − 1 in one interval.
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Figure 4.7.: Left: visualization of the splines parametrization employed for the trajectory estimation.
Depicted in thick gray is the device trajectory x(t), which is the weighted sum of the spline
basis functions, shown below. Measurement times are indicated with the colored bars.
Right: the resulting block-sparse matrixF . For each time window Ti, the non-zero elements
correspond to the spline coefficients contributing to the positions within that window.

The rank of the matrix Ta is the rank of F , which is its support (number of nonzero
columns) times the dimension D. This means that the maximum rank of the matrix is
PD for the first interval, plus D for each newly added interval, so PD + (n− 1)D in
total.

The exact rank r of Tb is

r =
∑

i

min(ni, kiP − ki + 1) (4.18)

where ki = min(li, 2), ni is the number of measurements in the ith block and li is the
number of new knots these measurements expose.

Combined, the above conditions allow us to choose an appropriate parametrization given
the specific application: if we have a high measurement rate, for instance, we can also
choose finely spaced spline knots, while ensuring a full-rank measurement matrix. There is
a trade-off to consider here: finer spline knots yield higher approximation power, but also
fewer measurements per interval, thus higher sensitivity to noise. This trade-off and other
questions such as the appropriate spline order and the mathematical proofs of the above
observations, are left open for future work.

4.5.2. Splines as the natural solution to regularized optimization

In the above discussion, we have imposed the splines parametrization. An interesting
direction of research would pose the trajectory recovery problem as a general, regularized
nonlinear inverse problem, where splines arise “naturally” as a solution. A plethora of
interesting findings exist for the linear case: in particular, representer theorems tell us
that when regularizing the original linear inverse problem with a certain regularizer, the
solution will take a certain form depending on the regularizer. For the common Tikhonov
regularization, for instance, the solution can be shown to be a piecewise-cubic function
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4. Dynamical range-based localization

with knots at the sampling locations, while generalized Total-Variation regularization leads
to piecewise-linear functions with a lesser number of adaptive knots [86]. When we replace
the linear measurement operator with a non-linear function, the analysis of solutions, in
particular uniqueness and continuous dependence on data, become more complex [147,
Chapter 11]. Circumventing this complexity by using the relaxation presented in this chapter
could help to bridge the two research areas, bringing interesting results, such as the natural
appearance of spline solutions, from linear problems to nonlinear problems.

4.5.3. Generalization to different models

The approach we take in this chapter is not restricted to the particular choice of parametriza-
tion, nor to the range-only measurement type. It would for instance be natural to explore
different measurement modalities, such as angles or range-differences [196], which can also
be relaxed to a linear form. As a matter of fact, any measurement modality can be relaxed to
a linear form, as long as we add enough additional variables (in our case, the matrixLwe
introduce in (4.4)). This idea is closely linked to Koopman theory, discussed in the control
of dynamical systems [31]. When such a linearization is beneficial, and whether recovery
guarantees can be established, are questions for future work.
Regarding different parametrizations, a trajectory type of particular interest is the Gaussian
process, as it is more flexible than the parametric models discussed here, and as it inherently
models uncertainty. Recent works such as [203] and [55] present convenient starting points
for adapting this trajectory model.

Appendix

4.A. Calculation of covariance matrix

We introduce y := 2d ◦ ε+ ε2 − σ2 and Y := E{yy>}. Then we have:

Yij =E{yiyj} = E{(2εidi + ε2i − σ2)(2εjdj + ε2j − σ2)}
=E{4didjεiεj + 2diεiεj

2 − 2diεiσ
2 + 2djεjε

2
i

+ ε2i ε
2
j − ε2iσ2 − 2djεjσ

2 − ε2jσ2 + σ4}
(a)
=4δijdidjσ

2 + (σ4 + 2δijσ
4)− 2σ4 + σ4

=

{
4d2

iσ
2 + 2σ4 if i = j

0 else,

(4.19)

where in (a) we have used that E{ε2i } = E{ε2j} = σ2 and by independence: E{(εiεj)2} =

E{ε2i }E{ε2j} = σ4 if i 6= j and E{ε4i } = 3σ4. Using again independence and the fact that
E{εj} = 0, we have E{2djεjε2i } = E{2djεjσ2} = 0, and vice-versa for i.
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И људе послушај, и своје памети имај

करत करत अ�यास के जड़म�त होत सजुान; रसर� आवत जात त े�सल पर परत �नसान

بیت الضیق بیساع الف صدیق
Repeated motion of the soft rope leaves a mark on the hard stone of a well.

— Part of a Hindi saying by poet Kabir

Bats have fascinated scientists for centuries with their ability to “see” in the dark thanks
to ultrasound. First studies conducted by Lazaro Spallanzini and Louis Jurine in the 1790s,
consisting of blindfolding or ear-plugging bats in a variety of settings, suggested that these
nocturnal animals use sound more than vision to navigate, but the chirps emitted by bats
could not be detected yet [65]. Maybe surprisingly, these results were challenged and people
instead believed for a long time that bats used sensory feedback from tactile receptors on
the wings for obstacle detection [71]. It was not until more than 150 years later that Donald
Griffin detected ultrasonic pulses emitted by caged bats at Harvard university, after which
he showed in a series of experiments that these signals are indeed used for echolocation [80].
This ability equips bats with a unique modality when visible information fails, which is
essential for this nocturnal species. Among other use cases, bats were recently found to use
ultrasound for detecting water surfaces for drinking, as covered in the box on the next page.
Other animals such as mice and dolphins [92], have learned to use sound for localizing
objects when visible information is not reliable. Even visually impaired humans can learn to
locate, and to some extent even classify, objects, by using clicking sounds [6].

This chapter contains work conducted in collaboration with Adrien Hoffet, Mihailo Kolundžija, Isaac Bernardino
Dinis, Adam Scholefield and Martin Vetterli. Detailed contributions: AS, MV and FD designed research, MK
helped with algorithm design, IBD and AH designed the first version of the audio deck, AH upgraded the
audio deck to the final version, FD and AH programmed the firmware, FD and AH conducted experiments. FD
designed the experiments, implemented the ROS2 processing pipeline, analyzed data, performed simulations,
and wrote this chapter. On the date of publication of this thesis, the material in this chapter is under preparation
for a journal paper.

All code to reproduce the results from this chapter, including links to the datasets, is available at
https://github.com/lcav/audioROS.
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

Echolocation for bats: more than time of flight

Variety of chirps used by bats for
prey localization [65].

Bat approaching water to
drink [78].

It is now a well-known fact that bats localize prey and
obstacles using ultrasound. A variety of ultrasonic chirp
shapes have been developed by different species depend-
ing on the task at hand (see top figure). For most tasks,
bats measure time of flight to infer distance. However,
recent experiments suggest that bats use a different tech-
nique to classify and localize flat water surfaces: they
seem to detect a specific acoustic response linked to wa-
ter. To show that no other sensory cues are used by the
bats for its detection, Greif and Siemers [78] tricked bats
into trying to drink from smooth metallic plates in com-
plete darkness, where they showed the same water ap-
proaching and drinking behavior as in the wild (see bot-
tom figure). The fact that even juvenile bats that were
never confronted with other bats committed the same
mistake, suggests that this is an innate ability put forward
by evolution.
As the same authors suggest, this is an interesting finding
for autonomous robots using sonar: ultrasound is very
directional but bats can detect surfaces from the little en-
ergy returned from smooth surfaces outside their field of
“view”. Using the same argument, the work in this chapter
could thus be relevant for the more directional ultrasound
sensing rather than audible sound.

Given these astonishing examples from biology, it might come as a surprise that, to this day,
sound is only used very rarely in robotic perception, except for niche applications such as
underwater robotics. On land and in air, spatial perception in robotics is largely dominated
by visual modalities [35], while sound, if anything, is mostly used for communicating with
users. In this and the next chapter we hope to contribute to filling this gap. We present new
algorithms for using audible sound on mobile platforms, which allows to localize walls (this
chapter) or external sound sources (next chapter).

Algorithms using sound for localization are particularly interesting because of the om-
nipresence of microphones. In order to communicate with people around them, we can
expect many mobile robots to be equipped with microphones and loudspeakers. Using this
hardware for obstacle detection too would avoid the cost and weight of additional sensors.
Similarly, every smartphone has at least one microphone and a loudspeaker, which could
be used as an additional modality in indoor localization systems, or for mapping out rooms.
Even when not already present in existing hardware, microphones can be easily added to
devices since they have become a cheap off-the-shelf technology.

Besides the wide availability, sound as a localization modality is interesting because it has
the potential to perform well when other modalities fail. For instance, laser-based scanning
solutions are known to struggle with glass walls [66, 108], from which sound reflects very
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5.1. Problem setup

Notation for this chapter
N number of measurements
m number of microphones

d ∈ R, θ ∈ [0, 2π]
distance and angle of closest wall in drone’s
reference frame

ρ wall absorption coefficient
τs, ρs ∈ R delay and attenuation of image source s

s,m(i) ∈ RD global source and ith microphone location
s(t), x(t) source and measured signals
h(t) room impulse response

ζ(f,∆) interference function
θ(i) ∈ [0, 2π] angle, . . .

r
(i)
0 ∈ R+ length of direct path, . . .

r
(i)
1 ∈ R+ reflective path, . . .

∆(i) ∈ R+ . . . and path difference to from source to
microphone i

well. Camera-based localization solutions struggle when visibility is reduced by fog, haze
or bad lighting conditions; again, sound is well suited for such scenarios. Moreover, sound
is more omni-directional than other modalities, and speakers and microphones naturally
emit or record sound in and from all directions, respectively.

Just like animals have evolved to use ultrasound to “see” and blind people can learn to use
sound to detect obstacles, wouldn’t it make sense for intelligent agents to evolve to use sound
for localization and navigation, when other modalities are not available? In this chapter, we
create a prototype of a drone that can, just like a bat, localize a wall using sound. We develop
algorithms that are more suitable for robotics than classical echo-localization approaches,
which typically can not be directly ported to platforms with limited computational power
and low-quality microphones and speakers. We provide recovery limits for the proposed
algorithms and we study their behavior in simulation. Then, we deploy them on a real drone.
To this end, we create a custom audio deck for the popular Crazyflie drone [75]. We make
both the firmware and hardware design for the deck publicly available to facilitate research
on audio algorithms for drones by other people.

5.1. Problem setup

The setup we study consists of a small speaker, mounted on the drone, and a number
of microphones. We denote by s(t) the sound emitted by the on-board speaker, and by
x(i)(t) the recorded sound at microphone i, where i = 1 . . .m and m is the number of
microphones. We assume that the drone’s pitch and roll angle are close to zero during the
measurement process, which is a reasonable assumption for a hovering drone. Therefore,
we can parametrize the distance and angle of a given wall by its distance d to the drone’s
center, and the angle θ of its normal in the drone’s local frame. We also assume that the
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

Figure 5.1.: Comparison of standard RIR measurement (a)-(c) vs. interference detection (d)-(f).
Sketches of example setups are shown in (a) and (d), the corresponding responses x(t)
to input signals s(t), given the respective impulse responses h(t) are shown in (b) and (e) in
time domain. The signals used for recovery of the wall location(s), in frequency domain,
are shown in (c) and (f), respectively.

microphones and speaker are fixed at known positions on the drone. Then, we can formulate
the inverse problem we aim to solve in this chapter:

Problem 3. Given the audio measurements from m microphones, y(i)(t), i = 1 . . .m after
emitting a source signal s(t) and the known relative microphone and source locations, recover
the distance d and angle θ of the closest wall.

5.2. Background

In the following, we first review methods for solving the more difficult problem of recovering
the full room geometry from audio measurements in Section 5.2.1. Then, in Section 5.2.2,
we adapt the model to our use case, where we are interested in one wall only.

5.2.1. Room impulse response reconstruction

At the basis of many classical echo-localization techniques [26, 110, 111, 182] is the estima-
tion of the room impulse response. Denoted here by h(t;m, s,β) the room impulse response
from the microphone locationm to the speaker location smodels the effect of the sound
propagating in space and reflecting from all surfaces. It depends on physical parameters of
the room, which we accumulate in the vector β. A sketch of a typical room impulse response
is shown in Figure 5.1 (b). The response consists typically of well-pronounced peaks in the
beginning, corresponding to the direct path and the early reflections of the sound, and a
more stochastic regime, corresponding to the late reverberation of the room.

Using the room impulse response, we can compute the audio response at any point in the
room, which makes it an interesting tool for audio simulation purposes. In echo-localization,
we are not interested in the full response, but in a few of the first-order echos, which can
then be used to reconstruct the room geometry, source and microphone locations[54, 111].
In the following, we explain how this is typically done.
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5.2. Background

We introduce the joint gain g(t;∠(m, s)) between the microphone and speaker, incorporat-
ing their direction and frequency dependence (implicit in the variable t). While this gain
could be seen as a part of the room impulse response, we separate it because it does not
depend on room parameters but on microphone and speaker characteristics. It could there-
fore be calibrated independently. Under these assumptions, the audio response recorded of
a microphone at positionm is given by

x(t;m, s,β) = h(t;m, s,β) ∗ g(t;∠(m, s)) ∗ s(t), (5.1)

where ∗ denotes the convolution in time. In frequency domain, the model becomes

X(f ;m, s,β) = H(f ;m, s,β)G(f ;∠(m, s))S(f). (5.2)

We use the image-source model for the room impulse response [4], which is given by

h(t;m, s,β) =
∑

i

ρi(m, s,β)δ (t− τi(m, s,β))) , (5.3)

where τi and ρi denote the time delay and attenuation of the signal from the image source i.
The image source i corresponds to the reflection of the sound source from one or multiple
walls, where the number of bounces considered corresponds to the order of the source.

Classic echo-localization proceeds roughly as follows: The microphone emits a wideband
sound, such as white noise or a frequency sweep. With appropriate hardware, the frequency
response of both microphone and speaker can be considered flat (G(f) = 1), and so the
room impulse response can be estimated from

h(t;m, s,β) = F−1

(
X(f ;m, s,β)

S(f)

)
, (5.4)

where F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform. The peaks of h(·) correspond to the delays from
the different image sources. These delays can be readily transformed to distance estimates
using the propagation speed of sound, and the room geometry and microphone/speaker
location can be reconstructed [54].

5.2.2. Interference function

In many use cases, and in particular in the one of the bat drone considered in this chapter, we
are interested in only a subset of the room impulse response. For instance, when limitations
imposed by available hardware do not allow for the full room geometry reconstruction in
one go, we might be interested in the location of the closest wall only. In this case, denoting
by c the speed of sound and by ρ the wall absorption coefficient [184], the impulse response
can be simplified to

h(t;m, s,β) = h(t; r0, r1, ρ) = ρ0(r0)δ (t− r0/c) + ρ1(r1, ρ)δ (t− r1/c) , (5.5)
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

where we have introduced the functions ρ0(r0) and ρ1(r1, ρ) for the attenuation along the
direct path of length r0, and along the reflected path of length r1, respectively. If we ignore
scattering effects and model the attenuation of the signal by free-space propagation, they
are given by

ρ0(r0) =
1

4πr0
, and ρ1(r1, ρ) =

1− ρ
4πr1

. (5.6)

Taking the magnitude squared of the frequency response, we get

|X(f ;m, s,β)|2 = |X(f ; r0, r1, ρ)|2 = |H(f ; r0, r1, ρ)G(f)S(f)|2

= |G(f)S(f)|2
∣∣∣∣

1

4πr0
exp (−j2πfr0/c) +

1− ρ
4πr1

exp (−j2πfr1/c)

∣∣∣∣
2

=
|G(f)S(f)|2

(4π)2

(
1

r0
2

+
(1− ρ)2

r1
2

+ 2
1− ρ
r0r1

cos 2πf(r1 − r0)/c

)
.

(5.7)

As we will see later, it is much easier to do inference from measurements of the form (5.7)
rather than (5.4), as it requires fewer measurements, no synchronization and no high-end
hardware. Although considering only one wall is a coarse simplification compared to the
full-room model used in RIR measurements, we will see that for the current use case, it is
sufficient for the task of detecting the closest wall.

5.3. Related work

Audio signals are one of many modalities investigated for wall localization and room map-
ping. Lidar scanners and cameras, for instance, are often the go-to solution in robotics [35],
however, they struggle with non-diffuse surfaces such as glass, metal, mirrors, or shiny and
translucent surfaces. Recent methods for indoor mapping have thus focused on improving
the performance in the presence of such materials, focusing for instance on angles from
which they seem diffuse [66] or detecting inconsistent depth measurements corresponding
to reflected points or points behind a transparent surface [108]. Other methods for reli-
able surface detection rely on millimetre wave (mmWave) radar, which has a long history
in aerospace[29] and a recent but successful history in automobile applications [87]. As
opposed to lidar or visual modalities, mmWave can see through smoke, and it was shown
in [126] to not only succeed in localizing any surfaces reliably, but also classify them based
on their different reflective properties.

Moving over to acoustic waves, ultrasound is more commonly employed for localization
than sound in the audible range, supposedly because it is less susceptible to noise, and
because it creates less disturbances for people around. Ultrasonic range finders are common
on many robotic platforms [43, 167]. Because of their directionality, robots typically employ
a multitude of ultrasound sensors for good spatial coverage. Some recent methods have
focused on frequency ranges slightly outside of the audible spectrum but still recordable by
commodity microphones, such as [189].
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In this chapter, we focus on sound in the audible range. Besides it being somewhat under-
explored compared to other modalities, meaning that some interesting research questions
remain unanswered (see next paragraph), studying the aptitude of audible sound for lo-
calization has other advantages. As mentioned earlier, microphones are ubiquitous, they
can have very small form factor compared to other sensors, and one can get good quality
microphones for a low price. One could argue that as other sensors such as lidar and radar
are becoming smaller and cheaper, this advantage will soon become irrelevant1. However,
if not a standalone wall detector, sound could always be exploited to complement other
modalities. For instance, because of its long wavelengths, sound traverses smoke, haze and
fog more easily, and the transparent or reflective surfaces causing headaches to lidar and vi-
sual systems, are optimal candidates for sound-based echo-location. The biggest advantage
of audible sound with respect to ultrasound or radar, which share the former advantages, is
that it is more omnidirectional. One can easily produce a sound wave which travels in all
directions and thus has the potential to simultaneously localize all nearby obstacles.

Because of its omnidirectionality, sound can in theory reveal the shape of a room “in a finger-
snap” [54]. A variety of solutions have been designed to solve this via RIR reconstruction, as
discussed in Section 5.2.1. The methods differ in that they use different microphone-speaker
configurations such as one fixed speaker and multiple measurement microphones [54], one
fixed speaker and a moving smartphone with microphones [189], or co-located speakers and
microphones [109]. Since they rely on recovering as many echoes as possible, these methods
typically use high-end hardware for sufficient power and measurement quality. Since the
RIR reveals distances only and no phase information, associating each echo with a distinct
wall is not straight-forward and [54] use a combinatorial algorithm, while [189] present a
more efficient and accurate approach based on semidefinite programming. Because of the
underdetermined nature of distances, not any microphone-speaker configuration leads
to the unique recovery of room geometry; uniqueness conditions are derived for instance
in [109].

Solutions with limited hardware capabilities typically recover the shape of the room wall by
wall. Using co-located speakers and microphones on a mobile robot, the authors of [109,
chapter 4] use a particle filter approach, extracting always the first peak only from the
RIR, and using this along with movement estimates to build a model of the room. A sim-
ilar method is used by [182] and combined with beamforming to simultaneously recover
the angle of the wall, which facilitates the labeling problem. Methods implemented on
smartphones, where both speaker and microphones share a common clock, can use the
radar-rooted FMCW algorithm [228, 229], which recovers the distance and velocity of reflec-
tors in the field of view.

Both FMCW and RIR methods are difficult to implement for sound on light-weight robotic
platforms. In FMCW-based methods, the incoming signal is correlated with the sent signal,
and the frequency of the resulting signal reveals the distance of the closest reflector. This
requires accurate synchronization and sufficient knowledge of the sent signal (in particular
its phase), which are both assumptions that can be difficult to satisfy on a robotic platform.

1For instance the tiny velabit lidar sensor: https://velodynelidar.com/products/velabit/
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

When the buzzer is controlled by a different unit than the microphones, synchronization can
be cumbersome to achieve, and when the timing of the buzzer’s signal cannot be accurately
controlled, the exact output signal may not be known.
For RIR reconstruction, both synchronization and a wideband signal are required for suffi-
ciently good recovery, again assumptions difficult to satisfy for systems running on light-
weight platforms and in real time. Recently, a first study has demonstrated the potential of
focusing on the interference created by the closest wall only [36]. Using an external measure-
ment microphone, the authors detect interference between the direct and reflected rotor
noise from the wall. Using a simplified form of the model shown in (5.7), the distance can
be derived. As the measurement microphone approaches the rotors, the method however
breaks down.

Rather than trying to recover the full RIR or the distance/velocity of the closest reflector
using FMCW, we also pose the wall detection problem as an interference detection problem.
First, sampling the interference function along frequency, we develop an algorithm for wall
detection similar to [36]. Rather than using the drone’s own noise, which was shown in [36] to
be difficult, we show that by using a small affordable piezo buzzer emitting frequency sweeps
in the audible range, we can detect the wall distance with high accuracy. We also show that
we can get an estimate of the wall’s angle, without resorting to a separate beamforming
algorithm as in [182].
Then, we sample the interference function in space, leading to a method quite different
from what has been studied before. Using only a single frequency emitted by the buzzer,
we develop an algorithm to detect a wall and the angle at which we are approaching it.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at exploiting spatial interference for
localization.

5.4. Wall localization based on the interference function

We derive a compact form of the interference function along frequency and distance in Sec-
tion 5.4.1 and describe the two presently studied inverse problems, based on this function,
in Section 5.4.2. We derive general probabilistic period recovery in 5.4.3, which is necessary
for the solutions to the two problems in Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5, respectively. Notes on
the practical implementation of these algorithms are given in 5.4.6. We finish by outlining
recovery limits of the proposed methods 5.4.7.

Note that for the more general considerations in Section 5.4.1 to Section 5.4.3 we ignore the
fact that we have multiple microphones. This keeps notation more lean and understandable.
We introduce the notation for multiple microphones when it is necessary, starting from
Section 5.4.4.
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5.4. Wall localization based on the interference function

Figure 5.2.: Geometry of used drone setup. The reference frame with respect to the developed audio deck
is shown in (a), the microphone and source locations are shown in (b) and the notation
related to wall localization is detailed in (c).

5.4.1. Compact form of interference function

Since it is the main object of interest in this chapter, we do a few more manipulations to
adapt equation (5.7) to our setup. First, we observe that the period of the cosine in (5.7)
depends on the difference in path length. Since we are interested in the distance and angle
of the wall, we rewrite the path length as a function of these two quantities. Without loss of
generality, we set the robot’s reference frame to coincide with the speaker location s, and
parametrize the wall by its distance d and angle θ in the robot’s reference frame, as shown in
Figure 5.2. Then we can write the difference in path length as:

∆ := r1 − r0 := g∆(d, θ) =
√
r2

0 + 4d2 − 4dr0 cos (θ0 − θ)− r0, (5.8)

where θ0 = ∠ (m− s) denotes the angle of the vector from the microphone to the speaker
in the robot’s reference frame.2

Secondly, since the microphones and speakers are fixed, r0 is constant. To simplify notation,
we can thus express r1 as r1 = ∆ + r0 and use only ∆ as our free variable, dropping the
arguments r1 and r0.

Finally, as the gains |S(f)| and |G(f)| are indistinguishable unless independently calibrated,
we introduce the combined gain function T (f) := |S(f)G(f)|2. Putting everything together,
we obtain the following interference function:

ζ(f,∆) = T (f)
(
ρ2

0 + ρ1(∆)2 + 2ρ0ρ1(∆) cos 2πf∆/c
)

, (5.9)

with ρ1(∆) = (1 − ρ)/(∆ + r0). We will see that the oscillation amplitude of (5.9) is of
importance for the performance of the subsequent methods, therefore we introduce:

a(∆, f) = 2T (f)ρ0ρ1(∆). (5.10)

2Note that in the echo-localization literature, the simplification is often made that the distance of the wall
is significantly bigger than the baseline r0, and that thus the path length difference simplifies to r1 − r0 ≈
2d. As we are mostly interested in walls that are close with respect to the baseline, we do not adopt this
simplification.
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Figure 5.3.: Analytical interference matrix and two slices, obtained using equation (5.7).

5.4.2. Problem setup revisited

Depending on how we sample the function (5.9), we can try to solve different geometrical
inference problems. In this chapter, we focus on two problems: one consists of retrieving the
distance and angle of the wall from a static drone, and the other consists of retrieving what
we denote the “angle of approach” of a moving drone. These two methods yield different
“chirps”, similar to bats which adopt the shape of their ultrasound signal depending on
the task at hand (see box in the beginning of the chapter). We formally derive these two
problems in what follows, and discuss other possible use cases of the interference function.

We introduce the following measurement model for time tn,

zn := ζ
(
fn,∆n + ε∆n

)
+ εzn; n = 1 . . . N , (5.11)

where ε∆n and εzn are zero-mean Gaussian measurement errors on the path difference and
the interference function, respectively. Stacking up the measurements and parameters, we
construct the vectors z ∈ RN , f ∈ RN and ∆ ∈ RN . When necessary, we add the superscript
(i) to denote the measurements taken at microphone i: z(i).

The two problems that we study use “frequency slices” or “distance slices”, respectively.
We illustrate these two concepts in Figure 5.3, where we fix the angle at θn = 0 for all n,
which enables us to translate the path difference to the more intuitive distance of the wall.
Then, we obtain samples of the interference function on a uniform grid of distances and
frequencies; we refer to the resulting matrix as the interference matrix. When we fix the
frequency and sample the distances uniformly, we obtain a distance slice. Equivalently, we
can fix the distance to obtain a frequency slice. An example interference matrix and one of
each of these slices are shown in Figure 5.3.

In the first sub-problem, we study distance inference from frequency slices. To achieve this
in practice, a drone would hover at a fixed nominal location and record the response of a
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5.4. Wall localization based on the interference function

frequency sweep, as shown in Figure 5.4 (a). The measurements are thus of the form:

zn(fn) = ζ
(
fn,∆ + ε∆n

)
+ εzn; n = 1 . . . N

= ζ
(
fn, g∆(d, θ) + ε∆n

)
+ εzn; n = 1 . . . N ,

(5.12)

where ∆ = g∆(d, θ) is the path difference corresponding to the drone’s nominal location
with respect to the wall, and ε∆n incorporates lateral movements due to imperfect position
control. As the values fn simply correspond to the frequency bins of our frequency analysis,
we can assume f known. We can then formulate the first inverse problem:

Subproblem 1. Given measurements z ∈ RN of the form (5.12) and for each microphone,
estimate the distance d and angle θ to the closest wall.

In the second sub-problem, we assume that the drone is approaching the wall at constant lin-
ear speed and playing a mono-frequency sound of frequency f , as visualized in Figure 5.4 (b).
The orthogonal wall distance thus follows a linear model of the form dn = d1 + ln sin γ, where
r1 is the starting distance, γ is the angle of approach, and ln is the cumulative relative move-
ment of the drone: ln := ‖rn − r1‖, with rn ∈ RD the position of the drone at time tn. In this
case, we obtain measurements of the form:

zn(ln) = ζ
(
f, g∆(d1 + (ln + εln) sin γ, θ)

)
+ εzn; n = 1 . . . N . (5.13)

Determining the distance d1 from measurements (5.13) is challenging and would require
accurate knowledge of physical parameters such as the wall absorption. On the other hand,
since the wall approach angle γ is directly related to the period of measurements, it can be
reliably estimated as long as we are close enough to the wall to measure interference and
we have a sufficiently accurate estimate of the relative movements ln. In practice, this is
sufficient for a simple navigation algorithm: as soon as we have a reliable estimate of γ we
know that we are close to a wall and can estimate at what angle we are approaching it. Using
this information, we can change direction to avoid crashing into the wall. Constructing
the vector of relative movement estimates, l = [l2, . . . , lN ]> ∈ RN−1, the problem we aim to
solve is:

Subproblem 2. Given measurements z ∈ RN of the form (5.13) for each microphone, as well
as relative movement estimates l ∈ RN−1, estimate the angle of approach γ.

Note that the framework studied here is not restricted to these two use cases, and in particu-
lar, it is not limited to drones: Figure 5.4 shows the connection of other experiments with the
interference function, as well as the resulting slices when using a different robotic platform.

5.4.3. Probabilistic period estimation

As we have seen in the previous section, both inference problems require the estimation of
the period of the interference function, either across frequencies or across distances. In this
section, we thus introduce a probabilistic method for period estimation.
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?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.4.: Various ways of sampling the interference function. The top two rows show possible ex-
periments using a drone, while the bottom rows show experiments with a ground-based
robot. Depending on the experiment, we can aim to recover the distance d and angle of the
wall (not drawn), or the angle of approach γ. Experiments (a) and (b) are studied in this
chapter. Experiments (c) and (d) are possible extensions using the drone’s ego-noise, or a
continuous movement and sweep by the ground-based robot.

We introduce the variable un, n = 1 . . . N for measurement locations, δu for the average
measurement spacing and vk for candidate “frequencies”. We describe in Sections 5.4.4
and 5.4.5 what these quantities correspond to in the frequency-slice or distance-slice prob-
lem, respectively. Given our measurements zn sampled at locations un, we can calculate the
Schuster periodogram of the measurements, given by

Pk(z) :=
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

zne
j2πvkun

∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (5.14)

Note that if the samples un are close to uniform, a simple FFT can be used to calculate Pk.
For non-uniform samples, other methods such as the Lomb-Scargle Periodogram can be
used [123, 207]. Since the measurements zn are real-valued, Pk is symmetric and we can
only look at candidate interference frequencies vk = k/(Nδu), k ∈ [0 . . .K], with K = bN2 c.
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Figure 5.5.: Left: incomplete set of positions which yield the same path difference estimate but different
orthogonal distances and angles. The complete range of possible orthogonal distances and
angles for a list of example path differences is shown on the right.

From the Schuster periodograms, we would like to deduce a likelihood for a given interfer-
ence frequency to be present in the signal. Quite interestingly, it was shown in [98] that the
Schuster periodogram is in fact the optimal statistic for detecting a stationary sinusoidal
signal in the presence of Gaussian noise. If an estimate of the amplitude noise σy is known,
then the probability that our data is a sine of frequency vk is governed by [28]:

p(vk) ∝ ePk/σ
2
y . (5.15)

Alternatively, if the noise variance cannot be estimated, the probability for candidate fre-
quency vk is

p(vk) ∝
[
1− 2Pk

N z̄2

] 2−N
2

, (5.16)

where z̄2 denotes the mean-square measurements.

Connection with optimization Since we know that the model of the signal that we are
sampling is a sinusoid at a given frequency, one might be tempted to solve an optimization
problem rather than an FFT-based solution. For instance, the minimum least squares
estimate of the frequency would be given by:

vk = arg min
vk

χ̂2(vk)

χ̂2(vk) = min
Ak,φk

∑

n

(zn −Ak sin (2πvktn − φk))2,
(5.17)

where we have introduced χ̂2(f), the cost of the best least-squares fit of a sinusoid of fre-
quency vk to the data. Quite surprisingly, there is an equivalence between this optimization-
based solution and the FFT-based solution. Indeed, it can be shown that the value of the
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period estimation 5.4.3 conversion 5.4.4 a)

conversion 5.4.4 b) 

combination 5.4.4 c)

calibration 5.7.1

Figure 5.6.: Algorithm overview for frequency slices, or how to pass from the raw interference measure-
ments z(i)(f) from microphones i = 1 . . .m to probability distributions over distances and
angles, p(d) and p(θ).

Schuster periodogram for frequency vk is also equal to [207]:

P (vk) =
1

2

(
χ̂2(0)− χ̂2(vk)

)
, (5.18)

Note that extensions to other models exist, but in our case, the sine model is valid because
of the nature of the interference function (5.9).

In other words, the FFT-based approach gives us the same result as we would get by solving
the optimization for the best amplitude and phase offsets, for each frequency. This explains
why the FFT-based approach is particularly useful when we want to be agnostic to phase
and scaling discrepancies, which typically arise in our experimental setup.

5.4.4. Frequency slices (solution to Subproblem 1)

A sketch of the full algorithm pipeline for recovering the distance and angles from the closest
wall is shown in Figure 5.6. We first apply offline calibration to the measurements (first step
in Figure 5.6), after which we can obtain the probability distribution over periods p(i)(v) as
explained in the preceding section (second step). We then need to translate this distribution
to the variables of interest d and θ, using geometrical and probabilistic considerations. We
proceed in two steps (corresponding to step 3 and 4, respectively, in Figure 5.6), as outlined
below.

a) From frequency interference to path differences Once we have distributions of inter-
ference frequencies p(i)(v) for all microphones i = 0 . . .m − 1, we need to translate them
to a path difference distributions p(i)(∆(i)) (third step in Figure 5.6). In this problem, the
measurement locations un are the frequencies fn, with average spacing δf . We know that for
a given distance d, the interference period (across frequencies) is given by c/∆. Therefore,
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5.4. Wall localization based on the interference function

the probabilities in (5.15) and (5.16) can be translated directly to a probability distribution
over path differences. Denoting by p(i)(vk) these distributions obtained at microphone i
using the periodogram Pk(z

(i)), we have

p(i)(vk) = p(∆k/c), (5.19)

with ∆k = ckK/δf and therefore

p(i)(∆) ∝ p(i)(vk). (5.20)

b) From path differences to distance and angle Denoting the number of microphones by
m, the path difference at the i-th microphone at locationmi, is given analogously to (5.8) by

∆(i) = g
(i)
∆ (d, θ) =

√
r2

0
(i)

+ 4d2 − 4dr
(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)− r(i)

0 , i = 0 . . .m− 1, (5.21)

where we have introduced the direct path length and angle of microphone i, r(i)
0 = ‖mi − s‖

and θ(i) = ∠mi − s, respectively.

Given the probabilistic solution of each path difference estimate, we are interested in similar
probabilistic solutions for both the distance and the angle of the closest wall. This is of
particular importance if one or more of the individual path difference distributions of
the individual microphones exhibit multiple peaks. The simple approach of getting the
maximum-likelihood path difference estimates and translating them to a single distance
and angle by solving a system of equations, would be very sensitive to selecting the wrong
peak. The probabilistic solution is more robust and provides us with an estimate as well as a
measure of certainty.

Distance inference: We denote the probability distribution over path differences by
p(i)(∆). Our aim is to translate this distribution to a distribution over distances. Using
a change of variables, the following holds:

p(i)(d; θ) = p(i)(g
(i)
∆ (d; θ))

∣∣∣∣
∂

∂d
g

(i)
∆ (d; θ)

∣∣∣∣

= p(i)(g
(i)
∆ (d; θ))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
4d− 2r

(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)√

r
(i)
0

2
+ 4d2 − 4dr

(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

(5.22)

We can thus compute the probability distribution over d by marginalizing over θ:

p(i)(d) =

∫ π

−π
p(i)(d; θ)p(θ)dθ =

1

2π

∫ π

−π
p(i)(g

(i)
∆ (d; θ))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
4d− 2r

(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)√

r
(i)
0

2
+ 4d2 − 4dr

(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
dθ,

(5.23)
where we have used a uniform prior on θ. We refer to Section 5.4.6 for the implementation
for discrete measurements.
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period estimation 5.4.3 conversion 5.4.5 a)

combination 5.4.5 b)

Figure 5.7.: Algorithm overview for distance slices, or how to pass from spatial interference measure-
ments z(i) for microphones i = 1 . . .m to the probability distribution over the angle of
approach γ.

Angle inference: Angle inference is performed similarly to distance inference. Assuming a
uniform prior over all distances and calculating the gradient of g with respect to θ, we get

p(i)(θ) =

∫ dmax

dmin

p(i)(θ; r)p(r)dr

=
1

dmax − dmin

∫ dmax

dmin

p(i)(g−1
∆

(i)
(θ; r))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−2rr

(i)
0 sin (θ(i) − θ)√

r
(i)
0

2
+ 4r2 − 4dr

(i)
0 cos (θ(i) − θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
dr,

(5.24)

where we again refer to Section 5.4.6 for the practical evaluation of this integral.

c) Combination of individual microphones Finally, we combine the individual micro-
phone measurements to obtain the total probability distribution over distances and angles.
In the present implementation, we combine all measurements with equal weights:

p(d) = η
m−1∏

i=0

p(i)(d) , and p(θ) = η
m−1∏

i=0

p(i)(θ), (5.25)

where η is the normalization factor to make p(d) and p(θ) sum to one. Possible extensions
of this scheme could use weighted averages, where microphones with unreliable measure-
ments would be given less importance.

5.4.5. Distance slices (solution to Subproblem 2)

Given the distribution over periods in the distance slice, we want to infer the distribution
over the angle of approach γ. We can use similar considerations as for the frequency slice
here, with slightly fewer stages as no calibration is required and the conversion is more
straightforward. The pipeline is sketched in Figure 5.7.
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5.4. Wall localization based on the interference function

a) From distance interference to angle of approach To recover the angle of approach, we
use the fact that there is a one-to-one relationship between the latter and the period of
the distance slice. In fact, for a drone approaching the wall perpendicularly (γ = π/2), the
interference period along the distance slice is given by ∆∗ = c/f . For all angles smaller
than that, the interference period will be bigger by a factor dependent on the angle γ. We
denote by δl the average relative distance spacing, and employ the simplification that the
path differences spacing can be approximated by δ∆ ≈ 2δl. Then, each candidate frequency
vk from (5.15) is related to the angle of approach γk by the following function gγ :

sin γk = ∆∗vk ≈
cvk
f

=
ckK

2fδl
,

vk := gγ(γk) =
f sin γk

c
.

(5.26)

Note that since only periods above ∆∗ are physically feasible, we reduce the indices k to
k = 0 . . . 2δlf/(Kc). The distribution over angles is given by

p(i)(γ) = p(i) (gγ(γ))

∣∣∣∣
∂

∂γ
gγ(γ)

∣∣∣∣ = p(i) (gγ(γ))

∣∣∣∣
2f cos γ

c

∣∣∣∣ . (5.27)

Inspecting (5.27), we notice that the probability calculated as shown tends to zero as γ
approaches π. We therefore sacrifice the “correct” form for a practically implementable
form, where we drop the cosine factor.

b) Combination of multiple microphones Each microphone gives an individual estimate
for the angle of approach γ. The naive approach to combine these estimates is via multiplica-
tion as in (5.25). Doing so would discard important information which allows to resolve from
what direction we are approaching the wall. Instead, we split the microphones in two sets
containing either the left or right microphones with respect to the axis of movement, called
L andR, respectively. Then, we create two scores at the current estimate γ̂ ∈ [0, 90◦] from
the raw distributions p(i)(γ̂): sleft =

∑
i∈Lmax

(
p(i)(γ̂)

)
and sright =

∑
i∈Rmax

(
p(i)(γ̂)

)
. We

choose the side corresponding to the higher score, and include only the corresponding
probability distributions. If sleft > sright, for instance, we compute

p(γ) =
∏

i∈L
p(i)(γ), (5.28)

and we derive that the wall is on the left side in the direction of travel.

5.4.6. Notes on practical implementation

In practice, we do not have continuous measurements, so we can not calculate the exact
integrals above. We therefore discretize the state space using a fixed range and resolution:
For distances, we evaluate p(d) on a grid with one-centimeter resolution from the minimum
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possible distance without collision, to 50 centimetres. For the wall angles p(θ), we create a
grid from 0 to 360 degrees with one degree resolution, and for the angle of approach p(γ)

we choose a grid from 0 to 90 degrees with one degree resolution. Then, each probability
distribution (5.23), (5.24) and (5.27) is evaluated on that grid. We use cubic interpolation
between the discrete measurements. We use the same discretization to approximate the
integrals by finite sums over the respective grids in (5.23) and (5.24).

Furthermore, both frequency and distance slice measurements might not be exactly uniform.
Since we would like to use the FFT for evaluating the periodogram, as it is computationally
cheap, we first interpolate the measurements on the uniform grid with the same minimum,
maximum and average spacing.

5.4.7. Recovery limits

When fixing the number of measurementsN , a given sampling spacing δu sets certain limits
on the recoverable frequencies vk (in the interference signal). By the Nyquist theorem we
know that the maximum recoverable frequency is given by 1

2δu
. In our two subproblems, this

limit can be translated to recoverable distances and angles or usable source frequencies. We
also know that the frequency resolution is given by 1/(Nδu). This is not a hard limit as we
can always employ zero-padding to increase the apparent resolution. However, it provides a
reasonable lower bound on the recoverable period, as for signals of a period higher than
Nδu we would not sample the full period.
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Figure 5.8.: Examples of recovery limits for frequency slice algorithm in (a) and distance slice algorithm
in (b) and (c).

Recovery limits of Problem 1 The interference period gets smaller as the distance grows,
and the smallest period we can recover is 2δu. This limits us to path differences below
∆max := c/(2δf ). The distance resolution, or equivalently, the smallest path difference for
which we have full-period sampling, is given by ∆min := c/(Nδf ). Using the simplification
that ∆ ≈ 2d, this translates to the recoverable distance range

dmin :=
c

2Nδf
≤ d ≤ c

4δf
:= dmax (5.29)
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5.5. Simulation results

The recoverable distance ranges for different frequency spacings δf and measurement
numbers N are shown in Figure 5.8 (a).

Recovery limits of Problem 2 The interference period is minimal at γ = π/2, given by
c/f , and it increases, until it reaches infinity for a drone moving parallel to the wall γ = 0.
For a fixed frequency, we can thus determine the minimum angle at which we can still
sample a full period. The maximum recoverable period is given by Nδ∆. Therefore, as long
as sin γ ≥ c

fNδ∆
, we sample more than one period.

For a fixed angle γ, we can determine the maximum buzzer frequency that we can use before
reaching the Nyquist limit. The interference period at angle γ is given by c/(f sin γ). For
it to be bigger than the Nyquist limit 2δ∆, we need the buzzer frequency to be lower than
fmax := c/(2δ∆ sin γ). Similarly, in order to sample a full period, we need the frequency to be
higher than fmin := c/(Nδ∆ sin γ). Using again the simplification that δ∆ ≈ 2δl, we get the
approximate usable frequency range for recovering angle γ > 0:

c

2Nδl sin γ
≤ f ≤ c

4δl sin γ
. (5.30)

In Figure 5.8 (b), we show the usable frequency range for detecting angles between 10 and
90◦. In Figure 5.8 (c), we assume that a device can take measurements at 3 Hz. For each
linear velocity, this translates to a certain measurement spacing δ∆, which in turn comes
down to what frequency fmin we can use, allowing the recovery of down to γmin angles. For
example, given a drone that moves at 5 cm/s, if we wanted to detect angles down to 20◦, then
we would need to use a frequency above 1.9 kHz (highlighted square).

5.5. Simulation results

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed algorithms in simulation. To this
end, we generate data of the form (5.11) and solve for the distance or angle of approach. For
the experiments with noise, we independently sample from the noise distributions a 100
times and we report both the mean and the standard deviation of the absolute error of all
realizations.

5.5.1. Frequency slice algorithm

We study the simulated performance of the frequency slice algorithm using parameters
suitable for our experimental framework: we use a uniform frequency sweep of 16 tones
between 3000 Hz and 5000 Hz, and we study distances up to 50 cm.

Note that although we can infer both the distance and angle of the wall with the frequency
slice algorithm, we report here only the distance, corresponding to the path difference
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

at a fixed angle, for a single microphone. This is sufficient to gain intuition on when the
methods will break down, as an erroneous path difference estimates will evidently lead to
an erroneous angle and distance estimates as well.

Amplitude noise We show how the method performs in the presence of amplitude noise
,i.e. εzn in (5.11), in Figure 5.9. Looking at both the mean and standard deviation of the error,
we see a sharp transition from almost zero error for low distances and noise values to signifi-
cantly higher error at higher values. An analysis of the point of this performance breakdown
shows that it occurs roughly when the amplitude noise is of the order of magnitude of the
oscillation amplitude of the cosine a(d) (5.10). This amplitude decreases with the inverse of
the distance d, suggesting that the level of amplitude noise determines up to which distance
we can hope to get reliable distance estimates.
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Figure 5.9.: Robustness study for amplitude noise σy.

Non-uniform frequency bins We study the effect of non-uniform frequency bins on the
performance of the FFT-based method in Figure 5.10. For this experiment, we do not
interpolate on a uniform grid before applying the FFT as described in 5.4.6. We have again a
sharp transition in terms of performance starting from a frequency standard deviation of ca.
70 Hz at 40-50 cm, and at more than 150 Hz at 20 cm or closer. This is expected as frequency
slices at lower frequencies are smoother, thus the amplitude error between the non-uniform
bins and uniform bins becomes negligible as the distance decreases. Depending on the use
case, the interpolation procedure could thus be omitted.
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Figure 5.10.: Sensitivity of our method (without interpolation) to non-uniform frequency bins.
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5.5. Simulation results

Lateral movement We choose to study both distance and angle noise jointly by adding
noise to the path difference ∆. How this noise translates to either distance noise or angle
noise is shown in the left plot of Figure 5.11. For this kind of noise, we observe in the two
right plots of Figure 5.11 that the absolute error is directly proportional to the noise, and
there is little dependence on the distance.
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Figure 5.11.: Left: correspondence between delta noise and angle and distance noise, respectively.
Middle: robustness study for movement noise σ∆. Right: different slices of the movement
noise matrix.

5.5.2. Distance slice algorithm

The results reported in this section correspond to a simulation setup with d1 = 50 cm and
l = [0, 1 cm, . . . , 19 cm].

Recovery limits The results of the distance slice algorithm show a strong dependence on
the used frequency: the higher the frequency, the higher the accuracy of the angle estimate.
This is visualized in Figure 5.12, where no amplitude or movement noise are added.
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Figure 5.12.: Performance of distance slice algorithms for different frequencies.

Amplitude noise A number of interesting observations can be made on the simulations
with amplitude noise, shown in Figure 5.13 for 3 different frequencies. We observe again a
sharp transition from close-to-zero errors, below noise around 10−0.7, and high error beyond
that level. The method breaks down more quickly at lower angles, which corresponds to
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

regions where we sample a smaller portion of the interference pattern. As we increase the
frequency, we sample bigger portions of the pattern, thus the performance for low angles
increases. However, for the high angles, we approach the aliasing limit as we increase the
frequency, which explains a performance deterioration for high frequencies and angles,
respectively.
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Figure 5.13.: Performance of distance slice algorithm for different levels of amplitude noise.

Non-uniform distance spacing In real experiments, we will not be able to sample the
distance slice perfectly uniformly, as a robot’s movement is always subject to uncertainties.
We study the effect of non-uniform sampling by adding Gaussian movement noise onto each
step. The resulting performance for our 3 example frequencies is shown in Figure 5.14. The
performance gets worse as we increase the frequency or increase the angle of approach. Both
elements lead to a smaller spacing of samples with respect to the period of the signal to be
detected. Therefore, a fixed movement noise will has a higher effect with higher frequencies
and higher angles.
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Figure 5.14.: Performance of distance slice algorithm for different levels of movement noise.

5.6. Experimental framework

We investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms on a microdrone. Among the
many available options, we choose the Crazyflie drone by Bitcraze [75], as it is affordable,
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Figure 5.15.: Crazyflie drone including the custom audio deck used for the experimental validation.

developer-friendly and widely used in the research community. As none of the available
extension decks include microphones, we develop a custom audio deck which allows us to
record, pre-process and send the audio signals from four embedded microphones to the
Crazyflie processor. The audio deck also contains a piezo buzzer which is more powerful and
precise than the one included in the buzzer deck provided by Bitcraze. The drone including
audio deck is shown in Figure 5.15. The ground station runs our custom Robot Operating
Systems (ROS) processing pipeline. It includes means to record and replay measurements,
as well as a real-time pipeline for wall detection. Additional modules such as path planning
and obstacle avoidance could be easily integrated.

A visualization of the full pipeline can be found in Figure 5.16. In the following subsections,
we give more technical details on each component of the pipeline.

5.6.1. Hardware design

In order to reduce the added weight and maximize flight agility, we create a compact printed
circuit board PCB including the microphones, the buzzer, an onboard microcontroller
STM32F405 and additional debugging modalities3. A picture of the drone including audio
deck can be found in Figure 5.15. The most important components for this work are four
Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) microphones and a piezo buzzer as a sound
source. Different microphone placements were tested with respect to the influence of
propeller noise and flight dynamics, resulting in the shown compromise of microphones
close enough to the drone to reduce off-center weight, but far enough from propellers for
an acceptable SNR. The buzzer is in the exact center of the drone and microphones. The

3All documentation, including the PCB schematics, mechanical drawings and bills of materials, are available
online https://github.com/LCAV/crazyflie-audio/
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Figure 5.16.: Overview of the full experiment pipeline. The parts that are agnostic to the platform
choice are marked in blue: the algorithms presented in this and the following chapter, for
instance, can be applied to any robotic platform, as long as audio data and pose data are
published to the correct ROS topics.

setup is thus highly symmetrical, meaning the performance of the proposed algorithms is
not affected by the drone’s orientation with respect to the wall.

5.6.2. Crazyflie firmware

To keep the Crazyflie’s modularity, most of the firmware is left untouched, and all audio-
related functionalities are performed on a novel audio deck driver. Other minor modifica-
tions include the disabling of the battery-low buzzer signal, which could disturb experiments,
functionalities to read the current buzzer frequency and motor commands. We also added
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the new port for audio communication (see Section 5.6.3). The adapted firmware is available
as a public fork of the official firmware.4 The driver is activated automatically when the
drone registers the new audio deck through its EEPROM memory.

5.6.3. Communication

The audio deck driver communicates to the audio deck via a Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI), sending the current settings while receiving the newest audio data. The audio data is
then converted to Crazy RealTime Protocol (CRTP) messages and sent to the ground station.
The settings are communicated to and from the ground station via the standard logging and
parameter framework of the Crazyflie.

The Crazyflie communicates with the ground station through the custom Bluetooth com-
munication protocol CRTP, developed by Bitcraze. This communication channel is the
bottle-neck of the whole system in terms of data throughput, and its capacity thus deter-
mines the rate at which we can obtain audio measurements. Since we are not interested in
the full audio signals, as would be the case for speech processing applications, for instance,
we can achieve a higher rate by filtering out the most important parts of the signals before
sending, as described in the next section. The extracted audio signals are serialized and
distributed across multiple CRTP messages. We use channels zero to two to signal the start,
end, and type of the message, as explained in more detail in the documentation of our ROS
package.

5.6.4. Audio preprocessing

The audio deck is equipped with a STM32F446 processor, which we use to pre-process
incoming audio data and extract the most important features.

The signals at the four microphones are sampled at FS = 64 000 Hz and processed in four
buffers of size N = 2048, which are filled via direct memory access (DMA). Using intermedi-
ate buffers of twice the size, we trigger an interrupt every time we have received N samples
(when the intermediate buffer is half-full), which starts the processing, as outlined in what
follows.

We start by doing a windowed FFT of each buffer. Different window types can be chosen from,
depending on the use case. For wall detection, we are interested in an exact measurement of
the amplitude, for which the flattop window is a good candidate. For applications requiring
a high frequency resolution, a window such as the Hann window, which results in a thinner
main lobe, is recommended. A comparison of the implemented window types is given in
Appendix 5.A.

We choose the K = 32 most important frequency bins based on the algorithm of choice. In

4The latest version is available at https://github.com/LCAV/crazyflie-firmware .
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our case, the frequency of interest is known: it is the current buzzer frequency, which we
control. In the present analysis, we use a bin selection scheme filling the buffer with the K
bins corresponding to the played buzzer frequencies. For applications where the frequency
of interest is not known, one can choose the K bins of highest amplitude, or bins uniformly
sampled in a given frequency range. Switching between different bin selection schemes is
possible through the parameter setting framework of the Crazyflie.

For the selection of the highest-amplitude bins, we perform averaging of the total magnitude
of the four microphone signals over time, using either a moving-average filter or exponential
smoothing.

5.6.5. Buzzer signal design

We use a simple piezo-buzzer, which is driven by a square pulse-width modulation PWM
signal. The chosen buzzer is more powerful than the one provided on the “buzzer deck” by
Bitcraze, as shown in Figure 5.17.

To emulate a sine wave, we set the compare and capture register (CCR) value to half the
auto-reload register (ARR) value. For a fixed ARR value, we can then play with different timer
prescalers (PSC) to achieve different frequencies. The frequency in Hz is given by

f =
fclock

PSC× ARR
, (5.31)

where fclock is the clock frequency in Hz. Since both PSC and ARR are integer-valued, we
see from (5.31) that we have a lower resolution at higher frequencies. This explains why the
spectrum becomes more sparse at higher frequencies, as shown in Figure 5.18. A higher
frequency resolution can be obtained by tuning both PSC and ARR, which is implemented
on the custom audio-deck. We generate all possible values of PSC and ARR given a selected
range of frequencies, and store one chosen pair per frequency in a lookup table.

Since the piezo acts as a low-pass filter, the audio signal produced is not square, but it is also
not a perfect sine wave. Rather than having a single peak in frequency domain, we observe
a series of harmonics. The harmonics do not harm us as we only send the frequency bins
around the fundamental frequency.
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buzzer on our custom deck buzzer deck by Bitcraze

Figure 5.17.: Buzzer frequency responses of the used buzzer (left) compared to the buzzer on the deck
provided by Bitcraze (right), retrieved from the respective datasheets (note the scale differ-
ence between the plots). Our own experimental evaluation of the Crazyflie’s frequency
response is shown in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18.: Experimental evaluation of the Crazyflie’s buzzer frequency response (power spectral
density). We clearly see a decreased resolution at higher frequencies due to the relation-
ship (5.31). We can also verify that the envelope roughly corresponds to the one provided
by the suppliers, shown in Figure 5.17.
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5.6.6. Ground station

We use as ground station a ThinkPad Lenovo T470s laptop, which runs the ROS processing
pipeline. The capabilities of the package go beyond the algorithms described in this chapter:
they include direction-of-arrival estimation, live plotting and logging, as well as packages
allowing for the simulation of the experiments using the library Pyroomacoustics [184]. Most
of the modules used are agnostic to the chosen robotic platform, and can thus be readily
used for other use cases, as demonstrated by the successful adaptation of the pipeline to the
ground-based e-puck2 robot in Section 5.8. Indeed, all nodes marked in blue in Figure 5.16
are independent of to the platform choice, and only the communication conversion and
the motion planning modules need to be adapted when porting to new platforms.

5.7. Experimental results

We separate our experiments in three parts. First, we experimentally validate that we can
detect the interference pattern predicted by theory, in Section 5.7.1. Then, we test the
frequency-slice and distance-slice algorithms in a variety of conditions in Sections 5.7.2
and 5.7.3, respectively.

5.7.1. Interference matrix

Stepper motor setup To sample the interference function, we use the stepper motor setup
shown in Figure 5.19. The setup allows us to fix the drone at a given angle and move it in 1 cm

steps perpendicularly away from the wall. At each distance, we play three buzzer sweeps,
with frequencies chosen between 3000 and 5000 Hz. To study the effect of propeller noise,
we repeat the experiment while giving constant thrust commands to all four motors, but
keeping the drone in place.

Obtaining amplitude measurements Depending on the bin selection scheme, we either
use fixed frequency bins, or we extract the strongest frequency bin at each time instant.
In the latter case, the buzzer tone can vary slightly in both frequency and amplitude over
time, because of scalloping and measurement noise. To get a consistent estimate, we merge
frequency bins lying less than 50Hz apart, we remove sparse measurements (defined as fre-
quencies for which we have less than two measurements) and remove outliers (amplitudes
lying more than two standard deviations away from the median). The measurements before
and after cleaning, with and without propeller noise, are shown in Appendix 5.B.

Calibration Before applying our algorithms, we need to calibrate our measurements (5.9)
for the unknown gain function T (f), which introduces a frequency-dependent scaling.

For the frequency slices, we first calibrate the function T (f) using the measurements from all
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Figure 5.19.: Visualizations of the stepper motor setup, where the Crazyflie drone is attached to a
rotating platform mounted on a linear rail, both of which can be operated with stepper
motors.

distances for each used buzzer frequency fn. The raw data and fitted curve for an example
frequency are shown in the left plot of Figure 5.21. For gain calibration, we are merely
interested in the offset of this function. Because of the symmetry of the model around the
gain, and since we are sampling more than a full period, we can simply take the median over
all measurements as an estimate of the gain. The obtained gain functions T (f), calibrating
either all microphones individually or doing one global calibration, are shown in Figure 5.22.
On the right of Figure 5.21, we see that the fitted amplitude is above the average standard
deviation of the magnitude measurements up to ca. 30 cm, so we expect good performance
in this regime according to our simulation results.

Results Combining the amplitude measurements for different distances, we generate the
experimental interference matrices. The result, shown in the left-most plot of Figure 5.20,
clearly shows a frequency-dependent gain. After calibration, the resulting interference
matrices after calibration are close to the values predicted by theory.
Having experimentally validated the interference pattern, we can now make use of the
methods to localize walls using these measurements.
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Figure 5.20.: Interference matrices for fixed angle and microphone 1. From left to right: raw values,
theoretical values, values after calibrating each microphone individually, values after
global calibration.
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Figure 5.21.: Left: fit of model to experimental data along distances. Right: comparison of magnitude
of measurements with their standard deviation per distance.
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Figure 5.23.: Raw analysis of frequency slice algorithm, for the example distance of 15 cm. We impose a
uniform prior on the azimuth angle, and use the distance estimate for the angle algorithm

5.7.2. Frequency slice algorithm

Stepper motor study First, we study the performance of the frequency slice algorithm
on the stepper motor data. Therefore, we apply our algorithm for each distance from the
wall. In other words, we traverse the distance-frequency matrix in Figure 5.20, performing
inference on vertical slices.
To visualize the algorithm, we first show the pipeline for one example distance in Figure 5.23.
Comparing the raw data with the calibrated data in the top row, we observe that calibration
is crucial to remove wrong oscillations (for instance for microphone 1). After calibrating,
we see that each microphone yields probability distributions that are roughly consistent
with the true distance (second row). Note that we assume a known angle for plotting, since
the distance is more intuitive than the path difference. Combining all distributions, the
final estimates for the distance and angle of the wall are shown in the last row. The distance
distribution is unambiguous, while the angle distribution exhibits strong sidelobes. Since
the same sidelobes are present when using theoretical (noise-free) data, we believe that this
is a consequence of the symmetry of the setup.

Finally, we perform the pipeline from Figure 5.23 for all distances, and extract the absolute
error of the peak distance and peak angle compared to the ground truth. The results are
shown in the first row of Figure 5.24. As expected, the distance error deteriorates with
distance, but we have close-to-perfect estimates up to ca. 30 cm from the wall. Note that the
theoretical data does not always yield zero error due to limited frequency resolution at low
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Figure 5.24.: Performance of frequency slice algorithm. We impose a uniform prior on the azimuth
angle, and we use the distance estimate as delta prior for the angle estimation.

Figure 5.25.: Overlayed pictures of drone’s movement during 6 different wall approach experiments.
The wall is at the bottom of the pictures. To visualize the movement, we extract the
dynamic part of the picture and overlay a selection of frames. The experiments highlighted
in orange are analyzed in Figure 5.26.

distances. The angle estimate is less reliable, but for more than 50% of the cases, we obtain
an error close to zero. When the angle is off, it tends to be off by a lot: we explain this from
the strong sidelobes at 90 degrees spacing observed in Figure 5.23.

Flying drone results We apply the frequency-slice algorithm in the real-world setting of a
flying drone. This setting bears two additional difficulties compared to the stepper motor
study. First, because of stabilizing movements, the propeller sound during hovering is less
stable than during the stepper motor study (in which the propellers rotate at constant speed).
Secondly, even when there is no nominal speed, since this stabilization is not perfect, there
is significant lateral motion during each frequency sweep. Effectively, this means that we
sample the interference function with a spread around the vertical slice corresponding to
the nominal distance. We had predicted this behaviour in Figure 5.4.

We perform the following experiment: the drone approaches the wall at constant speed
while continuously emitting frequency sweeps. Figure 5.25 shows different instances of this
experiment. For each frequency sweep, we infer a probability distribution over distances,
assuming the drone is static during the sweep. When using the same calibration scheme
as for the stepper motor experiments, the results are poor: looking at Figure 5.26, we see
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Figure 5.26.: Results from drone approaching the wall at constant speed, emitting frequency sweeps.
The bottom two rows show on the left the location of the drone at the beginning of each
sweep and on the right, for each distance, the resulting probability distribution. We
perform online calibration (o.c.), and average over the first 5 latest measurements. The
top row shows the resulting distributions for the first experiment, when using standard
calibration and no or less averaging, respectively.

that the probability distributions do not peak at the correct distances. We assume that this
is due to the propeller noise altering the characteristic microphone-buzzer gains, rendering
the calibration from the stepper motor experiments invalid.
The remedy lies in performing online calibration. Assuming the drone takes off at a safe spot,
i.e. far from a wall, we can calculate its current frequency response by averaging over the first
few responses while hovering. Since the hovering thrust is different depending on the current
battery level and drone payload, this ensures a more appropriate calibration. Indeed, using
the new calibration, the probability distribution take the correct shape after calibration.
After combining measurements over a fixed time window, we obtain a sufficiently high
accuracy in distance estimation for safe operation of the drone, as shown in the bottom two
rows of Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.27.: Distance slice for two different microphones at frequencies 2562 Hz (left pair), 3375 Hz
(middle pair) and 4500 Hz (right pair).
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Figure 5.28.: Performance of distance slice algorithm, per microphone. Absolute error of angle of ap-
proach over all frequencies (left) and the corresponding cumulative distribution function
(right).

5.7.3. Distance slice algorithm

Stepper motor study Similarly to above, we first test the distance-slice algorithm on the
stepper motor data. The standardized distance slices for two different frequencies are shown
in Figure 5.27. We note that for the two higher frequencies, the period of the distance slices
almost perfectly match the theoretical predictions, but that there is a slight phase offset.
Since we only extract the strongest interference frequency, the phase offset is no problem.
For the lowest frequency, the slice is significantly more noisy, which might be due to a lower
signal-to-noise ratio.

Next, we compute the angle error over all frequencies and for all microphones, reported
in Figure 5.28. We again observe poor performance for the lower frequencies, but starting
from 3000 Hz the angle is recovered almost perfectly, and the remaining small errors are
eliminated once all microphones are combined.
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Flying drone results As a final experiment, we apply, the algorithm on a flying drone. The
drone approaches the wall with a constant speed, starting from a bit more than 1 m distance,
and at different angles. Two sample experiments are shown in Figure 5.29. Figure 5.30 shows,
in the top row, the 5 different trajectories from consecutive experiments. We split each
experiment in three to investigate the effect of wall distance. We observe that all the angle
of the closest sections (bottom lines) are detected with almost zero error, but that the left
vs. right side is not correctly resolved. As we get further from the wall, the detection becomes
less reliable and breaks down completely above ca. 50 cm.

Figure 5.29.: Pictures of distance slice experiment. Left: side view of the drone flying (starting position).
Right: drone approaching the wall at two different angles.
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Figure 5.30.: Flying drone results of distance slice algorithm. The top row shows the trajectory of 5
different experiments, where the wall is along x with y=0. Below, we plot on the left the
probability distributions and on the right the portions of the trajectory they correspond
to, including the real distance (dotted line) and the estimate (solid line).
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

Figure 5.31.: Left: the e-puck version 2 [143], a robot for education originally developed at EPFL and
maintained by GCTronic. Right: the robot in action during the wall approach experiment
(overlaid frames).

5.8. Preliminary results on the e-puck2 robot

Since the drone’s unstable motion renders the problem very challenging, we use the pro-
posed algorithms to equip the educational e-puck2 robot (see Figure 5.31) with audio-based
wall detection capabilities. This application might be less appealing than the bat-like drone,
but since the robot comes with four microphones and a little buzzer, it comes at no addi-
tional cost. In addition, this application allows us to showcase the generalizability of our
modular ROS implementation.
Just like for the drone, we found that the interference matrices of the e-puck robot show
strong variations across frequencies, and that they vary strongly between microphones.
After using the same calibration schemes as for the Crazyflie drone, we do however get
excellent results for the angle and the distance estimation, as presented in Figure 5.32. We
believe that by studying the algorithm on this platform, in particular by pushing the limits
of movement while sensing, we will gain further insights in the behavior of the algorithms
on the drone.

5.9. Conclusion and ongoing work

In this chapter, we have proposed a solution for audio-based wall detection on a microdrone.
Building on a simple model for sound propagation and reflection, we have introduced an
algorithm that can recover the distance and angle of the closest wall based on interference
patterns across frequency. Implementing this algorithm on the Crazyflie drone equipped
with our custom audio deck, we obtain excellent wall localization results in controlled
conditions, when moving the drone in a well-behaved manner. Using additional measures
including an online calibration scheme and smoothing, we can extend these results to a
flying drone.
Using the same model, we have developed an algorithm for determining the angle at which
the drone is approaching a wall. While movement is a nuisance for the frequency-slice algo-
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Figure 5.32.: Performance of frequency slice algorithm on the e-puck robot for distance and angle
estimation. Shown are on the left the absolute errors and on the right the corresponding
cumulative distribution functions.

rithm, it can is exploited for sampling the interference function in space. We obtain robust
results in both controlled and flying experiments, up to an ambiguity whose resolution is
the topic of ongoing research.

Compared to common methods for echolocation, the proposed algorithm works with mag-
nitude measurements only and does not require exact knowledge of the input signal, in
particular its phase. Therefore, the algorithm overcomes synchronization requirements and
is amenable to low-key hardware. Indeed, its functioning is tested on the Crazyflie drone
and the ground-based e-puck2 robot, both of which are small platforms (less than 13 cm in
diameter) with limited computational power and sensing capabilities. In particular, both
platforms are only equipped with cheap MEMS microphones and piezo buzzers, but the
proposed algorithms can extract enough information for wall localization from the noisy
signals.

Because of significantly better results on the stepper-motor setup and on the e-puck robot
compared to the flying experiments, we believe that improving the stability of the drone’s
flight would be very beneficial for the algorithm’s performance. If a performance gap persists
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5. Dynamical sound-based wall localization

even with more stable flights, a frequency-slice algorithm which exploits movement could
be designed.

In ongoing work we are investigating how to incorporate the wall estimates into a full naviga-
tion solution, including localization and room mapping through factor graph inference. This
opens up interesting questions for future research, such as the extension of factor graphs
from point features to planes, and the incorporation of non-Gaussian measurement models.
Finally, we are investigating how the method behaves in the presence of more than one
reflecting close-by wall or obstacle, which might be required to generalize the navigation
solution to more complex environments.

Appendix

5.A. Window study

Figure 5.33 shows the received audio signals for the first 12 played notes of a uniform sweep.
Each note is plotted in a different color, and we study the effect of different windows applied
to the time signal, before performing the FFT. Note that we also study the result with and
without propeller noise.
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Figure 5.33.: Analysis of performance of different windows on frequency responses received, without
motors (top row) and with motors (bottom row). Different colors correspond to different
tones, and we plot multiple buffers per note.
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5.B. Interference matrix cleaning

5.B. Interference matrix cleaning

Figure 5.34 shows the result of the interference matrix before and after the post-processing
described in Section 5.7.1. We can clearly distinguish the interference patterns predicted by
theory, even after turning on the motors.
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Figure 5.34.: Measured interference matrices for the first two microphones before and after cleaning.
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6 | Dynamical sound-source
localization

И људе послушај, и своје памети имај

करत करत अ�यास के जड़म�त होत सजुान; रसर� आवत जात त े�सल पर परत �नसान

بیت الضیق بیساع الف صدیق

Listen to people, but have your own ears.

— Serbian saying

While I am writing this very sentence, I hear a fly buzzing around my desk. Even though my
gaze is focused on the screen, I can roughly tell where it is, at least as long as it is flying and
making this annoying sound — the task becomes significantly harder when I try to locate
the fly once it has landed on my cluttered desk.

How do I perform this task? Researchers have investigated for centuries how humans locate
a target using sound information only. They have found three main ingredients for sound
source localization (SSL), and all of them exploit the geometry of our ears and head. The
first two, inter-aural time differences (ITD) and inter-aural level differences (ILD), use the
parallax between the ears. Sound waves propagate through space with a fixed velocity and
their intensity decreases as they travel further from the source. Therefore, sound impinges
on our two ears with an ITD and an ILD that are both characteristic of the sound’s direction.
For sound coming from the right, for instance, the right ear hears the signal louder and
earlier than the left ear. The way we actually compute these inter-aural differences is a
fascinating topic in itself, and covered in the info box for the interested reader. The third
main cue that we use for SSL is the way our head geometry affects the sound response from
different directions. This property can be captured in the so-called head-related transfer
function (HRTF), and is used by most hearing animals to determine the direction [187].

This chapter contains unpublished work. It is included here because we believe it to contain promising directions
of research. Of particular interest is the tight coupling of motion with sensing, which allows to view sensor
motion as an aid rather than a detrimental factor for localization. The method is directly applicable to any
moving device, in particular the drone platform in Chapter 5, and is included in the open-source software
described therein.
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6. Dynamical sound source localization

Delay and subtract/sum for vision and audition in the human brain

Visualization of
binaural neurons in the

auditory pathway,
introducing two

different delays [81].

It is crucial for our survival to detect and track moving objects.
In modern days, an approaching car or a burglar in the dark are
examples of moving dangers, in cavemen and cavewomen days an
approaching predator or a hiding prey were targets that needed to
be detected. To detect movement, we need to compare what we see
now to what we saw before. Thinking about the brain as a computer,
we could somehow store the previous image frame and take its
difference with the current frame. What evolution has taught us
is much more memory efficient: Put very simply (details can be
found in [81]), there are many neural paths from the eyes to the
visual cortex, each of which takes a slightly different time. Therefore,
at each instant, the brain receives stimuli from different times in
the past, and it can “subtract” them to figure out if and where
something has moved. The same concept is thought to be applied
for delaying and comparing auditory stimuli to retrieve the angle
of a sound source (see Section 6.3.1): we can infer the inter-aural
time difference by detecting which paths lead to simultaneous
spiking [81].

Many algorithms have been designed for microphone arrays to perform SSL which use
the same physical principles as evolution has taught us. For instance, some methods use a
known or learnable scattering medium around the microphones, similar to the HRTF [61,
160]. More common are approaches that use the time delay between multiple microphones
to localize sound. Some of these methods operate in time domain and rely on finding the
time-difference-of-arrival using zero-level-crossing or onset times. More methods work in
the frequency domain and with phase differences, leading to so-called cross-correlation
techniques [173].

There is one more trick which humans were found to use to locate sound which has not been
adopted in common algorithms. It was shown that in certain cases, to disambiguate where
a sound is coming from, humans use their head movement. With only two auditory sensors
there is a front-back ambiguity, resulting in what is called the cone of confusion. When no
other stimuli or priors exist, we have difficulties determining if a sound is coming from the
front or from the back, as both yield the same ITD and ILD (ignoring the relatively small
HRTF effects). It was shown in extensive studies that we can use our head movement to
resolve this ambiguity [211]. Other studies show that when a low-frequency source is placed
in the upper median vertical plane, its elevation can only be estimated by using horizontal
head motion [164]. When the source has higher frequency contents, head movement helps
with localizing it in any region, as shown in the same study.

To this day, most existing algorithms which integrate motion in SSL are based on the typical
Bayesian filtering paradigm from robotics: we obtain a first estimate, we move, we improve
the initial estimate (see Chapter Chapter 2). In this chapter, we seek to integrate motion
more tightly into the SSL process: given the raw sound signals from subsequent positions, a
movement estimate and timing information, we seek to obtain a more accurate localization
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6.1. Problem setup

Notation for this chapter
N number of poses
m number of microphones
M number of sources

s(l)(t) sound source signal from source l

θ
(l)
n DOA of source l at pose n

x
(i)
n (t) received signal at microphone i and pose n
T buffer duration

y(t) beamformed output signal
a(θ, f) ∈ Cm steering vector in direction θ at frequency f
h(f) ∈ Cm beamforming weights
R(f) ∈ Cm×m covariance matrix

result than what we could obtain by a higher-level, iterative scheme. We do this by creating
a virtual microphone array, consisting of all locations the microphone has visited during
a certain time window. By artificially increasing the number of microphones through this
process, we reduce ambiguities, obtain better angular resolution, and are thus able to detect
more sound sources simultaneously (or conversely, distinguish desired from interfering
sources more effectively).

Using movement for enhanced sensing capabilities might be an under-explored idea for
audio, but it is quite common in other sensing modalities. For example, as mentioned in the
introduction of this thesis, most smartphones nowadays use the fact that the camera is not
perfectly still during a hand-held capture to increase the sharpness of an image [216] or to
estimate a depth image [142]. The principle of obtaining higher-resolution from movement
is also widely used in so-called synthetic aperture radar [13] and sonar [91].

In this short work-in-progress chapter, we present a method to use the movement of a
microphone array to achieve better angular resolution and higher localization accuracy than
static SSL methods. Our proposed method is based on standard and low-cost algorithms for
SSL and thus suitable for implementation on embedded platforms with limited computing
power.

6.1. Problem setup

We denote by M the number of sound sources, emitting sound signals denoted by s(l)(t),
with l = 1 . . .M . We measure sound from m microphones, placed in a known configuration.
We denote the signal recorded at the n-th pose by x(m)

n (t),m = 1 . . .M , where t ∈ [tn, tn + T ],
with T the buffer duration. We denote the DOA of source l in the robot’s reference frame
at pose n by θ(l)

n . We accumulate the relative movement estimates between poses n and
n + 1, li ∈ R and βi ∈ SO(D) for n ≤ i < n + 1, to yield the overall movement estimates
ln and βn, as described in Chapter 3. From these estimates, we can calculate the rotation
matrixRn ∈ SO(D) and relative movement vector ∆n ∈ RD between every pair of audio
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6. Dynamical sound source localization

Figure 6.1.: Visualization of problem setup. We use the approximately known movement of a mi-
crophone array (in blue, each dot corresponds to one array pose rn, αn) to estimate the
direction of arrival (DOA) of M sound sources with unknown, but self-correlated, signals
s(l)(t), l = 1 . . .M .

measurement times. The above quantities are visualized in Figure 6.1. The problem we
address in this chapter is the following:

Problem 4. Given the m microphone signals x(i)
n (t) for i = 1 . . .m, relative movement esti-

mates ∆n andRn, at known measurement times tn for n = 1 . . . N , determine the angles of
the M sound sources, θ(l)

n , for l = 1 . . .M .

6.2. Related work

The idea of using the movement of a sensor array to emulate a larger virtual array can
be found in a variety of areas. Starting with the highest-frequency signals, in Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR), radar scans from a sequence of positions of the carrier vehicle, for
instance an aircraft or a satellite, are combined to create a sharper estimate of the target. In
Synthetic Aperture Imaging Lidar SAIL [19], image resolution limits imposed by diffraction
are overcome by combining multiple positions. In burst processing, which runs on most
smartphones nowadays to enhance image quality, images taken from slightly different poses
are combined to improve resolution, dynamic range, or signal-to-noise level. Moving from
electromagnetic waves to pressure waves, in underwater sonar applications, ideas of SAR
have found their way into a variety of now widely-used Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS)
methods [91].

The above approaches work on signals with considerably higher frequencies than audible
sound. For instance, Radar works with electromagnetic waves between 3 MHz and 110 GHz,
and since SAS is an imaging technique it usually operates in the ultrasonic range (other than
passive sonars used to detect distant targets). Rather than combining the raw signals in a
coherent way after correcting for phase shifts induced by movement and different recording
times, these systems thus operate mostly on the formed “images”, combining them in a way
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Figure 6.2.: Visualization of classic DOA (left) on a moving device and the proposed method (right).

as to sharpen images. In the audible range, since we can easily implement microsecond
timers, we can hope to have a good enough synchronization to actually time-align the raw
signals, thus truly creating a virtual array.

Some people have tried to solve the same problem, but while doing so, have imposed
constraints on the movement of the device. The assumption of ETAM (extended towed array
measurements) [195] for instance, used for towed sonar arrays attached to submarines, is
that the array moves in such a way that some new positions overlap with previous positions.
Using this fact, the phase shift can be corrected for, assuming the signal is correlated in
different time intervals. The sensor overlap and signal correlation constraints are relaxed
in [106], a method developed for both ultrasound and radio-frequency signals. Here, an
auxiliary sensor is used in addition to the moving array, and beamforming is done between
the array and the auxiliary sensor at each time instant. It is desirable not to impose such
constraints as to not limit the versatility of the robot.

Moving over to SSL, a plethora of methods have investigated how to smooth angle estimates
obtained on a moving platform, in order to yield consistent estimates, using classical filtering
techniques from robotics (see Section 2.3). Existing methods use for instance particle fil-
ters [127, 179] or extended Kalman filters [70, 227]. As sketched in the left of Figure 6.2, these
methods get spectra and angle estimates at each position individually, and then combine
these results in hindsight. Some of these methods are again restricted to certain movement
types such as constant velocity [70] or a predefined sequence of motions [107]. More im-
portantly, these methods do not exploit the available information optimally: for instance,
because of the resolution limits imposed by number and spacing of microphones, we may
not be able to resolve all sources at each time stamp individually, and nothing guarantees
that a sequence of such suboptimal beamforming steps would fix this information loss.
To exploit the full power of the motion, it is thus necessary to work on the raw data. An
approach proposed by Cheung et al. goes in this direction, using the factor graph represen-
tation of the SLAM problem with factors for each audio measurement [42]. However, rather
than using powerful beamforming algorithms on the raw data, the factor graph is solved
using a standard, suboptimal nonlinear solver.

In this chapter we aim to bridge the gap between the somewhat restrictive movements of the
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6. Dynamical sound source localization

synthetic aperture literature and the filtering-based algorithms from SSL mobile robotics.
We show how, by simply keeping track of the recording times of all microphone signals, we
can create a virtual microphone array that achieves almost identical performance to an
equivalent, larger, static array. We thus get one spectrum and angle estimate, exploiting a
sequence of positions, as shown in Figure 6.2 on the right. Our method works for any kinds
of movement as long as an accurate measurement of the movement can be obtained and as
long as the source signal is correlated with itself. Since we generate signals that resemble
those of a virtual microphone array, well-established algorithms from the SSL literature can
be applied to the time-aligned microphone signals. In particular, we study two standard
beamforming approaches which are appropriate for miniature robotics applications as they
are computationally cheap and non-parametric i.e. do not require any knowledge of the
source signal. We explain them in the next Section.

6.3. Background

In this section, we introduce two DOA algorithms for a fixed microphone setup which we
will later exploit for the moving-microphone setup. We study their properties, in particular
the spatial aliasing behavior and angular resolution, which can both be improved with
movement. We focus on one pose n and thus drop the index in what follows. In the frequency
domain, we can write the received signals at the M microphones by [197]:

x(f) =




x(1)(f)

x(2)(f)
...

x(m)(f)




=
[
a(θ(1), f) · · · a(θ(M), f)

]


s(1)(f)

...
s(M)(f)


+ e(f) (6.1)

= As(f) + e(f), (6.2)

where a(θi, f) ∈ Rm is the array steering vector at frequency f , and e(f) ∈ Rm contains
independent realizations of random noise. Assuming the microphones have unit gain in
each direction and for each frequency, it is given by

a(θi, f) =
[
e−j2πfτi1(θi) e−j2πfτi2(θi) . . . e−j2πfτim(θi)

]>
, (6.3)

where τik(θi) denotes the propagation time from source i, placed at angle θi, to microphone
k.

We are interested in steered-response DOA algorithms (see Section 6.3.3), which rely on the
concept of beamforming. Put simply, these algorithms steer the “attention” of the micro-
phone array in all directions and record the received power. To steer the attention to different
directions, a beamformer applies different weights h ∈ Cm, consisting of the applied gain
and delay, to the different microphones, yielding

y(f) = h∗x(f), (6.4)
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Figure 6.3.: Angular spectra for two microphones, distanced with increasing baselines b, and a source
playing at 0 degrees and 1000 Hz. The maximum baseline bf is given by 0.1715 m, as
by (6.14).

where ∗ denotes the Hermitian transpose.

We will study reasonably low-key beamforming algorithms that could run on any robotic
platform. For readability, we drop the parameter f . For each frequency bin, we create a
beamformer independently, and we denote the resulting spatial energy spectrum by E(θ).
In general, this energy is given by

E(θ) = E{|y|2} = h∗E{xx∗}h = h∗Rh = h∗Ass∗A∗h+ h∗σIh, (6.5)

where we have introducedR := E{xx∗} ∈ Rm×m, also known as the covariance matrix. We
explain in Section 6.3.5 how it can be estimated in practice.

6.3.1. Delay-and-Sum (DAS)

The delay-and-sum (DAS) filter time-aligns all microphone signal so that they would be
in phase were they coming from a certain direction θ. It is one of the most commonly
used beamforming filters and sometimes called “conventional beamformer”. To allow for
comparison with the MVDR beamformer, we use a less common derivation here [197]. In
fact, the DAS beamformer can be interpreted as the solution to the following optimization
problem:

hDAS = arg min
h

h∗h

s.t. a(θ)∗h = 1,
(6.6)

which has as solution
hDAS = a(θ)/m. (6.7)
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6. Dynamical sound source localization

The corresponding angular energy spectrum is given by

EDAS(θ) = a(θ)∗Ra(θ). (6.8)

The DAS beamformer is simple to implement but has relatively poor resolving power as it
exhibits a relatively wide main peak and high side lobes: see for instance Figure 6.3, top row.

6.3.2. Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR)

For better resolving power, the MVDR beamformer, also commonly called the Capon beam-
former, can be used: by exploiting the actual contents of the signal, we create a beamformer
with an overall smallest possible energy (thus “minimum variance”), thus suppressing side
lobes, without affecting the signal coming from the desired direction (thus “distortionless”).

We formulate the MVDR beamformer as a special case of the Linearly Constrained Minimum
Variance (LCMV) beamformer. This beamformer is obtained by solving the problem

hLCMV = arg min
h

h∗Rh

s.t.C∗h = c,
(6.9)

which admits the closed-form solution

hLCMV = R−1C(C∗R−1C)−1c (6.10)

The MVDR beamformer is obtained by setting

C = a(θ) and c = 1. (6.11)

The corresponding angular energy spectrum is given by

EMVDR(θ) =
1

a(θ)∗R−1a(θ)
. (6.12)

Compared to the DAS beamformer, the MVDR method has a significantly narrower main
peak and reduced side lobes, as can be confirmed for instance in Figure 6.3, bottom row.

6.3.3. Steered-response DOA

Both DAS and MVDR provide us with beamformer coefficients and an estimated energy for
a given direction, in the chosen frequency band f . We can repeat this process for a number
of frequency bands in a chosen set, f ∈ F . Depending on the application at hand, this
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Figure 6.4.: Angular spectra of linear and circular arrays with increasing number of microphones
(denoted by N here) and fixed overall baseline. There is one far-field source at 120 degrees,
playing a mono-frequency sound of 1000 Hz.

information can be exploited in different ways. For (acoustic) imaging, we can report the
energy for all possible azimuth and elevation angles for a chosen set of frequencies, yielding
one 2D image per frequency (similar to one channel of an RGB image). If we want to listen
in a certain direction, we can simply combine the signals using the beamformer coefficients
for this direction. In the current chapter, we are interested in DOA estimation, which is
obtained by finding the maximum-energy direction θ̂ over all frequencies:

θ̂ = arg max
θ

∑

f∈F
E(θ, f), (6.13)

where we have made the dependency in f explicit for this section only. In other words, we
steer our beamformer in different directions and record the received energy. The direction
with most energy corresponds to the direction of the source.

6.3.4. Recovery limits

The performance of a steered-response DOA algorithm depends on several factors, which
we explain in more detail in this section.
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Figure 6.5.: Angular spectra of linear and circular arrays with increasing number of microphones
(denoted by N here) and fixed between-microphone baseline. There is one far-field source
at 120 degrees, playing a mono-frequency sound of 1000 Hz.

Baseline and frequency content First, the width of the main lobe of the beamformer for
a fixed frequency is inversely proportional to the baseline of the microphone array. This
affects the source separation capacity of the beamformer: If the order of magnitude of the
source separation in degrees is smaller than the beamwidth, they do not appear as distinct
peaks in our estimated spectrum.

Conversely, the width of the main lobe for a fixed baseline is inversely proportional to the
frequency. Therefore, the higher the frequency content of the sources, the easier it is to
separate them. 1

Ideally, we would thus like to use very large-baseline microphone arrays and high-frequency
signals for source localization. However, there is a limit in how far we can push both param-
eters. For a given frequency, we start to “undersample” the signal in space above a certain
baseline, after which we see aliased peaks appearing in our spectrum. The valid range of
baselines b is

0 < b <= bf := λ = c/2f , (6.14)

1 For delay-and-sum on linear arrays, for instance, the beamwidth null to null is given by: θBW =

2 sin−1
(

c
b0Mf

)
with b0 the spacing between two microphones and M the number of microphones [124].
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Figure 6.6.: Angular spectra for four microphones in a uniform (top) or circular (bottom) array, for a
mono-frequency source at 1000 Hz, placed at different directions.

where c is the speed of sound and f the source frequency. We have introduced bf for the
maximum baseline without spatial aliasing. Equivalently, for a fixed baseline, we can only
sense up to the threshold frequency fb := c/2b. This phenomenon is visualized in Figure 6.3
that we saw earlier, where we plots baselines around the aliasing limit, for a fixed frequency
f =1000 Hz.2

Number of microphones and array geometry Another important factor on the perfor-
mance of beamforming algorithms is the number of microphones used and their geometry.
We study the performance of two typical array geometries, uniform linear and uniform
circular. We fix the overall size to the limit baseline at frequency 1000 Hz, and increase the
number of microphones fitted within that size. The source is fixed at an angle 120◦. The
results, shown in Figure 6.4, show no significant performance increase with number of
microphones. The main advantage in oversampling without increasing the overall baseline
stems from increasing SNR in case the signals are noisy, which we do not study in this
simulation. However, if we fix the spacing between two microphones and grow the overall
size of the array as we increase the number of microphones, shown in Figure 6.5, then the
beamshape improves significantly as we add more microphones, ensuring a better angular
resolution and source separation performance.

Finally, it is interesting to note the dependence of the beamshape on the angle. This is much
more pronounced for the uniform array than for the circular array, as shown in Figure 6.6.
Since we do not control from which direction the sound is coming from, it is desirable to
have a uniform beamshape, so the array geometry is important when “growing” our virtual
array. This point is of particular importance when we control the robot’s movements in
order to achieve a certain performance, as further discussed in Section 6.7.

2For these simulations, we generate signals according to the far field assumption. This is done to investigate
the desired effects only. For the more realistic assumptions, we simulate signals without this assumption
(but with a source reasonably far).
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6. Dynamical sound source localization

6.3.5. Estimating the covariance matrix

Having only finite measurements of the signal, we cannot compute the expected value in
R = E{xx∗} exactly, but need to resort to an approximation. Using the method laid out
in [153], we compute an estimate for the covariance matrix as follows: For a fixed buffer
duration T , we compute the periodogram of the signal P (mn)

T (ω) = 1
2TX

(m)(jω)
∗
X(n)(jω),

where X(m)(jω) is the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) of the signal x(m)(t). We
repeat the process for a number of realizations of the signal. In our case, we cannot “go back
in time” to get a new realization, so we use subsequent buffers. If the signal is ergodic, then
both variants lead to the same result. The Einstein-Wiener-Khinchin theorem states that the
value of P (mn)

T (ω), as T goes to infinity, approaches the Fourier transform of Rmn(τ) in the
frequency band ω. Finally, since we cannot compute the true DTFT, we resort to a simple
discrete Fourier transform (DFT).

6.4. Incorporation of movement

We have seen that the main limiting factor for the performance of classical DOA algorithms
is the size of the microphone array. To maximize performance, an engineer is thus faced with
the difficult trade-off of choosing a large enough microphone array, ensuring the desired
DOA performance, while satisfying computational constraints (more microphones means
more data to process) and limiting the size and weight. Both are typically very constrained
in mobile robotics, in particular on drones, as they can be directly related to the power
consumption, stability and agility of the robot.

The key insight is that by using the mobility of our platform, we get away with fewer micro-
phones without compromising DOA performance. As we have seen, existing virtual array
methods typically use a predefined and regular movement of the microphone array, which
is not practical for real-life robot dynamics. The regular movement in these methods is
needed in order to correctly time-align measurements from different microphones. We can
get rid of this requirement by exploiting timing information directly. As we will show in the
next section, we can combine measurements at different positions and times by aligning
them using the time information. Under some assumptions on the source signal, which we
discuss in the next section, the time-aligned signals provide a good approximation of the
signals from the equivalent virtual microphone array composed of all visited microphone
positions.
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6.4. Incorporation of movement

static array equivalent dynamical array

Figure 6.7.: Static microphone array with 4 microphones compared to equivalent dynamical micro-
phone array with two microphones and two positions.

6.4.1. Time alignment method

The microphone signals at each time index n = 1 . . . N can be written as:

x(1)
n (t) =

M∑

l=1

sl(t− τ (1,l)
n − τn)

. . .

x(m)
n (t) =

M∑

l=1

sl(t− τ (m,l)
n − τn),

(6.15)

where we have introduced τn := tn − t0, the measurement delay with respect to some global
offset t0 (e.g. the time the device was switched on), and τ (k,l)

n for the time delay from the
source signal l to microphone k with respect to some absolute reference point, e.g. the array
center at the first position. This delay is calculated using the movement estimatesRn and
∆n, respectively.

To explain our method, we show in Figure 6.7 an example of what portions of the source
signal we measure, using (6.15). We compare with a static microphone array at all visited
positions, for which we get an instantaneous signal from all microphones (i.e. the delay
τn = τ1 for all n).

The intuition behind the proposed method is that, after removing the delays corresponding
to the different recording times (τ1 to τN ), the “leftover” delays in the signals correspond to
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Figure 6.8.: Performance in locating a high-frequency source (4000 Hz) for different beamforming
methods, where the minimum microphone spacing is above the spatial aliasing limit. We
compare the individual spectra, independently computed at each pose and aligned to the
first pose (“raw spectra”), with a 12-microphone array at the visited positions, the naive
combination of the angle-aligned spectra (“angle shift”, see Section 6.4.2) and the proposed
combination of the time-aligned spectra (“time shift”, see Section 6.4.1).

the relative delays due to the different relative microphone positions. However, for this to
work, there needs to be a correlation between the signals recorded at different time instances.
If the signal was white noise, for instance, then by definition there is no correlation between
two different portions of the signal. In this chapter, we focus on mono-frequency signals;
for which the assumption holds.

6.4.2. Angle alignment method

In the following sections, we compare the time alignment method to a simple angle align-
ment method. The angle alignment method follows the Bayesian filtering paradigm from
robotics: we get a first angular spectrum from our initial position (prior distribution), we
move and update the prior, and then we correct the prior according to the new measured
angular spectrum, yielding the posterior distribution. Concretely, we combine a set of an-
gular spectra E(θn), n = 1 . . . N , each expressed in their local reference frames, by first
expressing them in the first reference frame n = 1, using the relative rotation estimatesRn

for n = 1 . . . N − 1. Then, we combine the angle-aligned spectra by summing over n.

6.5. Performance evaluation

Before investigating the performance of our algorithm in realistic conditions, we showcase
three aspects of it in the ideal scenario without any noise. We conduct the simulation with
the microphone array geometry of the Crazyflie drone equipped with a custom audio deck.
The specifications of this platform are explained in more detail in Chapter 5. For the present
analysis, what counts is that we have m = 4 microphones placed in a uniform array with
a radius of 6.27 cm. Different poses of the array are shown for instance in the left plot of
Figure 6.8. To reduce space, we report the results using the (more powerful) MVDR algorithm,
but all trends discussed can be equivalently observed with the DAS algorithm.
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Figure 6.9.: Performance of different algorithms in the presence of lateral movement. We study spacings
of 2 cm, 15 cm, and 25 cm, and the source plays at 4000 Hz. We compare the same methods
as in Figure 6.8.

Resolving higher frequencies through movement The first case we study is a purely ro-
tational movement and a source with a frequency above the admitted frequencies, given
the array layout. In that case, after compensating for the measurement times, the angular
spectrum resulting from our algorithm is identical to the angular spectrum from a static
microphone array with as many microphones as visited positions. Figure 6.8 shows one such
scenario. The minimum spacing between microphones for each individual microphone
array is 8.8 cm and thus above the spatial aliasing limit: bf (4000) = 4.3 cm. Thanks to the
movement, we add baselines of down to 1.6 cm and remove the aliases.

We could achieve the same increased spatial sampling by using lateral movement. Lateral
movement is even better than rotational movement as it increases the overall size of our
virtual microphone array, leading to a better angular resolution. However, a significant lateral
movement compared to the source distance changes to the perceived direction of arrival,
and can thus have a tendency to blur out the estimates. In Figure 6.9, we show that a small
lateral movement helps in locating a high-frequency source, similarly to a small rotational
movement. We then increase the movement to investigate the tolerance. A movement of
15 cm is still tolerable, but after that, the estimate becomes blurred out. The individual and
angle-shifted methods cope better with lateral movement, yielding simply a few peaks for
the relative source directions at each position. We study the effect of lateral movement in
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Figure 6.10.: Performance of different beamforming algorithms as we move two sound sources at
4000 Hz closer together, with respectively 50◦, 30◦ and 10◦ spacing. We compare the same
methods as in Figure 6.8.

more detail in the next section.

In Figure 6.10, we decrease the spacing of two sound sources until the methods break down.
We see that the individual beamformers already struggle at a spacing of 50◦, leading to a
poor estimate of the angle alignment method. Our time alignment method gives a spectrum
equivalent to the 12-microphone array, where the two sources are clearly resolved. As the
spacing approaches 10◦, the sources collapse to one estimate only.

Resolving multiple sources through movement Another advantage of the virtual micro-
phone array comes to play when localizing many sound sources compared to the number
of microphones. In Figure 6.11, we increase the number of sources from 3 to 5, spaced
uniformly around the microphone array. Up to 4 sources, the time alignment method suc-
cessfully identifies all sources, just like the equivalent static microphone array. The angle
alignment method, on the other hand, fails to separate the sources at each position individ-
ually, leading to a blurred-out overall angular spectrum.
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Figure 6.11.: Performance of different beamforming algorithms in the presence of multiple sound
sources at 4000 Hz. We compare the same methods as in Figure 6.8.

6.6. Simulation results

We have identified two core problems in which the movement of the array can help. In this
section, we investigate the tolerable range of movement and timestamp noise, respectively,
for which combining different estimates is still beneficial.

Resolving higher frequencies through movement First, we estimate how accurate our
position estimate needs to be for our method to work. We use the same setup as in Figure 6.8,
and we add different levels of Gaussian angle noise σα to each position. We use source
frequencies from 1000 Hz to 9000 Hz.

For the same experiment, we also study the robustness against time errors. We assume a time
quantization of 1e− 6, which corresponds to a microseconds-timer, and increasing levels
of noise, added before quantization. Figure 6.12 (left plot) shows that there is a relatively
sharp transition where the time-alignment method breaks down. As expected, the higher
the frequency, the smaller is the tolerance for timing errors.

Finally, we study the effect of lateral movement on the performance. Figure 6.12 (right plot)
shows the performance of the experiment described in Figure 6.9, for different magnitudes
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Figure 6.12.: Study of two detrimental effects for the time-alignment method. The left plot shows
the effect of timing noise, using the setup in 6.8. The right shows the effect of lateral
movements on the performance, using the same kinds of movement as in Figure 6.9.

of movement and different source frequencies. Again, tolerance to lateral movement gets
smaller as the frequency increases. For the lowest frequencies, even movements up to 1 m

are tolerable, for a source at the same distance.

Resolving multiple sources through movement Finally, we study the resolving power
of multiple sources under more realistic conditions. Using the canonical example from
Figure 6.10 with 40◦ source spacing, we study the success rate of resolving both sound
sources with an accuracy of 10◦. Figure 6.13 shows the performance for different source
frequencies and angle noise levels, respectively.

From the conducted simulations, we observe that a major potential of the proposed time-
alignment method lies in resolving multiple and closely-spaced sources. However, the
method simulations are by no means exhaustive, and depending on the use case, other
factors such signal-to-noise ratio, interfering sources or multi-frequency sources should be
considered.
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Figure 6.13.: Study of the success rate of resolving two sources at 10◦ and 50◦, respectively, using the
angle-alignment method (left) and time-alignment method (right). We define the success
rate as the percentage of correctly recovered sources (0%, 50% or 100%), and average over
all 10 trials.
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6.7. Conclusion and ongoing work

In this chapter, we have explored the potential of using movement for increased DOA per-
formance. Our method consists of time-aligning the signals based on the measurement
times and estimated relative movement, thus creating a microphone array with as many
microphones as individual positions visited. We show that, under some assumptions on
the source signal, the same DOA resolution can be obtained as with the equivalent static
multi-microphone array. We can thus successfully multiplex the number of microphone
in software rather than hardware, which is particularly useful when limitations on the size,
weight and computational resources of the microphone array are imposed. This is the case
in many real-world applications, in particular when using mobile robotic platforms like
drones.

We have shown in extensive simulations that by using the proposed method, we can localize
sound sources more reliably than when using only static positions, in particular when the
sources are closely spaced, their frequency is above the spatial aliasing frequency, or when
there are more sources than microphones in the array.

Note that, although we have tested the explored methods on frequencies and wavelengths
corresponding to sound signals, the arguments remain valid for any signals, as long as the
assumptions on self-correlation is met, and as long as a precise enough timestamp can be
obtained along with the data. Applying the methods with a variety of signal types is thus an
interesting direction for future research, promising to bring performance improvements
to a variety of applications where the movement of a sensor array has so far blurred rather
than enhanced results.

Secondly, we emphasize that we have used two of the most simple beamforming algorithms,
MVDR and DAS, because they are computationally cheap while offering good intuition on
the achievable performance. However, for increased performance, other methods can be
applied to the time-aligned signals, for instance parametric DOA algorithms such as MUSIC
or ESPRIT [197]. These methods represent the state of the art in many DOA scenarios, and
are thus expected to further improve the results reported in this chapter.

Thirdly, we recall that the emphasis of this chapter is on exploiting movement of a micro-
phone array, where we have no control over the movement. Follow-up questions include for
example how to move the array to improve accuracy of the source localization. In particu-
lar, we can move in a way that creates a uniform beamshape (see Section 6.3.4), or move
perpendicularly to the current direction estimate, which increases the effective baseline,
narrowing the beamshape and thus increasing resolution.

Finally, just as in the previous chapter, the solution presented here can become a part of a full
navigation algorithm, by integrating the angle distributions in standard SLAM algorithms,
which is being done in ongoing research.
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Embedding based on angle and
distance measurements
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7 | Background of the second part

In this introductory chapter, we lay out the foundations for distance and angle-based em-
bedding, treated in this second part of the thesis.

7.1. Distance-based embedding

When measuring dissimilarities of entities in terms of Euclidean distances, a rich literature
on distance geometry can be exploited for purposes such as denoising the given distances,
finding unknown distances, and recovering a low-dimensional point embedding that best
satisfies these distances [120]. In the following, we review the results most relevant for
this thesis, in particular the concept of Euclidean distance matrices (EDMs). We follow the
comprehensive tutorial by Dokmanić et al. [53].

7.1.1. Problem statement

ForN entities that we wish to localize, we are given a set of pairwise distance measurements
dij ∈ R+. We seek to embed the input data in a low-dimensional Euclidean space, and
denote the resulting coordinates by x ∈ RD. An example point set and some corresponding
distance measurements are shown in the top-left of Figure 7.1. Stacking all coordinates in
the columns of a matrix, we obtainX ∈ RD×N . The Euclidean distance matrix of these N
entities, denoted byD ∈ RN×N , is simply the matrix composed of the square distances. It

Section 7.3 of this chapter is based on the publication:

G. Baechler, F. Dümbgen, G. Elhami, M. Krekovic, R. Scheibler, A. Scholefield, and M. Vetterli. “Combining range
and direction for improved localization”. In: IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal
Processing. 2018, pp. 3484–3488

Detailed contributions: FD designed the presented algorithm, performed simulations and created first versions
of the plots, which were improved by MK. The paper was written by GB, GE, MK, AS and FD, and the research
was designed by AS, RS and MV.

Implementations of methods discussed in this chapter are available at github.com/lcav/localization-icassp2018.
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Section 7.1 Section 7.3

Chapter 8 Chapter 9

Figure 7.1.: Overview of four different problem setups studied in the second part of the thesis. We draw
in gray the measured quantities from which we infer the locations of the points xn, and
provide the labels for a few instances in color. Distances, inner angles and absolute angles
are marked in green, blue and red, respectively.

can be written as [53]

D =
[
d2
ij

]N
i,j=0

= 1 diag
(
X>X

)
− 2X>X + diag

(
X>X

)
1>, (7.1)

with 1 the column vector of all ones and diag(A) the column vector composed of the diago-
nal entries ofA.

As we will see below, when an embedding in D exists and all distances between points
are known exactly, then forming the EDM and factorizing it via an eigenvalue decompo-
sition EVD leads to an exact point estimate (up to rigid motions). However, in real-world
applications, the set of distances can be 1) noisy, 2) incomplete and 3) unlabeled, which is
summarized in the following problem statement:

Problem 5. Given a set of (noisy) pairwise Euclidean distances dk, (and the mapping from k

to index pairs i, j), recover the point embeddingX that (best) matches these distances.

Note that in this and the following chapters, we use the vague formulation “best match”. For
this to be well-defined, we need to introduce the objective. In order to keep the problem
statement clear and general, we allow for vagueness at this level, and explain within each
section what we mean by a “best match”.
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Notation for this part
N number of entities
D embedding point dimension

x ∈ RD embedding point coordinates
X ∈ RD×N matrix of point coordinates

dij ∈ R+ Euclidean distance between two points
D ∈ RN×N Euclidean distance matrix
J ∈ RN×N geometric centering matrix

αij ∈ [0, 2π] absolute azimuth angle of vector xj − xi
θk(i, j) ∈ [0, π] inner angle between points i, k and j

M index set of all inner or absolute angles
M = |M| number of all inner or absolute angles

7.1.2. Lost information

We have already hinted a few times at the fact that the absolute orientation and translation
of points are lost in distance-based embedding. Intuitively, this makes sense: consider we
have a few points connected only between them with rods of fixed length. As we move the
whole rigid assembly around, we change its global orientation and translation, but not its
distances. Using equation (7.1), this observation can be more formally derived. Indeed,
we can replaceX by (QX + b1>), whereQ ∈ RD×D is an orthogonal matrix representing
rotation/reflection and b ∈ RD is an arbitrary translation vector. Plugging the transformed
points into (7.1) and simplifying, we observe that the EDM remains unchanged.

7.1.3. Realizability

A set of distances is D-realizable if there exists a point embedding in dimension D which
gives rise to exactly these distances. Realizability is a theoretical concept: as soon as dis-
tances are noisy, no such embedding is guaranteed to exist. However, realizability conditions
can be exploited for denoising, point recovery and labeling algorithms, as shown in the
following sections.

We can, for instance, characterize when a matrix is an EDM for points in a given dimension.
If a matrix is an EDM, then by definition, we can find a point embedding that generates
exactly the squared distances of the matrix (and therefore, also the distances). Thus, if the
distances squared lead to an EDM with rank D + 2, the distances are realizable in some
dimension D. It was shown that a matrixD ∈ RN×N is an EDM if and only if [77]

− 1

2
JDJ < 0, (7.2)

where < 0 means the matrix is positive semi-definite, and J ∈ RN×N = I − 1
n11> is the

geometric centering matrix.1 In fact, ifD is an EDM, then (7.2) describes the Gram matrix

1The original results uses I − s1> for any s such that s>1 = 1 and sD 6= 0, of which J is a special case.
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G := X>X.

Since in practice we are interested in low-dimensional embeddings (D < N ), this condition
can be extended by a rank constraint rank (G) ≤ D.

A different necessary and sufficient realizability condition which directly incorporates d,
based on the Cayley-Menger determinants, is given in [120]. This realizability condition
is however more technical and to the best of our knowledge, has not been employed for
efficient embedding algorithms.

7.1.4. Recovery algorithms

EDM-based algorithms When all distances are given, point coordinates can be recov-
ered through a simple EVD. To derive this, we note that the Gram matrix, being positive-
semidefinite (PSD), can be factorized as

G = UΛU>, (7.3)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix of decreasing eigenvalues andU is orthonormal. Then, an
estimate ofX is given by:

X̂ =
[
diag

(√
λ1, . . . ,

√
λd

)
,0d×(N−d)

]
U>. (7.4)

Note that when the distances are noiseless, only the firstD eigenvalues are non-zero, so (7.4)
could have been written as X̂ = ΛU> and we know that X̂ = QX + b1> for some rigid
transformation given byQ and b. When the distances are noisy, the last N −D eigenvalues
might not be zero. In this case, (7.4) actually gives the orthogonal projection to rank-D
matrices (thus the minimum error in Frobeniues norm), by the Eckart-Young-Mirsky theo-
rem [60]. The above algorithm has been proposed for data analysis in psychology, under the
name of multidimensional scaling (MDS).

In most applications, we are not given all pairwise distance measurements. In these cases,
properties of the EDM can be used to denoise and complete the distance measurements.
This yields a complete and realizable EDM, which can be fed into the classical MDS algo-
rithm. As an example, the property described in (7.2) in combination with the rank condition
naturally leads to rank-constrained semidefinite programs. Using a standard rank relaxation,
such as the trace or nuclear norm, the problem can be solved efficiently.

Classical optimization One might be tempted to compare the EDM-based algorithms with
more classical optimization algorithms, such as the RLS or SRLS estimates that we encoun-
tered in Chapter 4. Using the notation of this chapter and translating these concepts to joint
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rather than anchor-based localization, we get

XRLS = arg min
X

∑

i,j

(‖xi − xj‖ − dij)2, or (7.5)

XSRLS = arg min
X

∑

i,j

(‖xi − xj‖2 − d2
ij)

2. (7.6)

Note that the cost functions in (7.5) and (7.6) also go under the names raw and s-stress,
respectively. The advantage of solving these optimization problems rather than using the
EVD-based solution is that they use measurements more transparently, and in fact (7.5)
corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimate for additive Gaussian noise on distances.
In contrast, the classical MDS technique actually finds the best approximation, in Frobenius
norm, to the Gram matrix, so rather than optimizing over distances, it optimizes over inner
products.

Although they are in that sense more “optimal”, problems (7.5) and (7.6) are difficult to
solve, and to this date there exists no algorithm that guarantees to find the global minimum.
However, efficient methods based on alternating descent have been proposed and shown to
perform well on simulated data. [46, 159]

Build-up algorithms Finally, in certain applications, distance measurements are very sparse,
in which case the matrix denoising and completion algorithms tend to break down. One
well-known application of this kind is the experimental reconstruction of molecular confor-
mation. In a long string of works tackling these problems, the distance-based embedding
problem was solved using build-up algorithms [120]: arbitrarily fixing the first point, sub-
sequent points are added by (approximate) sphere intersection from previously recovered
points. When multiple solutions exist, branches are multiplied, and when a branch does not
yield meaningful sphere intersections, it is dropped.

7.1.5. Unlabeled sensing

Although EDMs are designed to solve assigned distance problems, they have proved to be
useful as labeling tools in various applications. As an example, the rank property of EDMs
has been used to recover distance labels in room geometry reconstruction from echoes [54].
In this problem, discussed in Chapter 5, we need to assign different peaks in the room
impulse response to the different walls. Looping over different label assignments, the best
assignments can be identified by comparing rank approximation errors. A similar algorithm
can be used for sparse phase retrieval, briefly outlined in [53] and in more detail in [9].

7.1.6. Number of measurements

For noiseless EDMs, there is no exact formula that describes the minimum number of
measurements, but we can lower-bound it by a counting argument [53]. We have ND

unknowns (N D-dimensional points) to recover, but these points are only recovered up
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to rigid motions, which encompass D degrees of freedom for translations, and D(D −
1)/2 degrees of freedom for orthogonal transformations. We conclude that the number of
measurements is lower bounded byND− (D+ 1)D/2. Moreover, to ensure that every point
is rigidly connected to the others, at least D + 1 measurements are needed for every point.

This concludes our brief overview of distance geometry and corresponding tools. In the
following sections, we introduce the types of angle measurements studied in this thesis, for
which we seek to derive similar characterizations as for the distance measurements above.

7.2. Introducing angles: notation and definitions

We distinguish between inner and absolute angles, which we define as follows. The absolute
angle of two points xk and xl in D = 2 is given by

αkl = ∠(xl − xk + j(yl − yk)) ∈ [0, 2π], (7.7)

where j is the imaginary number and ∠ returns the phase of a complex number. Examples
of absolute angles are given in the bottom left of Figure 7.1. The index setM of absolute
angle measurements of N points contains all pairs of points with i 6= j. Note that we do not
assume antisymmetry: in general, αij 6= −αji. Therefore, we have M = |M| = N(N − 1).

There are several scenarios of practical relevance where we measure absolute angles. For
instance, when using sensors such as turning lidar or radar range finders, we localize land-
marks by their distance and absolute angle in the current reference frame. A microphone
array can measure the absolute angle of a sound source, as described in Chapter 6. Finally, a
directional proximity detector triggers whenever there is an object in its (narrow) field of
view, in which case the location of the object can be approximated by the view direction.

Moving over to inner angles, these measurements are defined between three points of any
dimension, as

θi(j, k) = cos−1 (xj − xi)>(xk − xi)
‖xj − xi‖‖xk − xi‖

, (7.8)

where we use the notation θi(j, k) to describe the angle between points j and k, as seen
from point i. Examples of inner angles can be found in the right column of Figure 7.1. The
inner angle always measures the smallest angle between three points. In three dimensions,
it corresponds to the angle in the plane formed by the two vectors. We assume the following
symmetry: θi(j, k) = θi(k, j), and conclude that the total number of angles of a given point
set equals M = N(N − 1)(N − 2)/2.

Inner angles are also relevant in many practical applications. For instance, when a collection
of robots each measure absolute angles to other robots, but each robot does not have an
orientation estimate of itself, then we can translate these angles to a collection of inner
angles instead. Inner angles are also closer related to similarity measures than absolute
angles. In fact, the cosine similarity (i.e. the argument in (7.8)) is a commonly used similarity
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measure in information retrieval from documents [140, 141]. When using the cosine, the
measure is not a proper metric anymore (the triangular inequality is not satisfied), but it still
performs well for point embedding. It is also worth noting that when the vector differences
in (7.8) are normalized, then the cosine of θi(j, k) is equal to

cos (θi(j, k)) = 1− 1

2
‖xj − xk‖. (7.9)

The introduced notation is summarized in the notation box of this chapter, and visualized
in Figure 7.1.

The overview of distance geometry has hopefully convinced the reader that understanding
fundamental properties of distance measurements allows the design of efficient recovery
algorithms. Compared to distance geometry, only few results exist regarding angle mea-
surements. For instance, there is no equivalent to the EDM for inner angles. Since angles
involve three points, such an object would be a three-dimensional tensor and thus probably
more complex to handle. However, we argue that similar to distances, understanding the
properties of such a sensor would lead to many interesting algorithms.

We do not provide a full characterization of such a tensor. However, focusing on certain
aspects of angle-based measurements, we provide results that we hope to be useful in
approaching such a theory:

In the next section, we present a method for integrating angle measurements in the
classical MDS algorithm described above. Building on work presented in [131], we
show that adding a few simple constraints to improve the realizability of the recovered
angles also improves the localization result.

In Chapter 8, we investigate how to combine absolute angle measurements of type (7.7)
with distance measurements. This study leads us to introduce coordinate difference
matrices, conceptually similar to Euclidean distance matrices, which we study thor-
oughly.

In Chapter 9, we study the localization from inner angle measurements of the
form (7.8). We provide realizability conditions, which we exploit for angle denois-
ing. This in turn allows to use a simple reconstruction algorithm for point embedding.

7.3. Distance and angle-based embedding: preliminary results

Already in 2007, De Abreu [48] proposed “super MDS” or “Edge MDS” (E-MDS), an extension
of MDS to inner angle measurements. In this and follow-up works [74, 131], the authors
exploit what they call the “Edge Gram Kernel”. It is constructed by forming the inner products
between edges, defined by vij = xi − xj . Stacking all M = N(N − 1)/2 such edges into a
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matrix V ∈ RM×D, the Edge Gram KernelKE ∈ RM×M can be written as:

KE = V V > = dEd
>
E ◦Ω, (7.10)

where we have introduced the vector of edge lengths dE ∈ RM , and the matrix Ω ∈ RM×M

contains the cosines of inner angles for each edge pair. It is straight-forward to see why
decomposition in (7.10) holds, by comparing it with the definition of the inner angle in (7.8).
Similar to classical MDS, the edge vectors V are recovered as follows:

1. Given noisy distance and angle measurements, construct the noisy edge Kernel K̃E

2. Use an EVD to recover the denoised edge matrix V̂ , using the D biggest eigenvalues.

3. Using V̂ and anchoring one point, recover the coordinates by solving a sparse linear
system (the algorithm used in fact resembles our algorithms in Chapter 8).

The above solution is termed “super MDS” or “E-MDS” and outperforms previous ap-
proaches, which include classical MDS and SDP-based methods using either distances only
or hybrid measurements [21]. However, it neglects certain geometric constraints, which
means the recovered vectors are not guaranteed to be geometrically consistent. Using the
same terms as in distance geometry, the resulting edge vectors are not necessarily realizable
by a point set inD dimensions. For instance, nothing ensures that the obtained edges satisfy
geometric constraints such as the triangle equality:

vik = vij + vjk ∀(i, j, k) ⊆M. (7.11)

We can illustrate the non-realizability of the recovered vectors by the following observation.
In step 3 described above, the authors simply use an arbitrary anchor point and the firstN−1

rows of V̂ to reconstruct the point set. Since their V̂ is not geometrically consistent, and any
other choice of rows could lead to a different reconstruction. As we will show, after rendering
the estimated edge kernel consistent, any choice of rows leads to the same reconstruction.

Based on this insight, we propose a new method, which we call the constrained edge-kernel
method. We introduce the notion of a triangle constraints matrix M ∈ RC×M . This matrix
incorporates the mutual dependencies of edge vectors forming a triangle, with Mli = 1,
Mlk = Mlj = −1, assuming that the vectors vi, vj and vk form the l-th triangle. The number
of constraints C equals to the number of triangles in the point set, C =

(
N
3

)
. The Edge Gram

kernel recovery problem can then be written as the rank-constrained optimization,

K̂E =arg min
K

∥∥∥K̃E −K
∥∥∥
F

subject toK ∈ C andK ∈ R,
(7.12)

where we introduce the feasibility sets

R =
{
X ∈ RE×E : X � 0, rank (X) = D

}
, (7.13)

C =
{
X ∈ RE×E : MX = 0

}
. (7.14)
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Because of the rank constraint, Problem (7.12) is non-convex and, furthermore, it has no
analytic solution. In such situations, it is typical to relax the non-convex constraint. To do
this, we implement the widely used nuclear norm relaxation from [47]. Since the solution is
constrained to be positive-semi-definite, its nuclear norm is equal to its trace, resulting in
the following relaxation:

K̂E =arg min
K

∥∥∥K̃E −K
∥∥∥
F

+ λ trace (K)

subject toK ∈ C,K � 0,

(7.15)

where λ is a regularization parameter, which controls to what extend the solution satisfies
the rank property and the linear constraints, respectively.

As an alternative to relaxation, we can apply the lift-and-project method from [82]. It is an
iterative method which consists of projecting the estimate at iteration k (K̂E,k) onto the
feasible sets C andR in an alternating fashion. The optimal projection onto the non-convex
setR is equivalent to the super MDS solution. The orthogonal projection of K̃E onto the
convex set C is given by

K̂E,k+1 =
(
I −M>(MM>)−1M

)
K̂E,k. (7.16)

Experimentally, we found that this second approach shows excellent convergence rate in
simulations (convergence is always achieved in at most two iterations), and no parameter
tuning is required, so we rely on this approach for the presented results. We call the result-
ing algorithm “super-duper” MDS. Indeed, extensive simulation results, reported in the
paper [7], show that this approach outperforms the unconstrained approach.

7.4. Alternative embeddings and metrics

Since in this thesis, our main interest is localization, we choose the Euclidean space of
two or three dimensions for embedding. Depending on the application, other embedding
spaces can be more appropriate. For tree-like data, for instance, hyperbolic spaces convey
the structure more faithfully in a given dimension than a Euclidean embedding [115].

Tree-like data is common in applications with clear hierarchies, for instance in the study
of the evolution of biological cells, or in text semantics embedding [199]. More generally,
we may seek a tree-like embedding when, rather than having similarity estimates, we have
similarity comparisons. Such measurements are the core component of so-called non-
metric dimensional scaling [113], which was introduced roughly at the same time as MDS.
Although not treated in this thesis, we want to point out that similarity comparisons can be
an interesting alternative in practical systems. For instance, RSSI measurements of a non-
calibrated anchor can be treated as non-metric: the position with higher signal strength is
likely to be closer to the anchor than the one with lower signal strength. Similarly, rather than
converting step counts to exact distances as done in Chapter 3, we could use step counts to
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compare distances over short time windows. In these cases, non-metric dimensional scaling
can avoid the necessity for calibrating anchors or step lengths.

7.5. Outlook

The algorithm in Section 7.3 gives a first taste of the potential of exploiting angle information,
and in particular, of using geometric constraints to impose realizability.

In Chapter 8, we propose a novel framework for point recovery from distance and absolute
angle measurements. Since such measurements can be combined to vectors, the setup is
similar to point 3 in the “super MDS” algorithm above. However, we propose an algorithm
that uses all available information, and we extend the framework to non-Cartesian projec-
tions, relevant for applications such as structure from motion or geometric microphone
array calibration.

In Chapter 9, we explore geometric angle constraints without using any distance information.
In our aim to fully characterize realizable angles, we find necessary conditions, which,
backed by simulation, we conjecture to be sufficient too. Similar to the method described
above, these conditions can be used to design a constrained optimization problem for
denoising angle measurements, yielding realizable angles. Once the angles are realizable, a
simple build-up algorithm can be used to reconstruct the point set.
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8 | Embedding based on coordinate
differences

И људе послушај, и своје памети имај

करत करत अ�यास के जड़म�त होत सजुान; रसर� आवत जात त े�सल पर परत �नसान

بیت الضیق بیساع الف صدیق

A tiny house fits a thousand friends.

— Lebanese saying

Out of many problems that can be phrased as a general embedding problem, one of great
scientific value is the molecular conformation problem. Both distances and angles between
molecules are quantities that can be extracted from nowadays widely used nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [64, 90]. Even in earlier days, Patterson [162] realized that
x-ray data can be exploited to extract interatomic vector measurements. Given these simi-
larity measurements, we can try to find the three-dimensional embedding — the molecule
geometry. Building on the mature field of distance geometry, many researchers have in-
vestigated build-up algorithms for reconstructing the molecule geometry from distance
measurements only [121]. The available information on angles, on the other hand, remain
mostly unused [20].

In this chapter, we study a method that can exploit this additional angular information. We
illustrate the basic idea of the method in Figure 8.1: we build the vectors from distance and
angle measurements, and project these vectors to theD directions of the Cartesian reference

This chapter is based on the publication:

G. Baechler, F. Dümbgen, G. Elhami, M. Krekovic, and M. Vetterli. “Coordinate Difference Matrices”. In:
SIAM Journal on Matrix Analysis and Applications 41.1 (2020), pp. 332–363

Detailed contributions: MK, GB, GE, MMC and MV designed the project based on sports ranking, FD joined
the project bringing in the localization perspective. FD, MK, GB, and GE proposed CDMs and derived their
properties as well as their connection with EDMs (Section 8.2.3). MK and GB derived and implemented the
point recovery in 1D (Section 8.2). MK derived the generalization to higher dimensions and performed the
overall statistical analysis (Section 8.3). FD performed the experiments inSection 8.4.
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8. Embedding based on coordinate differences

Figure 8.1.: Sketch of example of coordinate-difference-based reconstruction in two dimensions. Given
distances and absolute angles, we create the projections to x and y axis. We recover the best
estimate of coordinates in each direction independently, fixing the first point to the origin.
Then, we recover the point set by simple concatenation of coordinates.

frame. This yields coordinate differences in each frame, which we combine to estimate
the coordinates. Putting together the estimates from each frame, we recover the point
locations. Because of the reduction of the problem to difference measurements, we call this
chapter “Difference-based embedding”. In analogy with distance geometry, we introduce
new objects that we call coordinate difference matrices (CDMs). Rather than containing
Euclidean distances, as for EDMs, CDMs contain differences between the coordinates of
pairs of points. In our molecular conformation example, for instance, we obtain three CDMs
containing, respectively, the x, y and z coordinates of the edges between points. In Section 8,
we characterize the CDMs and describe recovery algorithms and uniqueness conditions.

Rather than measuring projections to D Cartesian vectors as above, in some applications,
we can measure projections to K ≥ D vectors in non-orthogonal directions. In this case,
we could still use the same simple recovery algorithm per direction, and then obtain a best
estimate of the point coordinates by solving a least-squares problem. We call this the “split-
ting” approach. Although computationally cheap, this approach is not always guaranteed to
yield the best estimates, and it cannot exploit measurements from directions where only
few measurements are available. Instead, we show that the MSE estimate is obtained by
combining all measurements in a global estimation problem, which we simply denote by
the “optimal approach”. We study the individual performance of these two algorithms and
the connection between them in Section 8.3. Finally, we showcase and solve a variety of
applications which can be formulated as coordinate difference problems in Section 8.4,
focusing on sensor array localization and calibration.

8.1. Problem setup

In this chapter, we are interested in finding point embedding from coordinate differences.
The most general formulation of the problem is as follows. We considerK ≥ D frame vectors
ϕ1:K [208], in which we measure coordinate differences. We define the coordinate difference
along frame vector k by dk,ij = xk,i − xk,j , where xk,i describes the coordinate of point xi in
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Figure 8.2.: An general example of point recovery in 2D from K = 3 projections. We use dk,m for
k = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, 3, to indicate the measured pairwise differences between the
coordinates of the points {x1:3}.

frame vector k. To simplify notation, we introduce an arbitrary ordering on the measured
differences, which we assume to form the setMk ⊆ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), . . . , (N −1, N)}, and
denote the m-th difference measurement by dk,m, with m = 1 . . .Mk, with Mk := |Mk|.

Finally, we introduce the noisy coordinate differences d̃k,m := dk,m+z, where z is zero-mean
Gaussian noise, and the corresponding measurement vectors d̃k ∈ RMk .

Before describing what kind of setups lead to such measurements, we formally state the
problem addressed in this chapter:

Problem 6. Given the noisy coordinate-wise differences d̃k observed in the known frames ϕk,
with k = 1 . . .K, recover the points embeddingX that best matches them.

There is a strong connection between the proposed framework and node localization from
relative measurements [16]. The novelty of our work lies in the formulation of the problem
in arbitrary coordinate directions, which allows for an elegant formulation from which
the “splitting” and “optimal” solutions can be readily derived. More importantly, this for-
mulation finds an immediate application in problems such as sensory array calibration,
where coordinate difference measurements are obtained directly in K ≥ D frames. Fur-
thermore, splitting the problem in different directions allows us to introduce Coordinate
Difference Matrices, which have interesting parallels with the Euclidean Distance Matrices
we encountered earlier.

We derive how to solve Problem 6 in each frame direction independently in Section 8.2.
Building on these results, we propose the “splitting approach” in Section 8.3, which consists
of applying the procedure in each coordinate direction independently. We compare it with
the “optimal approach” in the same section, and investigate when the two algorithms are
equivalent.
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8.2. Solution in one dimension: Coordinate Difference Matrices

In this Section, we take a closer look at Problem 6 in one dimension, which is equivalent to
looking at each frame vector independently.

8.2.1. Related work

The work in this chapter started from the study of a problem in one dimension: ranking
sports teams. In that context, the Massey method [137] is commonly used to rank a collection
of sport teams based on their scores, and it is in fact equivalent to the formulation we present
in Section 8.3.1. This formulation was also used to design tournaments that maximally
improve the informativeness of a ranking for a given number of future comparisons [154].
The novelty of our work lies in the formulation of the 1D problem in a Coordinate Difference
Matrix, which provides an interesting parallel to Euclidean Distance Matrices, and in the
generalization to higher dimensions.

8.2.2. Coordinate Difference Matrices

Inspired by the powerful framework provided by EDMs, we define a coordinate difference
matrix (CDM) in frame k byCk ∈ RN×N , with entriesCij = dk,ij . Since we are only interested
in one direction, we drop the index k in what follows. Defining the absolute coordinate
vector of the considered direction by x := [x0, . . . , xN−1]> ∈ RN , the CDM can be written as

C = x1> − 1x>. (8.1)

A CDM can be viewed as an EDM in one dimension which preserves the sign of the distance.
A more comprehensive overview of the connections between CDMs and EDMs is given
in Section 8.2.5.

As in Problem 6, we allow partial and noisy coordinate differences. We introduce the weight
matrixW ∈ RN×N with non-negative entries, where Wij = 0 indicates that the entry (i, j) is
missing. Introducing the noise matrixZ, whose entries are independent noise realizations,
we can define an incomplete and noisy CDM as:

C̃ = (C +Z) ◦W . (8.2)

Then we can formulate the one-dimensional version of Problem 6 in terms of CDMs:

Problem 7. Given the noisy and incomplete coordinate difference matrix C̃, recover the set of
coordinates x that best matches them.
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Properties Description

P.1 Rank-2 rank(C) = 2 for N > 1

P.2 Triangular equality Cij = Cik + Ckj
P.3 Skew-symmetry C = −C>
P.4 Hollowness diag(C) = 0

P.5 Zero-sum 1>C1 = 0

P.6 Columns as a solution set CDM of x = {Cij | ∀i ≤ N} isC
P.7 Row averaging x+ c = 1

NC1, where c is a constant
P.8 Translation invariance x and x+ c have the same CDMC

P.9 Imaginary eigenvalues Re(λi) = 0 for i = {1, 2}
P.10 Anti-symmetric eigenvalues λ1 = −λ2

Table 8.1.: Properties of CDMs.

8.2.3. Properties of CDMs

We first study the properties of CDMs. In Table 8.1, we provide a non-exhaustive list of
properties of CDMs (for derivations, see [8]). These properties are necessary conditions
for a matrix to be a CDM, but not all sufficient. The following is a necessary and sufficient
condition:

Proposition 1. A matrixC is a CDM if and only if its elements satisfy the triangular equality
Cij = Cik + Ckj for all triples (i, j, k).

Proof. A matrixC whose entries satisfy the triangular equality implies both hollowness and
skew-symmetry: Cij = Cii + Cij ensures that Cii = 0, while Cii = Cij + Cji = 0 implies
Cij = −Cji. Combining the triangular equality with the skew-symmetry, we can express all el-

ements asCij = Cik−Cjk. Without loss of generality, we define x =
[
C1k C2k . . . CNk

]>
.

Using this definition, we can rewrite Cij as Cij = xi − xj for every i and j; therefore,C is of
the form (8.1).

An alternative way to check if the sufficient condition is satisfied is based on consistent
positive reciprocal matrices [190], described below for completeness.

Definition 1. The matrixR ∈ RN×N is positive reciprocal if Rij > 0 and Rij = R−1
ji , for any

i, j = 1, . . . , N . If Rik = RijRjk, it is said to be consistent.

We can transform a CDMC into a reciprocal matrixRwith element-wise exponentiation,
R = exp(C). The consistency property is then the natural extension of the triangular
equality to reciprocal matrices and it provides an alternative way of testing if a matrix is a
CDM.

It is known that a reciprocal matrix is consistent if and only if it has N − 1 zero eigenvalues
and one eigenvalue equal to N [190]. As a consequence, we can verify if a matrix is a CDM
by examining the eigenvalues of its corresponding reciprocal matrix.
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8.2.4. Reconstructing coordinates based on CDMs

To solve Problem 7 we propose to estimate the points from a measured subset of their
pairwise differences as:

x̂ = arg min
x

f(x) = arg min
x

∥∥∥W ◦ (x1> − 1x> − C̃)
∥∥∥

2

F
. (8.3)

In [8] we prove that f(x) is convex. Thus, we can find the optimal solution by setting the
first derivative of f(x) to zero:

xi =
1

Λii

N∑

j=1

(xj + C̃ij)Wij , (8.4)

where Λ = diag (W1). We can rewrite this result in matrix form

Ax = ṽ, (8.5)

whereA = Λ−W and ṽ = (C̃ ◦W )1.

The matrixA has a particular structure and belongs to the class of so-called M-matrices [100,
165]. It is of rank at most N − 1, which is related to the fact that any translation of the point
set leads to the same CDM. In order to anchor the translation and obtain a full-rank matrix,
we can arbitrarily fix one point of the embedding. Without loss of generality, we set x0 to
zero. Then, we remove the first entry of x and ṽ and denote the new vectors by x′ and ṽ′.
Similarly, we remove the first row and column ofA to getA′ , and we define the matrices Λ′,
W ′ and C̃

′
analogously. This yields the following linear system:

A′x′ = ṽ′. (8.6)

We denote the solution of this linear equation as x̂′ ∈ RN−1, leading to the final solution

x̂ =

[
0

x̂′

]
=

[
0

(A′)−1
ṽ′

]
. (8.7)

We study the invertibility ofA′, required for (8.7) to be defined, in the following two para-
graphs.

Complete CDM In the special case where we measure all pairwise differences and assign
them the same weight—we call it a complete CDM—an analytic solution for (A′)−1 exists.
Indeed, with Λ′ = (N − 1)I andW ′ = 11> − I, we obtain

(
A′
)−1

=

(
I − 11> − I

N − 1

)−1
1

N − 1
=
I + 11>

N
. (8.8)
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This can be easily verified by direct computation. To recover x from a complete CDM, we
substitute (8.8) into (8.6):

x̂′ =
(
A′
)−1

ṽ′ =
I + 11>

N
C̃
′
1 =

1

N
C̃
′
1 + c1, (8.9)

where c = 1
N

∑
ij C̃

′
ij is a constant that only translates the solution. We conclude that the

optimal point recovery in the complete case corresponds to a simple average of the rows of
a CDM.

Incomplete and weighted CDM In order to study the invertibility ofA′ when the CDM is
incomplete, we define the weighted graph G = (x,W ), where vertices are represented by
the points x and their connecting edges are given byW .1

We say that the CDMC is connected if and only if its underlying graph G is connected, or
in other words, if for all indices i 6= j there is a path of indices i1, i2, . . . , im such that Wii1 6=
0,Wi1i2 6= 0, . . . ,Wim−1im 6= 0,Wimj 6= 0. According to Kirchhoff’s matrix tree theorem [33],
the number of spanning trees of G is given by κ(G) = det (A′). Obviously, G is connected if
and only if κ(G) 6= 0, or equivalently, if and only ifA′ is nonsingular.

It is not hard to see thatA′ is weakly diagonally dominant, |A′ii| ≥
∑N−1

j=1,j 6=i |A′ij |, as |A′ii| =∑N
j=1Wi+1,j , |A′ij | = Wi+1,j+1, and

∑N
j=1Wi+1,j ≥

∑N
j=2Wi+1,j for every row i. When C

is connected, then A′ is reducible and for at least one row i we have a strict inequality∑N
j=1Wij >

∑N
j=2Wij ; hence,A′ is irreducibly diagonally dominant. This proves the same

result as above, thatA′ is nonsingular [180], but it provides two additional insights: it shows
that we can solve (8.6) in nearly-linear time in N [194], and it enables a simple derivation
for the inverse ofA′: for a connected matrixC, it is given by Neumann series

(A′)−1 =

( ∞∑

k=0

((Λ′)−1W ′)k
)

(Λ′)−1. (8.10)

The proof follows directly from the Gershgorin circle theorem [73], which proves that the
eigenvalues of (Λ′)−1W ′ are inside the unit circle, and the Neumann series theorem [95]. We
proof that the infinite sum (8.10) converges to (8.8) in the case of complete measurements,
in [8].

Clearly, we cannot apply (8.7) whenC is not connected. What we can do in such a case is
recover the points by invoking (8.7) within each connected component ofC. As the recovered
connected components can shift independently, we have an infinite number of solutions.

1Using the graph representation, we observe that A is the Laplacian matrix of its corresponding graph G, as it
is the difference of the degree matrix Λ and the adjacency matrix W . This offers an alternative explanation
its rank is at most N − 1 [88]
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Properties CDM EDM

Rank rank(C) = 2 rank(D) = D + 2

Triangular (in)equality Cij = Cik + Ckj
√
Dij ≤

√
Dik +

√
Dkj

Symmetry C = −C> D = D>

Hollowness diag(C) = 0 diag(D) = 0

Invariance to translations all rigid motions

Table 8.2.: Comparison of CDMsC and EDMsD.

8.2.5. Comparison with EDMs

In this section, we relate the introduced framework of CDMs with the more mature field of
EDMs. Oftentimes, an EDM is the tool of choice simply because the coordinate information
is not available. However, due to the maturity of the field of Distance Geometry, vector
measurements are sometimes converted to Euclidean distances, which results in a loss of
information and prevents the use of the more adequate CDM framework. The molecular
conformation application is one such example: even though coordinate information is
available through different angle measurements, more focus was given to distance-based
methods to this date [20].

We compare the two frameworks with respect to matrix properties, number of required
measurements and available algorithms.

First, there are some obvious algebraic differences between CDMs and EDMs, summarized
in Table 8.2. Two properties are particularly interesting: First, the rank of both matrices
is independent of the number of points. For CDMs constructed for 1D points, the rank is
equal to 2, while for EDMs of D-dimensional points it is equal to D + 2. Secondly, when
measuring coordinate differences, information about the absolute translation of the points
is irremediably lost, but rotation and reflection are preserved. When measuring Euclidean
distances, we can only recovery the point set up to a rigid motion.

Secondly, we compare the required number of measurements. For CDMs, the lower bound
of number of measurements is achieved when we have N − 1 connected measurements per
dimension, resulting in a total ofD(N−1) measurements (more on this in Section 8.3.7). We
have seen in Section 7.1.6 that for EDMs, we need at least ND − (D + 1)D/2 measurements.
As the dimension of the space in most applications is typically 2 or 3, the contribution of the
second term is negligible and we can conclude that the same number of measurements is
required for both cases.

Finally, the most important advantage of coordinate differences over Euclidean distances is
that an optimal recovery algorithms exists. For EDMs, no algorithm guarantees an optimal
solution when distances are noisy and/or missing, which manifests itself in the plethora
of suboptimal iterative and relaxed algorithms presented in Section 7.1.4. In particular,
the intermediate completion and denoising steps are not required for CDMs, as the point
recovery is immediate.
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(a) measurements (b) incomplete CDM (d) reconstructed points(c) vectorized form

=

=

Figure 8.3.: An instance of Problem 7. (a) Assume that we can measure a subset of noisy 1D differences
between the points. (b) We arrange them in a CDM and use it either directly, or (c) its
vectorized form to (d) reconstruct the points that give rise to measurements.

8.3. Solution in multiple dimensions: optimal vs. splitting

8.3.1. Vector form in one and multiple dimensions

To discuss the multidimensional solution, we introduce the “vector form” of CDMs. We first
note that the coordinate difference vector dk in frame ϕk can be written in terms of the
points x = [x1

> . . .xN>]
> ∈ RND as

BkΦkx = d̃k. (8.11)

Here, we have constructed the matrix Φk = IN ⊗ϕk> ∈ RN×ND, and we have introduced a
sparse measurement matrixBk ∈ RMk×Nas follows: assuming row m corresponds to the
difference xi − xj , we have Bk,mi = 1, Bk,mj = −1 and 0 otherwise.Bk has identical rows
for every repeated measurement and d̃k contains all of their realizations. An example ofBk

in one direction and the corresponding CDM are shown in Figure 8.3. As mentioned earlier,
problem (8.11) is closely related to node localization from relative measurements [16], with
the exception that we make the fact that we may measure the differences in arbitrary frame
directions explicit. Furthermore, we do not consider fixed anchors here, but they could be
easily integrated by splitting the linear system into known and unknown elements of x.

Recall that in Section 8.2.2 we definedW to be a non-negative matrix whose entries are the
weights of each difference measurement. To be aligned with such a definition, we should
allow not only multiple measurements of each difference (identical rows inBk), but also
different weights for these measurements. To do so, we can simply scale rows ofBk and d̃k
with the same factors. To keep the notation clean, in the rest of the chapter we assume that
Bk and d̃k encompass these weights.

Each coordinate direction k = 1 . . .K gives us one system of equations of the form (8.11).
We combine them by introducing

B = diag (B1, . . . ,BK) ∈ RM×NK , and Φ = [Φ1
>, . . . ,ΦK

>]
> ∈ RNK×ND. (8.12)
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The final system equations is then given by

BΦx = d̃, (8.13)

8.3.2. Optimal solution

Analogously to (8.5) and due to the translation invariance in each coordinate, the sys-
tem (8.13) is non-invertible. Again, we fix the first coordinate of every dimension to zero.
This corresponds to removing every Kth column ofB, as well as every Kth row and the first
D columns of Φ, resulting in the new matricesB′ ∈ RM×(N−1)K and Φ′ ∈ R(N−1)K×(N−1)D,
respectively. Then, we can reconstruct the absolute coordinates of the points as

x̂′o = (B′Φ′)†d̃. (8.14)

This solution is optimal in the least-squares sense, and reduces to the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) discussed in [16], when considering only Cartesian coordinates and no
prior knowledge of noise. Noise information could in fact be incorporated in (8.14) using
the covariance matrix as in [16], but this extension is straight-forward and omitted here to
avoid cluttered notation.

8.3.3. Splitting algorithm

To reduce the complexity of the solution, we propose and study an alternative approach
that decomposes Problem 6 into many instances of Problem 7 of smaller dimension. We
divide the multidimensional problem into K one-dimensional CDM recovery problems,
and estimate the points from their differences separately in each frame direction. Therefore,
we first recover the expansion coefficients of the points for each frame vector, given by
(B′)†d̃, and then we find their canonical coordinates by a change of basis:

x̂′s = (Φ′)†(B′)†d̃. (8.15)

8.3.4. Statistical Analysis

In this section, we provide a closed-form expression for the difference in the estimation
errors of the optimal and the splitting algorithm.

We assume that we add independent Gaussian noise to all the differences, such that d̃ ∼
N (d, σ2I). We first estimate the points x̂′o and x̂′s from (8.14) and (8.15), and add the first
point x0 = 0. Then, we create J ′D ∈ RND×ND by generalizing the centering matrix J
(see Section 7.1) to D dimensions, such that the sum of the point coordinates in every
separate dimension is 0:

J ′D = J ⊗ ID. (8.16)
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It follows that the centered estimated points, x̂o = J ′Dx̂
′
o and x̂s = J ′Dx̂

′
s have Gaussian

distributions with the following parameters:

x̂o ∼ N (x,Σx̂o), where Σx̂o = σ2JD(BΦ)†((BΦ)†)>(JD)>,

x̂s ∼ N (x,Σx̂s), where Σx̂s = σ2JDΦ†B†(B†)>(Φ†)>(JD)>.
(8.17)

For a less cluttered notation, in (8.17) and the rest of the section, we omit the prime symbol
′ on JD,B,Φ.

We define the estimation error vectors of the optimal and splitting algorithms as eo = x̂o−x
and es = x̂s−x, respectively. The expectations of the mean squared errors are E{ 1

N ‖eo‖
2} =

1
N tr (Σx̂o) and E{ 1

N ‖es‖
2} = 1

N tr (Σx̂s).

Simulation results We consider Gaussian noise with 0-mean and σ = 0.01 added to the dif-
ference measurements, and we assume the complete case in 2D, such that both approaches
are optimal. Then, for a given pair (N,K), we generate K directions of frame vectors uni-
formly at random from [0, 2π) and the complete measurements matrixB. Figure 8.4 shows
that the estimation error decreases with the number of frame vectors K and the number of
points N .

8.3.5. The cost of splitting

To evaluate the performance of the proposed splitting algorithm with respect to the optimal
solution, we define the cost of splitting c, as the normalized squared norm of the difference
between the two estimators, c = 1

N ‖x̂o − x̂s‖
2.

We can compute the expected cost of splitting as:

E{c} =
σ2

N
tr

[(
JD

(
(BΦ)† −Φ†B†

))> (
JD

(
(BΦ)† −Φ†B†

))]

=
σ2

N

(
tr

[
(JD)>JDΦ†

(
B>B

)−1
(Φ†)>

]
−tr

[
(JD)>JD

(
(BΦ)>(BΦ)

)−1
])

=
σ2

N
tr(Ψ(Φ,B))− σ2

N2
1>Ψ(Φ,B)1,

(8.18)
where Ψ(Φ,B) = Φ†(B>B)−1(Φ†)> − (Φ>B>BΦ)−1.

As the splitting approach leads to a more efficient algorithm, identifying cases in which we
can apply the splitting algorithm and still obtain an optimal solution is valuable. From (8.18)
it follows that the cost is equal to 0 if (BΦ)† = Φ†B†, or equivalently, if Ψ(Φ,B) = 0.

For any matrices of appropriate dimensions A and B, (AB)† = B†A† holds if, for in-
stance [79],

- A has orthonormal columns; or
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8. Embedding based on coordinate differences

Figure 8.4.: Estimation error ε in 2D. We assume complete CDM for every frame vector and Gaussian
noise with 0-mean and σ = 0.01 on the measurements. (a) Dependence of ε on N for fixed
K. (b) Dependence of ε on K for fixed N .

- B has orthonormal rows; or

- A has linearly independent columns andB has linearly independent rows.

ForB and Φ as defined in (8.12), none of the above hold in general. In the following, we
prove however that there are at least two practical cases for which (BΦ)† = Φ†B†: First,
when K = D and second, whenBk = B0 for every k = 1, . . . ,K.

Case K = D : When the number of frame vectors is the same as the dimension of the
space, Φ is invertible, thus Φ† = Φ−1. The splitting algorithm results in the optimal solution:

x̂o = (BΦ)†d̃

= (Φ>B>BΦ)
−1

Φ>B>d̃

= Φ−1(B>B)
−1
B>d̃ = x̂s.

CaseBk = B0 for every k : Assume that all measurement matrices for every frame direc-
tion are equal to the matrixB0. For instance, this is the case when we observe all pairwise
differences on all frame vectors k. In that case, B = I ⊗ B0, where ⊗ is the Kronecker
product. We change the order of the entries in d̃ and the order of the corresponding columns
in Φ, so that we can write Φ = Φ0 ⊗ I, where the kth row of Φ0 ∈ RK×D is ϕ>k , for every
k = 1, . . . ,K. Note that this does not influence the estimation of the points, but it provides a
simpler expression for Φ via the Kronecker product. Then, we can show that the optimal
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k

k

k

k

k

Figure 8.5.: The cost of splitting c in 2D. We consider the setup of N = 6 points and assume Gaussian
noise with 0-mean and σ = 0.01 on the measurements. (a) Dependence of c onMk for fixed
K. (b) Dependence of c on K for fixed Mk.

solution is equal to the solution of the splitting algorithm:

x̂o = (Φ>B>BΦ)−1Φ>B>d

=
(

(Φ>0 ⊗ I)
(
I ⊗ (B>0 B0)

)
(Φ0 ⊗ I)

)−1
Φ>B>d

=
(

(Φ>0 Φ0)−1 ⊗ (B>0 B0)−1
)

Φ>B>d

= (I ⊗ (B>0 B0)−1)
(

(Φ>0 Φ0)−1 ⊗ I
)

(Φ0 ⊗ I)B>d

= Φ†0 ⊗B†0d = Φ†B†d = x̂s.

Simulation results To visualize the difference between the two approaches, in Figure 8.5
we plot the cost of splitting (8.18) for different number of measurements Mk and different
number of frame vectors K. We consider N = 6 points in 2D drawn from [0, 1]2, so the
number of measurements ranges from the smallest value Mk = N − 1 = 5 to the complete
case Mk = N(N − 1)/2 = 15. We assume that Mk is the same for every direction k. We
have seen that the cost should be zero for K = D = 2 and for the complete case; Figure 8.5
confirms these two special cases. In addition, we observe that the cost decreases with Mk

and K.

8.3.6. Algorithmic considerations

In this section, we compare the proposed algorithms in terms of their numerical complexity
and accuracy on simulated data. We experiment with three different implementations of
the optimal and splitting methods. Two of the implementations are related to the vector
form of Section 8.3, and one is a direct implementation of our initial CDM formulation
from Section 8.2.4, generalized to higher dimensions. We describe them in more details
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below:2. The standard and CDM implementations are done using numpy and LAPACK’s
DGELSD solver. The sparse implementations use the scipy.sparse package and the sparse
iterative LSQR solver [156].

- Standard implementation. We implement the optimal and the splitting algorithms as
described in Section 8.3.2 and Section 8.3.3, respectively. The matrices B, Bk, Φ are
represented with a standard linear algebra library. Least-squares solvers are implemented
with the same library and use SVD to solve the linear problem.

- Sparse implementation. The splitting and the optimal algorithms solve the same linear
problem as in the standard implementation, but the matricesB,Bk, Φ are represented as
Compressed Sparse Row matrices (CSR).

- CDM implementation. To avoid costly computations resulting from the sparse and large
matrices of the vector form, we leverage the matrix representation offered by CDMs. For
the splitting strategy, we create K CDMs C̃k, one for each frame vector. By counting the
number of pairwise comparisons in everyBk, we compose K weight matricesW k. For
every k, we compute the matrixA ∈ RN×N from C̃k andW k as in Section 8.2.4. Similarly,
when implementing the optimal algorithm, we directly compute a matrix equivalent to
the product Φ>B>BΦ ∈ RDN×DN , without having to set up Φ andB, whose dimension
M can be arbitrarily large. This is done through derivations analogous to Section 8.2.4,
where (8.3) is generalized to take into account all contributions from the frame,

f(x) =

K∑

k=1

∥∥∥W k ◦ (Φkx1> − 1x>Φ>k − C̃k)
∥∥∥

2

F
. (8.19)

In all implementations, we exploit the distributed nature of the splitting approach by paral-
lelizing it on 8 CPU cores.

Simulation setup Throughout all experiments, N 2D points are chosen uniformly at ran-
dom from the interval [0,

√
N ]

2
, such that the average density is one point per unit area. The

directions of K frame vectors are picked uniformly at random from [0, 2π]. We varied the
number of points from N = 10 to N = 1000, and we chose an average of 4 measurements
per frame vector and per point, while ensuring that that the CDM for every k is connected.
For such a connectivity value, the large memory requirement restricted us from simulating
the standard implementations for N ≥ 100.

The time and error averages are taken over 100 independent geometry and noise realizations.
Note that the reported times do not include the time it takes to simulate the measurements.
It is therefore a measure of how fast we can solve the different least squares problems with
the proposed implementations.

2The methods are implemented using standard python libraries and solvers on a Linux server with processor
model Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5675 @ 3.07GHz
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Figure 8.6.: Evaluation of proposed methods in terms of efficiency (average running time in seconds)
and reconstruction error (MSE). Figures (a) and (b) show results for high N , for which the
standard implementation is infeasible due to memory issues. The number of directions
ranges from the minimum required K = D = 2 to K = 60. For each implementation, the
optimal and splitting approaches are highlighted in purple and orange, respectively. The
reconstruction error in (f) is independent of the implementation strategy and the number
of points N . The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise added is σ = 0.1.

Observations The plots in Figure 8.6 show the simulation results of the three described im-
plementations. There is no single method that outperforms the others for every combination
of N and K, thus we discuss below multiple important findings.

Figure 8.6a and Figure 8.6c confirm that the CDM implementation of the optimal method
does not depend on K. This is a significant advantage over the implementation strategies
that rely on the vector form, for which the execution times grow with K. Moreover, to
optimally benefit from the CDM implementation, one should choose the splitting algorithm
since it is faster than the optimal method when K is below a certain threshold dependant
on N .

When N is larger than 100 and K is smaller than 60, the sparse implementations of the
vector form exhibit shorter execution time than the CDM approach; this can be seen by
comparing Figure 8.6a and Figure 8.6b. However, as the execution times of sparse imple-
mentations increase with K, the CDM implementation of the optimal method surpasses its
sparse implementation after a certain value of K.

In the standard implementation, the optimal solution relies on the SVD of a matrix whose
number of rows equals the total number of measurements; this becomes prohibitively large
with increasing K. As a consequence, the splitting algorithm becomes attractive for higher
values of K; for more than 30 points splitting is on average always faster than the optimal
solution. However, the standard implementation does not compare favorably neither with
the CDM implementation, nor with the sparse implementation for any N and K.

The last column shows that we lose little in terms of accuracy by applying the splitting
algorithm instead of the optimal solution. The reconstruction error is independent of the
number of points N and the type of implementation.
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Finally, we would like to stress that more efficient and robust solvers for the systems of linear
equations can be used. In particular, methods that avoid squaring the condition number
and exploit the diagonally dominant structure ofA are preferable for applications requiring
fast performance. We expect that the splitting algorithm would specifically benefit from
such methods, as the corresponding linear system involves the inversion of irreducibly
diagonally dominant matrices, which is not the case for the optimal formulation.

8.3.7. Uniqueness and number of solutions

Given a set of coordinate differences, there is an infinite number of valid point sets which are
generated by translating the original point set. Here, we refer to a problem with a non-unique
solution when at least two different point sets that are not translated versions of each other
are both valid solutions.

For the multidimensional point reconstruction to be possible, we need to extend the con-
nectivity argument from Section 8.2.4. For a unique solution to exist, every point needs to be
connected with the others by at least D frame measurements. Since we have N points and
therefore at least N − 1 connections, the minimum number of measurements for a unique
solution is D(N − 1). When using the splitting algorithm, we require more measurements:
the CDM corresponding to every frame vector needs to be connected for a solution to exist,
and hence, we need at least (N − 1)K measurements. This is summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 2. We refer to the ensemble of all translated reconstructions as one single
solution. Then, the CDM problem in 1D can have either one or an infinite number of
solutions. It has one solution if and only if the CDM is connected. The CDM problem in D
dimensions can have either one solution or an infinite number of solutions. If the CDMs of
at least D independent frame vectors are connected, a unique solution exists.

Note that the uniqueness condition forD > 1 is sufficient, but not necessary. The study of the
exact number of solutions is tightly connected with the (global) graph rigidity problem [120],
and is out of the scope of this thesis.

8.4. Applications

Coordinate differences can be measured in a variety of applications from diverse fields.
For this thesis, we study three setups. First, we can do position calibration by sending a
calibration signal from known directions ϕ of a source in far field, and measure its time of
arrival at each node (see Figure 8.7 (a)). Since we cannot usually ensure synchronization
between the source and the nodes, we can work with time differences of arrival (TDOAs)
with respect to one reference node. Knowing the speed of propagation of the signal, these
TDOAs can be translated to coordinate differences along the given direction. Although
D directions are enough in theory, we can introduce redundancy by measuring K > D
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8.7.: Examples of real-world situations in which we can measure coordinate differences (in
red). (a) TDOA measurements from a moving sound source, useful for e.g.sensor array
calibration, (b) static sensor network localization with distance and angle measurements,
and (c) structure-from-motion with fixed landmarks.

directions, which improves accuracy. In Section 8.4.2, we present experiments of this kind
for microphone array calibration.
The second application, shown in Figure 8.7 (b), involves measuring distances and angles
between nodes, as discussed previously for the molecular conformation problem. Such
measurements can be translated to coordinate differences by considering the projection to
the Cartesian coordinates (K = D). We localize a static ad-hoc sensor network using such
measurements in Section 8.4.1.
Finally, in ongoing work we study how the structure-from-motion problem can be framed
in terms of coordinate differences: a robot moves along an approximately known path
and measures the range and bearing of fixed landmarks. Again, we can project to the local
Cartesian coordinates, but for a multitude of different poses, yielding K > D projections.
We depict an example setup in Figure 8.7 (c) and briefly discuss this problem in Section 8.5.

In [8], we present additionally the molecular conformation problem, the sports ranking
problem, and phase retrieval problem. A more detailed treatment of the phase retrieval
problem can also be found in [9].

We emphasize that our goal with these applications is not to demonstrate the superior
performance of our method over state-of-the-art techniques, but rather to provide evidence
for a wide range of applications of the coordinate-difference framework.

8.4.1. Multi-modal sensor array localization

In this section, we consider the joint localization of nodes that can measure distances and
angles between each other. This problem is of relevance in many application areas, such
as wireless sensor networks [16, 17, 32, 151] or robot systems with relative measurements
between poses [39, 40, 176] or between multiple robots [136]. We note that in some of these
works, the node orientations are not known, leading to a more challenging optimization
problem.

In many areas of interest the devices can however be equipped with compasses, in which
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case the positioning problem reduces to a linear system, which is what we study here. The
same setup is considered in [16], where distributed algorithms are investigated, while study-
ing how errors propagate using graph-theoretic notions. The core algorithm is equivalent to
our method, but does not include extension to frame vectors, which is required for the next
section’s application. Similarly, [151] equip nodes with compasses and propose both cen-
tralized and distributed approaches, but use distance and angle estimates in an interleaved
fashion. Instead, we work with a centralized approach and tightly integrate distance and
angle estimates. We compare our algorithm with E-MDS [131], discussed in Section 7.3, and
demonstrate its superior performance. Considering that our method uses absolute orienta-
tions while E-MDS uses inner angles only, this finding confirms that absolute orientation
should be exploited whenever available.

Our goal is to estimate points x̂i from a noisy subset of measured distances d̃ij and angles
α̃ij . The noisy coordinate differences are recovered from d̃ij and α̃ij in the x and y direction,
using xij = d̃ij cos α̃ij and yij = d̃ij sin α̃ij .
We observe that this is a 2D point recovery problem, which can be optimally solved with the
splitting algorithm from Section 8.3.3; we can decompose the problem into two independent
sub-problems and solve each independently with (8.7). In this case, we always work in the
canonical basis, hence Φ = I.

We compare the CDM algorithm with E-MDS [131] and MDS [112]. E-MDS uses inner angles,
not absolute angles, and MDS uses no angles at all. Therefore, this is not an algorithmic
comparison, but it allows us to investigate the utility of absolute angle measurements. We
consider N = 10 points chosen uniformly at random from [0, 1]D. As in most real-world
applications the measurements of distances and angles are obtained in an independent
manner from time-of-arrival and angle-of-arrival estimates, we also generate independent
additive noise for these quantities. We assume Gaussian noise with 0-mean and standard
deviation σd and σα, respectively. Note that noise exceeding ±π would distort the angle
noise distribution, but for the range of standard deviations chosen in these experiments,
this effect is negligible.

We evaluate the performance of the three algorithms using the root mean squared error
(RMSE) between the original and the estimated point sets and illustrate its dependence on
the noise levels in Figure 8.8. For a more convenient comparison, we slice the graphs at
four different values of σd and σα. Figure 8.8 (a) shows the dependence of the RMSE on the
distance noise level for two chosen levels of angle noise: low (σα = 0.11), and high (σα = 0.5).
We observe that for low σα it is advantageous to include angle measurements, since both
multimodal methods achieve smaller error than MDS. For higher σα, our method still out-
performs MDS, as long as the distance noise is not too small. The dependence of the RMSE
on the angle noise level for two chosen levels of distance noise is shown in Figure 8.8 (b).
For low distance noise (σd = 0.05), we observe that using multimodal methods is beneficial
only when angle noise is low; otherwise the angle information becomes detrimental and
one should rely on the distance-based method MDS. However, for higher distance noise
(σd = 0.15), using angles significantly improves the result for all considered noise levels.

Numerical simulations show that the proposed algorithm based on CDMs surpasses E-MDS
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Figure 8.8.: Comparison of the CDM with E-MDS and MDS for different distance and angle noise. (a)
RMSE vs. σd for two fixed σα. (b) RMSE vs. σα for two fixed σd.

for every pair of (σd, σα). This shows that absolute angle information, when available, should
be preferred over inner-angle information. It also compares favorably with range-only based
method MDS, except for the case of high σα and low σd.

8.4.2. Sensor array calibration

We aim to localize N sensors from the measurements of K calibration sources placed at
angles {ϕk}Kk=1 in the far field, withK ≥ D. The far-field assumption implies that the sources
emit plane waves and the incident angle for a given source location is the same for all sensors.
This notation is illustrated in Figure 8.7 (a), and the experimental setup is shown in 8.9.
The setup includes a microphone array called Pyramic [183] and three loudspeakers in an
anechoic chamber. Pyramic (see Figure 8.9b) is a pyramidal array composed of six branches,
each containing eight microphones (see Figure 8.9c). The shortest distance between two
microphones is 8 mm, while their maximum distance is 200 mm. As the loudspeakers are
located as far as possible to emulate far-field conditions, it is more practical to place the
Pyramic array on a turntable and rotate it instead of the speakers, yielding the same desired
relative orientation.

The measurements from the calibration sources are conducted in the following way: The
speakers produce waves at unknown times, and the sensors register the absolute times
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Figure 8.9.: Calibration of sensor arrays: geometry and real experiment. Left: Pyramic array (fore-
ground) and speakers (background) in an anechoic chamber. Right: eight microphones
placed in one branch of the Pyramic array, where distances are in mm.

of arrival (TOA) of the waves, denoted τnk for the nth sensor and the kth source. We use
sensor n = 0 as the reference and subtract its TOA from all other measurements, yielding
TDOA measurements. Knowing the propagation speed, these measurements can be seen as
coordinate differences of the sensors’ locations, projected onto the directions of the frame
vectors ϕk. In accordance with the theory developed in Section 8.3, we can thus reconstruct
the sensors’ locations in D dimensions as long as we have K ≥ D non-collinear calibration
sources, and enough measurements for the connectivity requirement (see Section 8.3.7).

We localize the 24 microphones of the top triangle of the Pyramic array using 90 calibration
directions uniformly spaced in [0, 180◦). We use three loudspeakers at different heights in
the far field (3.5 meters away). The measurement directions correspond to the directions
of arrival of the sound played by the loudspeakers, so we have a total of K = 3× 90 = 270

vectors ϕk.

All microphones worked properly throughout the experiment, so for every k = 1, . . . , 270 we
can compute the pairwise differences of the sound detection times for all pairs of N = 21

microphones, arrange them in a measurement vector d̃ and create a corresponding matrix
Bk ∈ R210×21, where 210 is the number of differences:N(N−1)/2. Then, we use the splitting
algorithm (8.15) to find the locations of the microphones. AsBk = B0 for every k, it leads to
the optimal solution. Our method localizes the microphones with a MSE of 4.49 µm when
using all speakers and all directions. The error remains almost unchanged (4.45 µm) when
considering only the middle speaker (placed at the same height as the top triangle of the
Pyramic array), and localizing the microphones in 2D.
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8.5. Conclusion and ongoing work

We have formulated and analysed coordinate difference matrices, simple tools that enable
us to introduce an efficient optimization framework for reconstructing point sets from their
noisy and partial coordinate differences. We have established the properties of CDMs and
compared them to the classical EDMs, highlighting important differences, in particular the
existence of optimal recovery algorithms for CDMs. The structure of CDMs also relates to
graph theory which in turn helps us provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the
proposed framework to work.

Porting CDMs to multiple dimension, we have seen that many different problems can be
solved with the proposed framework; either by exploiting CDMs in each distance separately
(what we call the “splitting” approach), or by formulating a combined optimization problem,
leading to the “optimal” approach. We have shown when the two approaches are equivalent,
and have showcased their performance on two applications. First, we have studied the
sensor network localization problem, where distance and absolute angle measurements
can be projected to the D Cartesian coordinates, and shown that the proposed solution
outperforms E-MDS. Then, we have applied the framework to microphone array calibration,
where we directly measure coordinate differences in K calibration directions, and have
shown that we can obtain millimeter-level accuracy.

One interesting application that we have not exploited yet, is structure from motion (SfM).
SfM is a fundamental problem in robotics and computer vision, where we seek to find
the positions of landmarks and camera poses from images of the landmarks at said poses.
In the considered instance of SfM, we assume that we have solved the data association
problem, so we are given a set of (labeled) distances and angles to a set of fixed and passive
landmarks. We can optionally incorporate proprioceptive measurements, bringing the
problem closer to visual SLAM; these measurements also consist of distance and angle
measurements between points. This measurement setup leads to a particular form of the
localization problem, visualized in Figure 8.7 (c). We note that this problem is a combination
of the previous two applications: we project distance and angle measurements to Cartesian
coordinates, but the frame moves over time, yielding K > D different projections. A few
interesting questions arise in this setup:

If we use proprioception to estimate the relative movement, the pose estimates will
drift over time, yielding inaccurate projection directions and coordinate offsets. This
calls for a study of the sensitivity of the proposed methods to noise on the directions,
and potentially even the extension to unknown directions.

We have mentioned briefly that CDMs can be used for labeling, but we have not fully
explored this avenue yet. In the SfM problem, labeling (called data association here) is
crucial and the study of CDMs in this context is therefore promising.

The answers to these and more questions are subject to further investigation.
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inner angles

Ce n’est pas la distance qui mesure l’éloignement
— Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Up to this point, we have seen how to embed point sets from either only inter-point distances
or from joint distance and angle measurements. The last missing piece of the puzzle of this
thesis is point embedding from inner-angle measurements only. No exhaustive theory exists
to denoise and complete angle measurements in a similar way to EDMs. In this chapter, we
attempt to fill this gap by characterizing inner angles between points. In particular, we are
interested in the question of realizability (see Section 7.1.3), which tells us if we can find a
point set in a given dimension which exactly satisfies a given set of angle measurements.

We have seen how a moving drone can find the angle of a sound source (Chapter 6), or how
it can determine the angle of a wall from interference measurements (Chapter 5). Building
on these results, we could imagine a drone swarm, in which each drone estimates the
directions of the sound sources present in its vicinity, corresponding for instance to other
buzzing drones. While doing so, the drone could detect reflections of its own sound off of
walls and estimate their angle. Secondly, building on top of the sensor network localization
in Section 8.4.1, we can imagine use cases in which each sensor measures only the angle
to the neighboring devices. Since angle-of-arrival (AOA) has recently been added to the
Bluetooth standards [215], this is a plausible use case, and particularly interesting since
certain angle measurements degrade less with distance than range measurements. The
theory presented in this chapter is useful for both applications, and potentially many more.

This chapter is based on the publication:

F. Dümbgen, M. El Helou, and A. Scholefield. “Realizability of Planar Point Embeddings from Angle
Measurements”. In: IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing. 2020,
pp. 5710–5714

The code to reproduce the results of this chapter is available at github.com/duembgen/AngleRealizability.
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9. Embedding based on inner angles

This chapter makes three main contributions.

a) We find necessary conditions for inner angle measurements to be realizable, including
linear and non-linear constraints which we exactly characterize.

b) We observe which of the necessary conditions are sufficient in extensive simulations.

c) By exploiting the above conditions, we construct an angle denoising and point recovery
algorithm. Finally, we characterize in simulation the noise regimes in which inner angle
measurements are preferred over distance measurements.

9.1. Problem setup

Recall that the non-directed inner angle measured at point xi between two points xj and xk
is denoted by θi(j, k) ∈ [0, π]. As we only consider inner angles, we drop the “inner” attribute
in what follows. We stack all angles in a vector denoted by θ ∈ RM . In this work we do not
address the labeling problem, so we assume we know the indices (i, j, k) for each element
θm.

For the scope of this chapter, we rule out degenerate point sets in which any angle θm is
exactly either zero or π. When randomly choosing points, such setups occur with probability
zero. We define the notion of a point set’s equivalency class as follows: Two point sets belong
to the same equivalency class if each node has the same circular clockwise sequence of
edges in both point sets. The same notion was introduced in [51]. As we will see later, this
helps in setting up linear constraints since the linear constraints matrixA is the same for all
point sets in the same class.

Then we seek to solve the following problem:

Problem 8. Given a set of noisy angle measurements θ̃, recover the point embeddingX that
best matches them.

In order to solve the above problem, we will exploit the notion of realizable angles, which
we define as:

Definition 2. A inner-angle vector θ is realizable if and only if there exists a point embedding
x ∈ RN×D such that ∠(xj − xi,xk − xi) = θm(i,j,k) for all index triplets inM.

We focus on the two-dimensional case, but we use the general notation D where applicable.

9.2. Related work

Localization from angles has been studied thoroughly. In vision-based systems, bearing-only
localization is solved through triangulation [89]. In robot and sensor networks, distributed
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methods [17, 30, 221], SLAM-based solutions [49, 125], and centralized approaches [22, 83]
have been proposed. In the latter, a central processing unit collects data from connecting
nodes and recovers their locations in a global manner. In distributed approaches, the nodes
are self-localizing, and in most SLAM-based algorithms, the location of an active device and
a (usually passive) map of landmarks are iteratively updated.

In this chapter, we focus on the centralized localization problem, meaning that we globally
process all inner angles at once. We argue that as devices are increasingly connected, the
central processing of measurements is feasible in many applications. On the other hand, we
do not require knowledge of the node’s orientations or any anchor nodes.

Since it is designed for one or multiple cameras observing a passive scene, the theory of
triangulation from computer vision [89] can not be directly applied for the general node em-
bedding problem studied in this chapter, where we wish to incorporate measurements from
all involved nodes. The methods from bearing-only robot and sensor network localization,
on the other hand, incorporate such measurements, but they fall short in using the available
information optimally. For instance, many methods [96] use linearization of the bearing
measurements of a moving device to incrementally refine a solution (see also Section 2.3),
which is prone to local minima and requires appropriate initialization. In [225], a system of
nonlinear equations in trigonometric functions of the angles is solved; here, the optimal so-
lution can be found, but the cost function involved is sub-optimal. The localization method
we propose, on the other hand, can first find the minimum least-squares estimate of angle
measurements, and then recover the points, which are consistent with these measurements.

By phrasing our problem as an instance of the general embedding problem, we seek a
solution for localizing points from angle measurements that uses the available information
more optimally than the above approaches.

Our approach relies on realizability conditions, formalized in Definition 2. In the field of
graph rigidity, people are also interested in“localizability conditions”, which determine
whether the obtained solution is uniquely determined by its measurements and anchors [63,
99, 205]. The objects of study in these papers are the minimal set of measurements which
uniquely define the shape of a configuration. Since the focus is on theoretical uniqueness,
measurements are assumed noiseless, and although tested with noise in simulation, there
is no guarantee that the developed algorithms are optimal given noise. Note also that the
aforementioned methods rely on absolute angle measurements, and knowledge of anchor
nodes.

Rather than characterizing the minimal set of angles and anchors for unique localization,
we aim to find realizability conditions which can be used to denoise and localize overdeter-
mined systems. Our work is close in nature to an early work on angle-based planar graph
embedding [51]. The authors prove conditions for an angle set to correspond to a planar
and convex planar graph with no crossing edges. We relax these assumptions to non-convex
graphs, lying in 2 dimensions, and with arbitrary edge layouts. By doing so, we can construct
an optimization problem on angles only, which characterizes the maximum likelihood
estimator under Gaussian noise assumption, and ensures realizability.
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9. Embedding based on inner angles

9.3. Degrees of freedom of realizable angles

When we measure the relative dissimilarities of points using angles, some information is
irrecoverably lost, as for distances and differences. As we have seen in Section 7.1.6, pairwise
differences only retain ND −D −D(D − 1)/2 = ND −D(D + 1)/2 degrees of freedom of
the original point set, due to invariance to orientation and translation. When measuring
only angles, we additionally lose scale information, leading to one degree of freedom less:

DOF = ND − D(D + 1)

2
− 1. (9.1)

We can conclude that we need at least DOF angle measurements to accurately recover a
point embedding, up to a rigid transformation and scale — the best that can be done from
angle measurements.

9.4. Recovering points from angles

To recover point sets from the given angles θ, we apply the following standard build-up
algorithm. Similar algorithms have been proposed for distances [3] or distances and an-
gles [20]. We start by fixing the first two points (x1, x2) arbitrarily. The subsequent points
xn, n = 3 . . . D + 1 can be found using n − 1 angles from the previous points. Finally, all
remaining points are uniquely defined using D + 1 angle measurements.

Note that the minimum number of measurements required in the described algorithm is

D∑

i=2

i+ (N −D + 1)(D + 1) = N(D + 1)− D(D + 1)

2
− 1, (9.2)

which is exactly N more than the lower bound DOF .

We stress that, given a full angle vector θ, this build-up algorithm only uses a subset of
them for reconstruction. Unless the angles are realizable, the reconstruction accuracy thus
depends on the choice of angles used for reconstruction, and there might be a discrep-
ancy between the non-used and the reconstructed angles. In the next section, we provide
constraints on the angles that must be satisfied for them to correspond to a valid point
set. These constraints can be used to find the closest realizable angle vector. By doing this
denoising before applying the build-up algorithm, every selection of angles results in the
same reconstruction (up to scale and rigid transformation).
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9.5. Characterization of realizable angles

The intuition of our realizability conditions is the following: Since an angle vector has M
elements but only DOF degrees of freedom, M −DOF of the measurements are redundant.
In what follows, we construct a set of L linear constraints and K non-linear constraints on
the angles, such that the M − DOF residual degrees of freedom are correctly eliminated
(L+K = M −DOF).

9.5.1. Linear constraints

We can impose two types of linear constraints on angles: the first type addresses angles
measured at a single point, and the second type addresses angles in convex polygons. For
all angles measured from one point, any subset of adjacent angles must sum up to form
the bigger angle. In convex polygons of size m ≥ 3, the angles must sum up to (m − 2)π.
Numerous such constraints exist, but not all of them are linearly independent. We provide a
method that constructs exactly the maximum number of linearly-independent constraints,
defined by L = Lsingle + Lpoly, where Lsingle denotes the number of linear constraints at a
single node, and Lpoly denotes the number of polygon constraints.

To create the linear constraints, in particular the single constraints, we impose D = 2. The
analytical derivation becomes significantly more complex when D = 3 and it might be
favorable to use the learned constraints instead, as described in Section 9.5.2.

For the single constraints at each node n, we define an order of the outgoing edges, k =

1 . . . N − 1, and the number of considered angles ` = 2 . . . N − 1. Then, for each starting
index k = 1 . . . N − 1− `, we impose that

{∑k+`
i=k θn(i, i+ 1) = θn(k, k + `) if

∑k+`
i=k θn(i, i+ 1) < π, or

∑k+`
i=k θn(i, i+ 1) + θn(k, k + `) = 2π else.

(9.3)

The order of angles can be determined through a combinatorial algorithm or from prior
knowledge. For illustration purposes, we enumerate the single constraints for the first node
(n = 0) of a point set of N = 6 points, assuming that the biggest angle θ0(1, 5) < π, in which
case we are always in the first condition of (9.3):

` = 2 : k = 1 : θ0(1, 2) + θ0(2, 3) = θ0(1, 3)

k = 2 : θ0(2, 3) + θ0(3, 4) = θ0(2, 4)

k = 3 : θ0(3, 4) + θ0(4, 5) = θ0(3, 5)

` = 3 : k = 1 : θ0(1, 2) + θ0(2, 3) + θ0(3, 4) = θ0(1, 4)

k = 2 : θ0(2, 3) + θ0(3, 4) + θ0(4, 5) = θ0(2, 5)

` = 4 : k = 1 : θ0(1, 2) + . . .+ θ0(4, 5) = θ0(1, 5)

(9.4)
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9. Embedding based on inner angles

This leads to the total number of constraints

Lsingle = N

N−3∑

i=1

i =
N(N − 2)(N − 3)

2
. (9.5)

Moving to the polygon constraints, one can find all constraints linearly independent from
the single constraints by choosing one single corner and imposing the constraint in all
triangles involving that corner. All higher-order polygons lead to constraints that are linearly
dependent of the former. This leads to:

Lpoly =

(
N − 1

2

)
=

(N − 1)(N − 2)

2
, (9.6)

and the total number of constraints:

L = Lsingle + Lpoly =
1

2

(
N3 − 4N2 + 3N + 2

)
. (9.7)

We represent the obtained linear constraints in matrix formAθ = b, withA ∈ RL×M , b ∈ RL.
In Appendix 9.A, we prove why it is enough to consider all triangles involving one corner
only.
Note that in above considerations, we have arbitrarily chosen to first impose the single and
then the polygon constraints. It would have been possible to proceed the other way around,
in which case we would have a higher proportion of polygon constraints. We visualize
example constraints matrices obtained using either first the single or first the polygon
constraints, in Figure 9.1.

9.5.2. Automatic creation of linear constraints

Constructing the constraints matrixA, with the previously proposed combinatorial algo-
rithm, can be prohibitively time consuming. If we know the equivalency class of our point
set, we can greatly speed up the process by learning the constraints matrix from simulations.
If the equivalency class is not known a priori, it can be determined through a rough initial
point estimate using the noisy or partially denoised angles.

We learn the constraints matrix by randomly generating at least T ≥ L point sets in the
correct equivalency class, and reading off the angles θt, t = 1 . . . T . Since all points sets have
the same order of edges per node, they share the same linear conditions andAθt = b, must
be satisfied for each angle vector. Therefore we can write ΘC> = 0, with

Θ =
[
θ>t −1

]T
t=1
∈ RC×(M+1), andC =

[
A b

]
∈ RL×(M+1) (9.8)

In order to determineC>, we can find a basis of the null space of the matrix Θ. A valid basis
can be found by extracting the L last columns of V from the SVD given byC> = UΣV >. As
opposed to the analytically obtained matrixA, the learned matrix is not sparse. Since each
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Figure 9.1.: Example setups (left) and corresponding full-rank constraints matrices obtained using
first the single constraints (middle) or first the polygon constraints (right). Shown attached
to the matricesA are the vector b, separated by a white line.

constraint acts on all angles, this leads to a smoother denoising behavior when incrementally
adding constraints, as confirmed in Section 9.7.1.

9.5.3. Non-linear constraints

The linear constraints are not enough to eliminate the residual degrees of freedom. To see
this, we compare the number of linear constraints with the residual degrees of freedom.
Assuming that there is a number K of unconstrained degrees of freedom, we pose:

K = M −DOF− L

=
N(N − 1)(N − 2)

2
−ND +

D(D + 1)

2
+ 1− 1

2
(N3 − 4N2 + 3N + 2)

=
N(N − 1)

2
−ND +

D(D + 1)

2

(9.9)

For D = 2, K simplifies to:

K =
(N − 3)(N − 2)

2
(9.10)

To fill the gapK, we need to resort to non-linear constraints. We can for instance impose the
sine law (or equivalently, the cosine law) in each triangle. In order to remove the distance
parameters, we process two adjacent triangles together, which allows to eliminate the
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9. Embedding based on inner angles

distances and obtain equations of the form

fk(θ) =
sin θb(a, c)

sin θb(a, d)

sin θc(a, d)

sin θc(a, b)

sin θd(a, b)

sin θd(a, c)
− 1 = 0, (9.11)

where a to d denote any four corners of the kth quadrilateral. The remaining question is
which constraints of this form are independent, and if we can find exactly K of them.

Considering D = 2, we note that K =
(
N−2

2

)
. Choosing two points as “anchors”, for instance

points n = 0 and n = 1, we can create exactly K nonlinear constraints by imposing one
constraint of the form (9.11) for each quadrilateral involving these two points. It remains to
be proven that this choice of constraints is in fact the “optimal” one; but as we see in the
following, there is some evidence that it is, since it successfully eliminates the remaining
degrees of freedom.

InD = 3 dimensions, we do not have an expression forLsingle, and we cannot derive the form
of K. However, the above argument holds in two or three dimensions, so we conjecture that
the same nonlinear constraints can be added to constrain, at least partially, the remaining
degrees of freedom.

Table 9.1.: Comparison of number of constraints compared to the number of points N , angles M and
degrees of freedom DOF

N M DOF necessary linear nonlinear

4 12 4 8 7 1
5 30 6 24 21 3
6 60 8 52 46 6
7 105 10 95 85 10
8 168 12 156 141 15
9 252 14 238 217 21
10 360 16 344 316 28
11 495 18 477 441 36
12 660 20 640 595 45
13 858 22 836 781 55
14 1092 24 1068 1002 66

4 6 8 10 12 14 16
number of points N

0

500

1000

1500

2000

co
un

t

DOF
non-linear

triangle
single

no. angles M

Figure 9.2.: Visualization of the number of angles M as the sum of the degree of freedom (DOF ) and
the number of different constraint types, for increasing numbers of points N .
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9.5.4. Guarantees

Summing the number of linear and non-linear constraints found with the DOF of realizable
angles gives the number of angles M , as desired:

M = DOF + Lsingle + Ltriangle +K. (9.12)

Figure 9.2 visualizes the different components of this equation. In Table 9.1, we also provide
the numerical examples for point number up to N = 10. We can see that the majority
of measurements can be constrained through linear constraints, so one might argue that
the non-linear constraints are negligible. As we show in Section 9.7, these constraints are
however crucial for angle realizability, and for good reconstruction accuracy.

We conclude by establishing necessary and sufficient guarantees for angle realizability.
The proposed constraints are induced from well-known geometry laws, thus the following
proposition holds:

Proposition 3. If θ is realizable, then both linear and non-linear constraints are satisfied:
Aθ = b and fi(θ) = 0 for i = 1 . . .K.

We have seen that by combining the proposed constraints, we get exactly L+K = M −DOF
constraints. We thus constrain all redundant measurements, and we can put forward the
following conjecture.

Conjecture 1. If both linear and non-linear constraints are satisfied, then the angle set θ is
realizable.

We provide extensive simulation results that empirically verify this conjecture in Sec-
tion 9.7.1. We also provide the sketch of a proof in Appendix 9.B. If the conjecture is true,
it follows that the constraints provided here are sufficient and necessary, as stated in the
following result.

Conjecture 2. An angle set θ is realizable if and only if both linear and non-linear constraints
are satisfied.

9.6. Denoising and recovery algorithm

Possible applications of Conjecture 2 include outlier rejection (removing spurious measure-
ments which do not satisfy the conditions), labeling (finding an order of angles such that
the constraints are satisfied) and completion (filling in missing angle measurements such
that they satisfy the constraints). For the purpose of this chapter, we propose a denoising
and point recovery algorithm.

Given a noisy angle vector θ̃, we want to find a point embedding with angles as close to the
measurements as possible. Thanks to Conjecture 2 we can solve this in two steps: first, we
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Figure 9.3.: First row: discrepancy between reconstructed and denoised angles as a function of number
and type of imposed constraints, for different numbers of points N , drawn uniformly from
a unit square. Second row: reconstruction accuracy for the same setups.

find the maximum likelihood estimate (under zero-mean Gaussian noise assumption) of a
realizable angle set by solving

θ̂ =arg min
θ∈RM

∥∥∥θ̃ − θ
∥∥∥,

such thatAθ = b, fk(θ) = 0 for k = 1 . . .K.
(9.13)

The non-linear constraints render this problem non-convex, and no existing algorithm is
guaranteed to find its optimum. As we see in Section 9.7, standard solvers do however show
good performance and convergence properties.

Knowing that the resulting angle set θ̂ is realizable, we use the simple build-up algorithm
as described in Section 9.4 for point recovery. If knowledge of some anchor points is pro-
vided, we align and scale the obtained point set to the anchor points using the orthogonal
Procrustes transform [186].

9.7. Simulation results

In this section, we validate the theory established in Section 9.5 through extensive numerical
simulations and evaluate the algorithm’s performance. We generate random point sets by
uniformly picking points from a square of given size. Simulated noise is always assumed
zero-mean Gaussian. To avoid numerical issues we ignore point sets that have at least
one angle smaller than 1× 10−3 rad in absolute value. We use Sequential Least SQuares
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Figure 9.4.: Point recovery accuracy using either distances (dashed lines) or angles (solid lines). The
shading corresponds to different sizes of the experiment setup.

Programming (SLSQP) to solve (9.13), provided in the scipy package. 1

9.7.1. Realizability study

To study the validity of Conjecture 2, we design the following experiment: Given a measured
noisy angle set, we denoise the angles using (9.13) and recover the point set using the build-
up algorithm from Section 9.4. From the obtained point set, we read off the angles. By
construction, the angles used for reconstruction equal the denoised angles, but the unused
angles will only equal the denoised angles if the constraints in Conjecture 2 are sufficient.

We report the results of this experiment in the top row of Figure 9.3. We define the discrepancy
error as the mean absolute error (MAE) between the denoised and reconstructed angles, and
calculate this error for 20 random realizations of each parameter set. We confirm that the
discrepancy only approaches zero when all constraints are added. The learned constraints
(right column) lead to a more gradual decrease than analytical constraints, because they are
not sparse. Finally, we note that the difference in errors can be explained by the convergence
to different local minima of (9.13). We conclude that the combination of the proposed
constraints leads to realizable angles.

9.7.2. Performance evaluation

We also evaluate the performance of the proposed recovery algorithm in terms of point
reconstruction accuracy, and report results in the second row of Figure 9.3. To this end, we
fit the obtained point set with orthogonal Procrustes [186] to the true locations (including
rescaling), and calculate the MSE. We observe that the reconstruction accuracy increases
with the number of constraints. Indeed, the plot in the bottom of Figure 9.3, shows a clear
correlation between the number of added constraints and reconstruction accuracy.

Finally, we provide insight into when angle measurements are preferable over distances. For

1The code to reproduce the results will be provided upon publication.
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the distance-based reconstruction, we implement the standard MDS algorithm [53]. We
assume a fixed noise level on distances, denoted by σd, and plot the accuracy for a range of
angle noise σa. As angle-based recovery is sensitive to the scale of the setup, we show results
for different area sizes. Figure 9.4 confirms that accuracy decreases with area size and noise,
but that for the lower regimes of angle noise, angle-based localization is more accurate than
distance-based localization.

9.8. Conclusion and ongoing work

We have proposed necessary and sufficient constraints for the realizability of inner angle
measurements. The constraints are related to well-known trigonometric properties and we
have shown how to construct them both analytically and numerically, given minimal prior
knowledge of the point set’s topology. While all constraints are necessary, we conjecture
which of the constraints are sufficient, and provide numerical evidence as well as a sketch of
a proof. We have exploited the conditions for a denoising and recovery algorithm and studied
their performance on a variety of simulated problem setups. Finally, we have identified
regimes in which angle-based recovery leads to more accurate localization than distance-
based recovery.

The required prior knowledge of an equivalency class can be constraining in certain sit-
uations, therefore future work could focus on establishing end-to-end algorithms which
exploit different levels of constraints in a hierarchical fashion to recover the equivalency
class along the way. For instance, using only a set of linear constraints might be enough
for cheaply finding the topology of the point set, before imposing the more expensive non-
linear constraints. Another natural extension of the present work is the application of the
realizability conditions for other methods such as outlier rejection, completion and labeling.

Appendix

9.A. Minimal set of linear constraints

The following proposition motivates our choice of imposed linear constraints.

Proposition 4. If we impose the polygon constraints in all triangles involving one (arbitrar-
ily) chosen point, and impose all single constraints, then the polygon constraints for all
triangles of the point set are satisfied.

Proof. Let us assume that we impose the linear constraints for all triangles involving n. Then,
we will show that for any triangle (i, j, k), where neither of the corners equals n, the inner
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angle sum has to equal π. Indeed, we can rewrite the inner angle sum of triangle (i, j, k) as

θi(k, j) + θj(k, i) + θk(i, j)
(a)
= θi(k, n)− θi(n, j) + θj(k, n)− θj(n, i) + θk(i, n)− θk(n, j)
(b)
= π − θn(i, k) + π − θn(j, k)− θi(n, j)− θj(n, i)
(c)
= 2π − θn(i, j)− θi(n, j)− θj(n, i)

(d)
= 2π − π = π,

(9.14)
where we have used the single constraints of points i, j and k in (a), the polygon constraints
in (b), the single constraint of n in (c) and finally the polygon constraint of (n, i, j) in (d).

Thanks to this proposition, we can assume that the polygon constraint is imposed for every
triangle in the point set, even though only a subset is explicitly covered withAθ = b.

9.B. Sketch of proof

In this section, we outline the sketch of a formal proof of Conjectures 1 and 2.

We want to show that ifAθ = b and fk(θ) = 0 ∀k = 1 . . .K then there exists a point setX of
which the inner angles match θ. To prove this, we will use a subset of angles to construct a
valid point set, and then show that all angles of this point set, in particular the non-used
ones, match the vector θ. We denote the inner angles in the reconstructed point set by θ̂, so
that we want to show θ = θ̂.

Note that we impose the triangle constraints on all triangles involving point x0, and we
choose points x0, x1 as the basis for nonlinear constraints. Since the numbering is arbitrary,
these choices do not matter.

Starting withN = 3, we constructx2 by intersecting the angles θ0(1, 2) and θ1(0, 2). It is trivial
to show that the non-used vector θ̂1(0, 2) equals θ1(0, 2) because of the triangle constraint.

Now assume we want to construct point n, n > 3. We use again point x0 and x1 and the
angles θ0(1, n) and θ1(0, n) to construct the point xn. There are two choices, but only one is
consistent with the points constructed thus far. We can pick the correct one by choosing, for
instance, the one satisfying the single constraints at point x0.

Then, we show that for all points k with k = 1 . . . n− 1, the angles θ̂k(0, n) and θ̂k(1, n) are,
although not used for the reconstruction, equal to θk(0, n) and θk(1, n), respectively. We
define the point xn′ as the point of intersection between the line formed by θ̂k(1, n) and
θ0(1, n), as shown in Figure 9.5 (a). We can show that since the nonlinear constraint holds
for any quadrilateral involving x0, x1, xn = xn′ or, in other words, there is a unique point of
intersection defined by the three angles θ0(1, n), θ1(0, n) and θk(1, n).
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9. Embedding based on inner angles

We first impose the sine laws in the relevant triangles:

l1n
sin θ0(1, n)

=
l01

sin θn(0, 1)
(sine law in triangle (0, 1, n))

l1n′

sin θ̂k(1, n′)
=

l1k

sin θ̂n′(1, k)
(sine law in triangle (1, k, n′))

l01

sin θk(0, 1)
=

l1k
sin θ0(1, k)

(sine law in triangle (0, 1, k))

(9.15)

We can reformulate these equations to get

l1n
l1n′

=
sin θ0(1, n)

sin θn(0, 1)

sin θ̂n′(1, k)

sin θ̂k(1, n)

sin θk(0, 1)

sin θ0(1, k)
= fk(θ) + 1 = 1, (9.16)

where we denote by fk the linear constraint imposed for the choice of points xk, xn. We
conclude that since the non-linear constraint holds, then l1n = l1n′ and thus xn = xn′ . This
confirms that θ̂k(n, 1) = θk(n, 1) and θ̂n(k, 0) = θn(k, 0).

The last step is to show that all other reconstructed angles also match the (non-used)
initial angles. This can be easily seen through the linear constraints: We can use the single
constraints for points 0, 1, k and n, respectively, to show that θ̂0(k, n) = θ0(k, n), θ̂1(k, n) =

θ1(k, n), θ̂k(0, n) = θk(0, n), and θ̂n(0, k) = θn(0, k). This is visualized in Figure 9.5 (b).

Figure 9.5.: Visualization of proof sketch: in (a), we sketch the setup studied to determine that thanks to
the non-linear constraint, there is a unique point of intersection (xn = xn′). In (b), we show
in black the consistent angles, in blue the angles found to be consistent in the previous step,
and in orange the remaining angles. Clearly, the remaining angles are uniquely determined
by the linear constraints.
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10 | Conclusion and future work

We have covered different aspects of spatial perception without sight, ranging from localiza-
tion based on radio-frequency signals, to wall localization from sound and sound-source
localization. Since these signals typically allow for inferring distances or angles from the
corresponding access points, sources or walls, we have devoted the second part of the thesis
to providing some missing puzzle pieces regarding the theory of localization from different
combinations of distance and angle measurements.

The nature of contributions of the thesis includes entire systems, such as the indoor lo-
calization solutions now deployed in our partner’s software, and the custom audio deck
including software stack for performing audio experiments on the Crazyflie drone. In other
parts, we provide novel algorithms for localization which do not rely on classical linear and
Gaussian assumptions, both of which tend to be inaccurate when dealing with distances
or angle measurements. In particular, we provide a closed-form solution for range-only
trajectory recovery, a problem which is typically solved using sub-optimal iterative solvers.
Furthermore, we provide algorithms which exploit distance or angle measurements to yield
geometrically consistent point estimates, which we successfully apply for joint localization
problems. Exploiting audio signals, we provide algorithms to perform wall and sound-source
localization which are tailored to moving and low-cost devices, and showing novel ways of
using motion for enhanced sensing.

We have pointed to some ongoing research directions in the “Conclusion and ongoing
research” sections throughout this thesis. In this final chapter, we would like to seize the op-
portunity to discuss more ambitious and general research directions which came up during
the PhD work and while writing this thesis. We also use this space to discuss directions that
combine findings from a variety of chapters of the thesis.

Continuous localization on a drone using sound In Chapter 4, we have discussed how to
localize a moving object from non-synchronized distance measurements to fixed anchors. In
Chapter 5, we have discussed how a drone can measure the distance and angle of the closest
wall. The natural follow-up question is: can we perform continuous trajectory recovery and
wall mapping, using sound only, on a drone?
The reason continuous recovery is interesting is because the entities we seek to localize are
smooth: as the drone moves in the vicinity of the wall, we know that all wall estimates should
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lie on a line (or plane, when localizing in three dimensions). We also know that the trajectory
of the drone, because of physical constraints, is (at least piecewise) smooth. Therefore,
jointly localizing the wall and the drone’s trajectory could be phrased as a parametrized
localization problem, or using a more flexible representation as discussed in Chapter 4.
There are plenty of reasons why using sound for this endeavour is interesting. Besides
the already mentioned advantages of sound in terms of ubiquity and omnidirectionality,
sound can provide a more minimal parametrization of the wall. A wall’s location can be
characterized with very few parameters, but in classical visual SLAM, we instead recover
either the locations of a set of features on the wall, or a full three-dimensional representation
such as a mesh. Of course, we can perform dimensionality reduction in hindsight, but it
seems unnecessarily costly to recover all this unnecessary detail along the way. Using audio
SLAM, we reduce ourselves, from the beginning, to only the degrees of freedom of interest
of the wall: its angle and distance form the drone, and we can therefore perform localization
more cheaply, and potentially, more accurately.

Embedding higher-dimensional entities Although of practical relevance, localization is
arguably a less interesting instance of the general embedding problem, as it does not uncover
any hidden structure of the data; its goal is merely to find point locations as close to their
true locations as possible. When applied to higher-dimensional entities of all sorts, low-
dimensional embedding can be used to find hidden connections in the studied entities,
clusters, and correlations, that are hard to see in the original space. We have discussed a few
interesting problems such as clustering biomedical images and text; but even more esoteric
examples such as the geometry of music can be studied [50]. When extending our horizon
to higher-dimensional data, there is a never-ending range of interesting applications of the
theory developed in the second part of the thesis, which we have not explored to this date.
In particular, angle measurements are an interesting alternative to distance measurements,
as seen by the wide adaptation of the cosine distance for word embedding, for instance.
However, to the best of our knowledge, existing approaches put little emphasis on finding
an optimal embedding — a rough embedding is good enough for applications such as data
visualization and finding higher-level. An interesting direction of research is thus to explore
to what extend the developed theory in Section 7.3 and Chapter 9 yields embeddings more
faithful to the original data, thus allowing to uncover more subtle and complex relationships
between the entities.

Distance and angle geometry for semantic SLAM With great advances in scene under-
standing thanks to machine learning, more and more SLAM algorithms seek to incorporate
semantic information, i.e. to reconstruct a map consisting of a few labeled objects in the
environment, rather than a collection of abstract features or a dense representation [181].
Such a treatment has at least two advantages: first, semantic information is an enabling
factor for higher-level tasks and decision making. A robot that detects doors as doors rather
than flat surfaces can open them, for instance, and an autonomous car that distinguishes
people from trees can take life-saving decisions when it comes to a crash.
Another advantage of the semantic SLAM formulation, which is more important for the
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current work, is that using semantics significantly reduces the problem size. Rather than
localizing thousands of features or three-dimensional points, the mapping and localization
problem can be reduced to a few objects of interest. Advances have been made to determine
the pose of such objects optimally, given their three-dimensional scans and a dictionary
of labeled models [188]. This decreased problem size allows for more efficient labeling
algorithms [27], novel visual SLAM algorithms [149] and it allows to revisit simplifying as-
sumptions such as staticity of landmarks [93].
We postulate that representing our world using a few labeled objects rather than high-
dimensional maps also allows for global localization algorithms, such as the ones studied in
this thesis, to become widely applicable. Indeed, the algorithms studied in Chapter 4 and
the second part of this thesis perform best on a handful of data points rather than thousands
of data points typical in visual or lidar-based SLAM. As semantics become more readily
available, it would be very exciting to stress-test these methods on such use cases.

To summarize, we believe that continuing to create tighter connections between signal
processing and robotics can bring novel algorithms, improved performance and a better
understanding to many open problems in spatial perception.
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